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Angry Housewife Slays Crippled Salesman
L. Alex Wilson Is Promoted To 20 Here Asset Claims
*Editor Chicago Defender Daily To Race History
By NAT D. WILLIAMS

He Tried
To Molest Her

Last week's observance of Negro History Week made
room for a lot of thinking.
On a public forum a group of articulate Negro Memphians agreed that emphasizing Negro history is not inconsistent with the general racial desire to be integrated
L. Alex Wilson, editor and general manager of the
into the full stream of American
Tri-State Defender, has been named editor-in-chief of the
life.
An original touch was given to
There have been arguments, it Negro History Week observance
Chicago Daily Defender, according to Publisher John H.
may be recalled, against Negroes over at Booker T. Washington
Sengstacke.
putting so much stress on being High school this year. Prof. Blair
Negroes, while at the same time T. Hunt, always at bat when it
Mr. Wilson's duties will also include editorial superviinsisting on being regarded
as comes to original and way-out
sion of the Chicago Defender
something else — something with- ideas, suggested that it might be
weekend and national editions.
national editions of the Chicago
out the label "Negro" being at- well to take a look around right
Lutrelle Palmer, director of Defender.
tached.
here in the local community and
News Bureau, Fisk university, has
WINS
AWARDS
Some pretty strong words and
been named to succeed Mr. Wilson
While with the Chicago Defend.
ideas have been projected in sup- (See HISTORY, page 2)
in Memphis, said Mr. Sengstacke,
er previously, Mr. Wilson won the
port of the trend — the trend topublisher of the papers.
Wendell Wilkie Award-1940-50, for
ward getting away from labels
HERE SINCE 1950
best feature writing on "What
that tend to make conspicuous
Mr. Wilson has been in MemCauses Crime" and "The Making
LUTRELLE PALMER
L. ALEX WILSON
folk even more conspicuous, just
phis since 1950. He gained nationof a Killer". He served as United
at the time they are arguing loudal and international attention dia.
Nations war correspondent for the great challenge to a dedicated Lutrelle
Palmer, 36, who takes est in favor of being lost in the
ing his coverage of the admission
Chicago Defender and papers of newspaperman
in Memphis, the over as editor and general man- crowd.
of Negro students to Central High the National
Newspaper Publish- cooperation
which the public has ager of the Tri-State Defender, re- The forum participants took the
school in Little Rock, 1957. He re- ers
association during the Korean given the Tri-State Defender dur- turns to the newspaper field after position that the Negro has much
fused to run when attacked by a war.
ing my seven years of residence, news work with one of the na- in his past and present of which
jeering, howling mob.
Mr. Wilson's awards include ci- the many friends I have won, and 'tion's leading universities. A na- to be proud. And since the purA native of Lake County, and
tations
from
the
Department
of the fine family roots I have de- tive of Newport News, Va.. Mr. pose of Negro History Week is to
a graduate of Florida A&M college (now university), he did fur- Journalism, Lincoln university veloped in this city, all have made Palmer has been a reporter for point out and point up what is
(Mo.);
the
Elks
and
the
National
it a distinct pleasure and privilege the Chicago Defender and t h e best in the Negro's past, in the L. Alex Wilson, editor and genther study in journalism at the
University of Wisconsin a n d Publishers association. The cita- to serve this community. I am California Eagle (Los Angeles). interest of self-respect, pride and eral manager of the Tri-State Detions were for his outstanding deeply grateful for this and shall He has a master's in journalism inspiration, there is every reason
studied at Roosevelt college.
fender, was slightly injured last
His newspaper experience in- skill and coverage of the Little ever feel that I am a part of this from Syracuse university and is why the observance should be Saturday night when a car driven
cludes work on the Norfolk Jour- Rock scene.
city. As for the Tri-State Defend- a candidate for the Ph.D. in com- continued and even expanded in by a man who was later charged
er, the staff is determined that munications at the University of scope.
nal and Guide as assistant man- EXPRESSES THANKS
with driving while intoxicated,
aging editor; the Ohio State News, In commenting on his promo- it continue to render worthy serv- Iowa.
struck the left rear side of his
as state editor; the Detroit Tri- tion, Mr. Wilson said: "I gave ice. In that determination t h e In 1953 he won the Chicago
car as he was attempting to turn
bune as managing editor, and as long and prayerful consideration newspaper has the full support of
on to Walker while driving south
See WIISON Page 2
staff writer on the weekend and before accepting the offer. The the Defender family."
on Bellevue.
The defendant in the case was
Joe D. Hayes, of 398 LaClerle
ave., who appeared before Judge
Wililam D. Ingram in Traffic
Court on Monday afternoon and
At its meeting last Friday aft- was fined $35 for reckless drivernoon, the members of the Mem- ing, $25 f o r improper backing,
"1 am sorry I killed him, hut I guess death was on
phis Board of Education unani- and held to the state on a charge
mously approved an act giving of driving while intoxicated.
him when he came into this house," Mrs. Ellawee Hill, of
Beginning this year, the National Foundation, suppermanence to the body.
Mr. Wilson told the judge that 1312 Adelaide st., calmly
reflected last week following the
ported by the March of Dimes, will offer Health scholarAn amendment to the charter he thought at first that he had
of the Memphis City schools pass. not been injured during the colli- death of a crippled hot tamale salesman, whom she stabbed
ships to at least 505 persons in the United States. Hawaii
ed in 1869, it provides that the sion, but that later he was bother- in her home on Thursday afternoon, Feb. 5,
Dr, Lynette Saine, professor of and Puerto Rico for college or university- education in
the
SOUTH NORFOLK, Va. — Chil- Board of Education "shall have ed with pains in his left arm
English and education at Speland
The victim was Clarence Clifnursing,
fields
of
physical
dren
therapy,
occupational
of
therapy,
white Virginians who fa- perpetual and permanent exist- in his neck.
man college in Atlanta, will be
ton Stubblefield, 39, who died in
vor
integration
ence."
will
get
their
wish
the guest speaker next Sunday medicine and medical social work.
After having struck the rear of John Gaston hospital on last Tues- fee pot, he grabbed me by the
arm.
At the same meeting. a reso- Mr. Wilson's car and
afternoon, Feb. 22, at Metropoli- Each scholarship will be worth The deadline date for filing ap- next Fall if the school board
causing ex- day afternoon from a head wound
IIE GRABBED HER
approves a request made last lution was passed "so as to autan Baptist church in a program $500, and is renewable for three plications is May 1, 1959.
tensive damage, Mr. Ilayes back- made with a homemade paint
week by Supt. of Schools William thorize and empower said Board
"He grabbed my left arm that
sponsored by the women of the consecutive years depending upon
Because educational requireof Education of the Memphis City ed up for more than 90 feet and scraper by Mrs. Hill, who told was once broken and twisted it
church and beginning at 3:15 the satisfactory performance of ments of the five professions vary, J. Story, jr.
collided
resisting
into
police
the
the
that
front
of
a
police
she
was
Schools,
which
has charge of the
behind my back and I started
p. m.
student. Scholarships will be dis- scholarships wiil be made avail- Mr. Story said that some white
public schools in the City Of car in which were riding Police man's advances. He reportedly screaming for him to stop, but he
Recognized as one of America's tributed on a geographical basis able for four years of study in: save expressed "a desire and
Lts, G. H. Parker and F. C. Wat- resided at 1318 Adelaide St.
Memphis,
to
issue
bonds
for
kept
willingness"
to have their c h i Itwisting it," she said.
most scholarly professors, t h e with no state offering less than
Mrs. Hill was still free last
Nursing, physical therapy and
school purposes in addition to son.
As they struggled through the
guest speaker is the daughter of five, one for each of the profes- occupational therapy to graduat- dren attend integrated schools, bonds which it has heretofore is- All testified that the man had week on $500 bond for assault to
and
with
the
bedroom,
Mrs. Hill said that she
school
board's
perMrs. Claudia F. Seine, a teacher, sions.
ing high school students who are
sued or has authority to issue." been drinking and was unsteady murder, although authorities said
and the late Rev. Timothy Seine. Scholarship winners will be se- planning study leading to beetle+ mission the white children will be The act also empowers t h e on his feet immediately after the that she would be charged with picked up a paint scraper that
was on a table, and as they got
murder,
She is a graduate of Spelman lected by state and territorial lor's degrees in schools offering assigned to Negro schools.
The school superintendent sent board to provide for the payment collision. The police car was also
into the living room near the door
college, earned her master of committees composed of members
and interest on the bonds as they damaged, the officers told Judge 'NO MURDERER'
the afflicted man tried to pull
arts degree at Atlanta university, of the five health professions, (See OFFERS We, Page 21
(See NEGRO, Page 2)
mature.
Ingram.
"I am no murderer," Mrs. Hill her to the floor as she neared the
and her Ph. D. degree at the Uni- and awards will be made on the
said last week as she sat in her door screaming for help,
basis of financial need, scholastic
versity of Chicago.
home listening to religious music "My arm was hurting badly,"
The program is one in a series achievement and motivation and
on a kitchen radio. "You are a she said, "so I hit over my shoulbeing presented by the church aptitude.
murderer when you go out look- der with the scraper to make hint
during the month of February, Information on t h e scholarships
ing for someone to kill them."
turn me loose, and I struck him
and music will be furnished by will be disseminated to the NaMrs. Hill said that she had un- in the head. I was just trying to
a women's chorus.
tional Foundations 3,100 chapters,
fastened the back door of her get relief for my arm, and I did
Following the morning service, which will supply application
home so that the two girls that not know that I was striking se
a very tasty turkey dinner will be blanks and present the awards to
live with her and her husband, hard."
served in the church dining room. winners.
henry Hill, a cement contractor, HUSBAND WARNED MAN
Mrs. Bernice Abron is general
could enter it when they came
Awards will be made only to
She said that after the man fell,
home from school.
chairman for the program, Mrs. students who have been accepted
she opened the door and told tho
Ivy Roddy, publicity chairman: for admission to an accredited
"I looked up and Clift was comcrowd that had gathered as a re.
ing in the back way. He asked suit of her
Mrs. Emma G. Claybrook, finan- college or university for the acascreams that she had
me to give him a cup of coffee,
cial chairman and Mrs. Thelma demic year 1959-60, but students
stabbed the man and that some.
and when I started around the
Whalum, music chairman.
may file applications for scholartable to plug in the electric col(See STABBED, Page 2
Rev. S. A. Owen Is pastor of the ships pending acceptance for adchurch,
mission to the schools.

Lutrelle Palmer, Of Fisk University,
Will Manage The Tri-State Defender

Editor Hurt As
Car Rammed By
Liquored Driver

Dr. L. Saine of March Of Dimes Offers Negro Schools
Spelman Speaks Scholarships Of $500 Will Be Opened
Here On Feb. 22
To Va. Whites

School Board
Adopts Two
Resolutions

Kappa Frat Aids 3 Local Groups

•
FOR
631

14 Boys Go On Trial
For Attacking Woman

C'631
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Prot Hunt Lauded As
'Creative Individual'
(See Photo Page 3)
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, chairman emeritus of the Abe
Scharff branch of the YMCA, was praised as a "creative
individual who will live on" during a banquet given in his
honor in the gymnasium of the branch on Monday evening,
Feb. 9, which was attended by nearly 200 prominent citizens.
The guest speaker for the banThe speaker said that during
nuet honoring Prof. Hunt for his
travels in Asia he learned that
20 years of service to the Y. M. his people there considered
AmerC. A. was Dr. John B. Eubanks, the
as people concerned only
icans
head of the department of social
with the present life, but that in
science at Jackson college, Jack- working for the YMCA and other
son, Miss., who spoke on the sub- projects, Prof.
Hunt had insured
ject, "Challenge and Response in
for himself a place in the future.
the Life of Man."
Prof. Hunt told the assembly
Dr. Eubanks said that Ameri- that the occasion was one which
cans now face two real chal- "shall ever hang in my memory,"
lenges — that of an atomic or and said that as chairman emerinuclear war and the emerging tus he would continue to work for
peoples of Asia and Africa, and the YMCA, "and I challenge anythat he Was "bothered" by the one to get ahead of me."
response which this country has The evening was climaxed with
shown at the reali--)toi, that oth- the presentation of a lounging
er countries are now catching up
(See PROF. HUNT, Page 2)
With Us.

ONE HUNDRED dollars was
donated to earl' of three Mem•
phis organizations recently by
Elmer Henderson (far right.)
polemarch of the Memphis

Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. Receiving
checks were, from left to
right, R. J. olive, treasurer
of the Non-Partisan Registra-

tion Campaign committee;
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, president of the local NAACP;
and Hollis F. Price. president
of LeMoyne college, who re-

eeived the donation to he put
Into the college's student loan
fund. The $10e for the NAM P
Was the fourth such payment
by the Alumni Chapter on a
$100 life membership.

Fourteen Negro boys, who should have been in high
school classrooms, filed into ('riminal Court, Division 2,
last Monday morning to go on trial for a capital offense.
They are charged with having detained and criminally,
assaulted a 35-year-old mother of two small children on
July 16, 1958 as she was walking
along the street near Lauderdale as Marshall rounded up the gang
at. md St. Paul ave.
after receiving information from
The woman was criminally as- the two youths who were captorsaulted behind a church at that ed.
•
location and later carried to the PROSECUTORS
rest room of the L. R. Brown
Attorneys
District
Assistant
park, where the young hoodlums Minor Tait and Lloyd Rhodes are
continue tie attack.
serving as prosecutors in the case
HELD 1,ONG TIME
over which Judge Sam Campbell
After having been continuously is presiding.
assaulted for more than two hours, The 14 defendants are being repthe frail woman was rescued by resented by Attys. Will Gerber,
two policemen who investigated Ulysses Smith, Ervin Weiss, and
the playground, and managed to Public Defenders Robert Livingscatch two of them while the others ton, Robert Tillman and Hugh
scampered away in the darkness. Stanton. jr.
The victim told the police that The defendants in the case are
she attempted to scream, but that William J. Webb, 20, and his IS.
on each try to summon help. the year-old brother, Grover. of 516.
hoodlums either hit her in 1 h e B St. Paul ave.: Thomas Coleman.
mouth or choked her into silenre
Officers Ben %%Um and Thom- (See 14 BOYS, Page 3)
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(Continued Frame Page One)

Sat., Feb. 21, 1959

College Fund
Set Up By NUL
National Urban League, it w a s
announced recently by Dean B
R. Brazeal.
The scholarships have been set
aside for high school students who
are taking part in the Urban
League's youth incentives program. "Tomorrow's Scientist and
Technicians." Popularly known as
TST, the program is designed to
(Continued From Page One)
increase the number of students
scientific and technichair, equipped with electric vi- entering the
GUESTS FROM ATLANTA —
brator, to Prof. Hunt, who re- cal fields.
Simon, third from left,
plied, -The old rocking chair has The scholarships will be award- E. L.
ed to high school seniors entering agency director of the /Wan.
finally got me."
the freshman year, and to third- la Life Insurance company,
WILL RETIRE
elig- Atlanta, Ga., was the guest
The honoree is scheduled to re- year school students who are
speaker during the annual
tire this year as principal of ible to enter college under t h e
Men's Day program at the
Booker T. Washington High Early Admissions Program.
East Trigg
Ave.
Baptist
school. He is also pastor of the To be eligible for either scholall platform
arship, the applicant must rank church, and
Miss. Blvd. Christian church.
guests during the celebration
Greetings to Prof. Hunt was well in the upper third of his
brought by Mrs. Melvin Robinson, class. He must be a participant
chairman of the Ladies Auxiliary in the Urban League TST proof the Abe Scharff branch, who gram in any of the 63 communistated that there had been no ties in 32 states where there are
worthwhile project in the city for local Urban Leagues. He must
the past quarter of a century in also meet college entrance rewhich Prof. Hunt had not partici- quirements.
pated, and the response was made
Candidates for the scholarships
by Mrs. Addie G. Owens, execu- are nominated by local Urban
tive secretary of the Vance Ave. Leagues.
branch of the YWCA.
TST was initiated last year,
t Tribute was paid to Mr. Hunt and a national committee of techby Prof. J. T. Springer, princi- nicians and educators are serving
pal of Douglass High school and as advisors. A national sponsorA check for $750 was presented
Dr. Hollis T. Price, from the field ing committee of individuals and
to the LeMoyne college by the
of education; Rev. B. L. Hooks, organizations is supporting t h e
Memphis chapter of th LeMoyne
pastor of Greater Middle Baptist
program.
Alumni Association during the unchurch, from the field of religion;
L. If. Boyce, recently elected The National Urban League is nual Alumni Day held recently in
vice president of Universal Life an interracial, educational service Bruce hall.
Making the presentation to Dr.
Insurance company, from busi- agency which was established in
ness; and E. L. Whittington, gen- 1910 to further equal opportunity Hollis F. Price, president of the
eral secretary of the Young for Negroes in employment, edu- college, was Mrs. Ann Lawrence
cation, housing and social welfare. Hall, president of the chapter.
Men's Christian Association.
Atty. H. T. Lockard was the
GOOD MUSIC
speaker for the day.
t Music for the occasion was proWorking as a committee to make
vided by E. L. Pender, director
Alumni Day a success were Elmer
of music at Booker T. WashingHenderson,
Juanita Shields, John
ton High school, who played DeElla Wells, Letitia Poston, Yvonne
bussy's "Clair de Lune" as a pi(Continued From Page One)
Brow n, Wilhelmien Lockard,
ano solo; and Garmer Currie,
29, of 475 Concord
ave.: Paul Charles P. Roland and Dr. Vasco
who sang "Thank God for a GarKirk, 19, of 382 S. Wellington at.. Smith.
den."
Apt. F., and William Parker, 18,
Others on the program were J. of 632 McKinley at.
T. Chandler, Sr., general chairAlso Henry J. Jennings. 17, of
man for the Abe Scharff branch,
799 Eastmoreland st.; David Maswho served as master of ceresey, 17, of 748 Hobart st.: James
monies; Rev. John C. Mickle, who
Armstrong, 16, of 1303 Edith ave.. (Continued From Page One)
gave the invocation; Fred Joseph,
Robert Earl, Drinkwater, 16. of approved professional education
executive secretary of the branch,
who introduced the guest speak- 601-B St. Paul ave., and Victor program.
Medical social work to college
er; and Rev. J. W. Golden, who Smith. 16. of 364-L S. Fourth st.
TEENAGERS
sophomores entering the junior
gave the benedication.
Others are Anderson Jordan, 283 year and planning graduate study
, Dr. E. Frank White, chairman
Cynthia st., Apt. 7; Charles Marr, in an approved graduate proof the social committee, was in
748 Hobart st., George L. White, fessional school of social work.
charge of the testimonial banquet
747 Porter at.. and Kennie Baker, Medicine to currently enrolled
in honor of Prof. Hunt.
372 Allen's Alley, all 16 years of college students who have been
accepted for admission to an apage.
Prosecutor Tait said that the proved medical school.
Scholarship money need not be
state would not ask for a certain
punishment, but would leave it up limited to tuition, but may be
to the jury to decide the matter. used to cover any appropriate
(Continued from Pages 1 /
As the group filed into court, student expense. Students m a y
some of the spectators were heard accept other scholarships, b u t
'Newspaper Guild Page One Award to say, "Just think of it. All of must inform the National Foundafor feature writing.
them boys attacking one woman!" tion concerning the amount a n d
source.
' Mr. Wilson is scheduled to leave ADMIRERS PRESENT
Although scholarship winners
Memphis for the new permanent
Also in the court roo m were
duties at the Chicago Defender. several girls who have accom- are not committed to work in
health
fields of special interest
During the week of April 4.
panied the boys to court on each
to the National Foundation, such
His wife and daughter will ac- day that the trial has been sche- as
arthritis, polio or birth defects,
duled, but previously postponed. they will be
company him.
expected to serve in
Judge Cambell stated earlier in the health field at
Mr. Palmer is to begin work in
large as memMemphis on March 23. His wife the day that all misdemeanors bers of the profession for
which
and two children will accompany would be set aside until the rape they are prepared.
him to Memphis.
case is settled.
Further information may be obtained by students by consulting
counselors, deans or principals of
schools, or contacting local chapStarts SUNDAY!
ters of the National Foundation.
FEBRUARY 22
Students may also write to
4 - BIG DAYS -4!
"Health Scholarships," The National Foundation, 800 Second
ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Prof. Hunt

Memphis Chap.
Alumni Presents
$/50To LeMoyne

14 Boys

Offers $500

Wilson

Aft/DAIsy
ne

Terror In The Flaming Mid•Eastd
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CONFIDENTIAL'
.-- GEM BARD

one had better call the police, but
that she went to he phone and
called them herself.
Mrs. Hill said that she h ad
quarreling with my neighbor?
(Third in Series)
known the man for years, a n d "Will 1 be a good wife and
"I've never
that she used to give him news- mother? Will I do my part, or married before,
papers in which to wrap his ta- will I loaf and spend most of my and though I am'
males, but that her husband had time in joining clubs, or possibly very much in /se•
told the man to stop coming to
love with Dave.
the house.
want
to
don't
I
Asked if the man had ever atmake a mess out 4. ri,..,491,,•at
tempted to attack her before, Mrs.
of our lives. We
Hill replied. "I am not going to
shall want a fawant to be a good
lie on him. He had never tried to
One) mily, and I
bother me before, and had no re- (Continued Emilie Page
mother, not just one who talks
putation for mblesting women.
good. What does my
being
about
whose
seek out Negro individuals
'HIS TIME TO GO'
lives and achievements might well writing say?"
"Death must have been on him, be regarded as part of the warp
These are intelligent questions.
but I am sorry it had to be me and woof of the stuff that makes Of course being a good wife and
who killed him. I don't believe history.
mother is not the only requirement
that you can go before your time
home, since unity
people do not for a happy
such
He
said
that
comes, and if it had not been his
and peace must come first. But
were officers of the firm.
managers and top agents of time to go the good Lord would get their names in the papers too
the writer of this letter has nothFrom left are IA. George W.
often; they don't make too much
Atlanta Life' Insurance com- not have let him die."
regard them- ing to fear.
not
and
do
Lee, manager-director of the
noise,
pany who were in Memphis
A few of Mrs.
neighbors
She is exceedingly warmheartpiece of God
Memphis branch; Charles W.
from Feb. 15 through Feb. 17
were asked if they had heard her selves as a "little
ed, sympathetic and friendly. The
Greene, director of public refor a three-day conference. screaming on the day when the broken off."
young woman is no gossip, and has
But in their own quiet ways,
lations; Mr. Simon, G. E. Dc.
Its theme was "Hit the Line
well-known tamale salesman was
natural skill in the use of her
the
for
history
making
are
they
Lome, director manager; and
in '59," and personnel from
fatally stabbed, and none said
hands, indicated by the flat top
Negro by doing good work on :wF. H. Hill, assistant agency diAlabama, Georgia, Illinois, that they heard her.
on the "n." They are not like an
eaned ordinary jobs, doing imKansas, Kentucky, Michigan,
rector. Among the guests in
Mrs. Chaney Lee, a widow, with portant things without a lot of "r" but are well rounded so that
the audience were cashiers,
Missouri and Ohio, as well as
whom the dead man lived f o r publicity, by obtaining and hold- they look like a stack of hay, and
Tennessee were present.
three months prior to his death, ing positions not commonly held this rounded part shows the crebut evicted him when he failed by Negroes, by being the "sup- ative skill.
to pay his rent, said: "I am too
There is a little hook at the beply troops," the "working enginold to lie, but everyone knows eer battalions," and the "medics" ginning of the "y" in "you,"
that Chit has been going to that so to speak, stretching from the which shows acquisitiveness, but
house during the day for the past front lines to the rear, making it is not exaggerated. She will
two or three years.
want to own things, birt will not
solid, needed, timely and impormake a habit of going in debt in
HAD SOME 'NIPS'
the over-all
contributions
to
tant
"When Clift was living here, he
order to get them.
progress and
always brought home drinks, and program of Negro
She has a good sense of the
history.
racial
Mrs. Hill would sneak up here to
artistic, a keen sense of color
Hunt, it
According
to
Prof.
see him and drink with him. She
that will help her create an atNegro to
would say, 'I came after a little would be timely for the
tractive home. The down slant
mofor
a
contemplate
nip,' and stay to help him drink stop and
of the writing shows matter of
proportions of
heroic
ment
the
up his wine and whiskey."
factness rather than pessisism
ray serene,
Mrs. Lee said that Mrs. Hill these "gems of purest
this trait will help her hold a
caves
of
the
unfathomed
that
Sanders,
Mrs.
LilSCHOOL NEWS
Mrs. Jessie Lee
and the victim had on occasions
check on any rash moves.
bear."
ocean
and
Miss
Mildred
lian
Rodgers
got into violeht arguments in her
Altogether she will make a good
Wonder High school now has a
The Washington High school
school paper, and the editor is Moore was in Little Rock for her home, and that during one inci- faculty and student body took mother, a good neighbor, and a
operation.
dent
she
had
to
put
the
woman
very affeteionate and loyal wife.
Floyd Peete, jr., the son of Mr.
All are convalescing.
out of the house- to prevent the well to the idea. And together
In most cases, if you are having
and Mrs. Floyd Peete, Sr., of 2600
they
compiled
a
list
of
what
they
pair from exchanging blows in
trouble with the in-laws, or even
Jackson st. The new editor is a
call
a
"Symbolic
Twenty"
Negroes
her home.
in your own home, there is nothing
junior at the school.
Mrs. Lee said that she took in this city who may be regard- quite like a check-up on your perWelcomed recently to the junior
the man into her home after he ed as important in the making of sonality that your handwriting will
and freshman classes at the
had been put out of the house local racial history.
provide.
school were Misses Ruthie and
It was an interesting list, and
where he formerly lived since she
Of course where there are sevI.ois Brown and Billie Jean Arn- (Continued From Page One)
had known him most of his life, in the foreword it was explain- eral involved, it is necessary to
no
way
exed
that
the
list
in
old. All three are brilliant a n d
but had to evict him when he
make a check on each one, for
out questionnaires asking parents
hausts the number of local Nepopular students.
claimed he could not pay.
one person was ever to blame
groes who are contributing to lo- no
The Wonder High school choir is whether they preferred integrated
She said that she did not know
for all of any family's troubles.
or segregated education for their
cal racial progress. But as they
at present practicing for their
where he was residing at t h e
grandmother and mine used
children. Most of the Negro paris symbolic. The list Your
annual concert to be given in Littime that he was stabbed, b u t labeled it, it
to say, "It takes two to make a
ents, he said, favored integration
of 20 names, along with brief
that some of his possessions were
tle Rock during a Music Festival,
and that is just as true
quarrel,"
of schools. He refused to say just
still at her home at 1318 Ade- statements setting forth the per- today.
Mrs. T. Durley is the director.
how many whites approved intesons' claim to distinction, was givlaide st., the address given for
Wonder High school's senior
To get the truth your writing
gration.
Washington
students
him after he was carried to the en to all
tells, merely write ten or twelve
boys' team won the Polio Tournapresent at the school last Friday.
Mr.
Story
said
that
he
would
hospital.
lines of writing, anything you dement in the Crawfortiville gymnaIt was felt that the list would sire to write. Enclose $1.00 and
sium recently, and will be trying ask the school board to send the
be a good thing for the youngwhite
students
to
the
Negro
Cara stamped reply envelope, and
to win the state championship.
sters to have around heir homes.
your personal analysis will be
A three-act play, "Who Killed ver High school and Carver and
A gist of the list follows:
mailed promptly.
Aunt Caroline?" was presented at, Waterford Elementary schools if
Noble Nubia, a long-time em.
If you desire to learn more
the school recently. Among the their parents tavored integration. TOKYO — (UPI) — The cabinet ploye of Orgill Brothers a n d
students appearing in the mystery
Tuesday approved April 10, the company, who has attained an rules, for analysing handwriting,
enclose
$1.50 for "SECRETS your
were Thelma Watson, Joyce Cara. He did not say what would be day Crown Prince Akihito is to important place with the firm
HANDWRITING REVEALS." Addine, Cora Williams. Ora Fletch- done to fulfill the wishes of the marry commoner Miss Michiko as a shipping clerk.
dress to R. I. COLEMAN, Grapho
er, Minnie Blunt, Ruby and Joan Negro parents who want their Shoda, as a national holiday.
Horace W. Wallace, Memphis
Hubbard, Willie Johnson, Floyd children to attend previously all- The approval came after chief branch manager of the mull I- Analyst, c/o Tri-State Defender,
Memphis, Tenn.
Peete, jr., Willie Weary, John
cabinet secretary Munenori Akagi million dollar Fuller Products
white schools.
Jones and Tommy Parker, jr.
urged that the "auspicious day" Manufacturing company.
General Depot.Depot. and prize win.
Sponsors were Mrs. Durley, Mr.
be declared a day of rest. The
Dr. Hollis F. Price, first Nening interior and exterior dec.
Cooper and Mr. Oliver.
An average American house ministers agreed to a revision of gro president of LeMoyne colorator.
SHUT-INS
wife spends one-third of her day the national holiday's law for the lege.
Mrs. Dorothy E. Greene, sik
On the sick list this week are preparing meals.
J. A. Beauchamp, "father- of
occasion.
Pervlsor
of the city school sysRoy Scouting among Negro boys
tem's
Negro school cafeterias.
in the Mid-South.
Mis Lucie E. Campbell, inMrs. Irene Shivers, supervisor
ternationally famous gospel song
in charge of some 125 cooks and
writer.
waitresses in a local firm.
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, the
Andrew C. Williams, only Necity's leading Negro poet and
gro public relations consultant
composer.
in the Mid-South for a major
Jesse Turner, public accountradio station.
ant and vice president of t h e
Harold Jamison, local union
Tri-State Bank of Memphis.
president with both white and
And Mesdames Ida Jamison,
Negro members under his leadJimmie Anderson and Estelle
ership.
Dumas — the first Negro NursHenry White, AFL-CIO union
representative for States of Ten. ing Home house mothers for the
Memphis hospital system. That's
Lessee and Kentucky.
the list. Can you extend it?
Robert Wright, first Negro
Pretty good, hunh?
bail bond agency owner in the
area, and "father" of golfing
among Memphis Negroes.
William Owen, only Negro In
these parts serving as superintendent if a United States post
Full or Part Time
office station.
Appliance a n d TV Salesman —
Dr. Levi Watkins, first president of S. A. Owen college, rap- Neat Appearance — High School
idly gaining first rank as an Education — Auto Required
all-Negro supported and directed
institution of higher learning.
Mrs. Ethyl Venson, foremost 1300
Thomas
JA 6.1294
Negro woman in the nation in
the endeavor to gain an important foothold for Negres in all
branches of the cotton industry.
Mrs. Addle G. Owen, first local Negro woman to head the
local YWCA branch for Negro
El C•lees efttiCeier
women and making markCornbInetienD
ed success.
for LION., onll
eniterions
Atty. A. A. Letting, "dean"
and
Memphis
Negro
lawyers
of
GET FEDERAL AID — Two
versity under the National Demore; Dr. Joseph A. Payne,
CNUREN FURNITURE DEPT.
legal advisor to the top Negro
Pololh, Pest Ewen. TRW.
Memphis students, Willie Ow.
fense Education Act. Fifty per
dean of students; Paul G.
Memphis.
in
concerns
business
cent
and
ens and Mist; Betty Davis,
of the loan sill be canKing, university bursar;
lerost Prins AvailelDle
Bishop Charles H. Mason,
majors, recently received Fedcelled if the students teach in
15111 501 FREE (A151.06
Miss Betty Davis, a freshman.
founder of one of the nation's
eral scholarship money from
elementary or secondary
Under the act, a student can
denominations.
major Christian
the 910.942 made available to
schools for five ',elms. From
receive a maximum of $1,000
791 III., N.I. 77 Altbami tt,S.W.
Jeffrey Taylor, veteran civilTennessee A and I State unileft are Mr. Owens, a sophoin scholarship loans. (Clanton
Werkiagtas
Atlasts 1, O
employe of the Memphis
ian
III Photo)

Negro

Prince's Wedding
Day Made Holiday
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SALESMEN WANTED

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

A Necker!
CoP HOER.
.,,IDSOTED ARLSTS

ANNOUNCING
New Salesmen

This Space Donated
by the

TRI-STATE BANK
of Memphis

* MID SOUTH'S
LARGEST
BUICK DEALER

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS

All Roads Lead To
Joe Schaeffer's

BLUFF CITY BUICK CO.

* 30,000

ANNOUNCING
New Salesmen

Mile
Guarantee

739 Union Avenue
* WHERE EACH
SALESMAN
You Are Invited To See The
TAKES A
LESABRE — The Thriftiest Buick
PERSONAL
INTEREST
INVICTA — The Most Spirited Buick
IN YOU
ELECTRA — The Most Luxurious Buick
CALL JA.5-5311 FOR ONE OF THESE SALESMEN TO SHOW YOU 'THE CAR' FOR '59

* CALL OR
COME IN
TODAY AND
TEST-DRIVE
THE ALL-NEW
BUICK
J. 0. iiefla) PATTIlt!..0N,

Jr.
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GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Plus 2nd THRILL HIT!

She's
red-hot
and
deadly.r(
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ATLANTA — Morehouse college
Is making available special :uition scholarships for deserving
students under a unique arrangement between the school and the

,
--lc

Sample Shows Woman
Will Make Good Wife
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"1 love science, and I like to
help people, so I decided while I
as in the seventh grade that I
would study to become a nurse,"
explained Miss Dorothy Bobo, a

o
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MISS DOROTHY BOBO

As Soon As Your Baby Stands It's
Time To Make Home Safer Than Ever

and has been saving her money
for expenses in nursing school.
At Manassas she is a member
of the science and mathematics
club, and has been on the honor
roll ever since she entered there.
The I8-year-old co-ed is C. e
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
H. Bobo, of 1228 Merchant at.. and
her father is an auto mechanic.
Reading. she says, is her main
hobby, but she likes to cook and
sew.
Miss Bobo is a member of the
St. Luke Baptist church, where
she belongs to the choir and is a
member of the Sunday school.

Will Extend
Bus Service
To Busy Area

HONORED AT BANQUET A testimonial banquet was given last week for Prof. Blair
T. Hunt in the gy mnasium of
Use Abe Scharff branch of the

YMCA honoring him for his
20 years of service to the organization. Here Mr. Hunt is
seen chatting with Dr. John
B. Eubanks, left, chairman of

the social science department
of Jackson college, Jackson,
Miss., who was guest speaker
for the banquet. (See story on
Page 1.)

member of the senior class at
Manassas High school.
For her nurse's training, Miss
;obo has narrowed the field down
to two schools: the Hmger G. At the request of the Hyde ParkPhillips hospital school of nursing Hollywood Civic club and t h e
in St. Louis, Mo., and the Colum- Bluff City Council
of Civic clubs,
bus Nursing school in Columbia.
bus service will be extended to
S. C.
the thickly populated area nopth
An ambitious student, the young
of Chelsea and west of Boorood
coed will be completing her high
up to the levee, beginning on
LeMoyne college is to be t h e prizes are Eln for first, five dolschool work in three years. She
March 1, members of the Transit site for the first annual combined lars for second and two dollars
missed one year in grade school
Committee
announced
last
week. Science Fair scheduled for April for third.
and by going to summer school
The No. 32 East Parkway line, 6-10 by 23 Negro high and eleshe has managed to catch
LeMoyne is also offering awards
up. which
The PTA of Florida school will
formerly went down Holly- mentary schools.
in the forms of paying for senior sponsor
"When I was in tne third grade
a Founder's Day and
wood to Heard, turned around on
George L. Robinson, the gen- students expenses for their subliving in the rural district around
Harrison and then came beck up eral chairman of the Memphis sequent attendance at LeMoyne. Alumni program Feb. 24. T h e
Tunica, Miss.. I broke my leg
program will begin at 8 p. m. in
Sanders to Hollywood will
go Area project said that all t h e LeMoyne
and arm, and since we had to down
• offering first prize the school cafeteria. The sixth
Hollywood to Heard, pro- science teachers in the junior and winners $150
and second prize grade will he
walk quite a distance to go to
participating.
ceed west to Trezevant, south senior schools had voted to hold takers
$100.
school, and I was unable to do so, south
The meeting, according to Mrs.
to Redwood, north on Box- a joint Science Fair this year. Mr.
I lost a year," she said.
Participating schools and their Sadie Jennings, president of the
wood, west n Stvall and do. n Robinson is a biology teacher at
sponsors are:
Since last March, Miss Bbo Ncdra to May, east on Amity,
PTA, will serve a two fold purManassas High school. Mrs. Dohas been working six evenings a north on Davis and return
on the rine Gray, from llyde Park school Carver high, Walter Evan s; pose. Tribute will he paid to the
\veek as a maid in the dietetics same route.
Douglass high, Frank H. Gray; pioneers in PTA activities and
is the secretary and serving as codepartment of Baptist hospital,
It was on Jan. 8 at a public ordinator for the project is Wil- Father Bertrand, Louis Miller; the former students of the Florihearing before the Transit Com- liam T. Knight, science teacher Hamilton high, Henry Neal; Les- da school will he asked for a conter high, John Wesley; Manassas tribution so that the library will
mittee that the members of the at Carnes school.
committee, led by Rev. M Win- The theme for the Fair will be High, E. W. Wee andd Aubrey be maintained.
The Florida library, from all
field, president of the Hyde Park. "Youth Accepts the Challenge," Turner; Melrose high, Joseph
Hollywood Civic club asked for which will include projects from Westbrook; Booker T. Washington reports, is in the infant stage and
high, William Lowe; Porter junior in dire need of financial help.
service in the area.
grade four through 12.
high, I.eroy Thompson and HenSix ladies have been selected
Rev. Alexander Gladney, pres- UNIVERSAL SPONSORS
ry B. Hall.
to serve as a committee to conRECORDS FOR EVERYONE
ident of the Bluff City Council of
Universal Life Insurance comOthers are Carnes, William T. tact the alumni. They are Mrs.
Civic clubs, was present to en- pany is sponsoring the Fair, and
306 poplar
Lardershol•
Sadie Cabbage, Mrs. Bernice Do.
dorse the request of Rev. Win- the following prizes will he offer- Knight; Hyde park, Mrs. Donna
Phone IA 5-5345
gin. Mrs. Sadie Jennings, Mrs. E.
field's group, and a large number ed: Section A, high school, in the Gray; Klondyke, Longino Cook;
Morgan, Mrs. Sallie Pointer and
Ale of the members were present. classes of general science, biology Grant, Ivory McIntyre; LaRose,
Mrs. Cattle Terrell.
chemistry and physics, the first Miss Nanette Bradshaw Leath, The members of the PTA officprize will be $25, the second 0. B. Johnson;
Lincoln, Percy C. er board includes Mrs. Rubye
prize $10 and the third prize five Norrise; Magnolia,
Mrs, Carlee Spight, vice-president; Mrs. Caldollars. For the grades seven M. Body.;
Caldwell, Mrs. Dorris lie Terrell, secretary; Mrs. Meryl
through the eighth, the first, sec- H. Harris;
Dunn, Mrs. Fairy Pey• Glover, program chairman; Mrs.
ond and third prizes are $15, sev- ton and Mrs.
Dmily Jackson; Ettell Eggleston and Mrs. Addle
en dollars and three dollars, re- Porter,
Mrs. Daisy Jarrell; Riv- Goss, reporters; Mrs. Rubye
spectively. In the section cover- erview,
Rubber Base Latex Flat Wall Point-Colors
Donald V. Jackson; Wood. Spight, chairman of founder's day
ing grades four, five and six, the stock; and Keel ave.
and Miss Mignonette Morris, co'PEE CITY DELIVERY - MAIL ORDERS APPRECIATED
chairman.

H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Paint Headquarters Sine* 1871
Cu.
sysries.
. insong

Herbert Streuli
334 Gayoso at Wellington

, the
and

LeMoyne To Host First Founder's Day
Annual Science Fair Scheduled For

"The Way to Calvary's Cross is sequent topics Include "By Torchthe theme of this year's Lenten light, Feb. 18; "By Lamplight and
messages to be given at the Cal- Firelight," Feb. 25; "In the Gray
vary Lutheran church at 828 Edi- Dawn," March 4; "In Morning
th ave., on every Wednesday eve-' Light," March 11; "Sunlit Street,"
sing until Easter beginning at 7:30 March 25; and "In Noonday
p.m.
Darkness," March 25.
The subject of last week's mesRev. J. T. Skinner is the pastor
sage was '13y Moonlight." Sub- of the church.

unt•
the

The YWCA branch received a
total of $1,733.50 recently when
the pledges were paid out by individuale and organizations.
Paying out their pledges were
Tri-State Bank of Memphis, $400;
Ernest Ahrote, 348 Fay. $30; Mrs.
Etta D. Boyd, 1486 Felix, $50;
Dr. Clara Browner, 1099 Thomas,
$75; Miss Annie Cargill, 978 Clack,
$30; Mrs. Houston Collier, 1430
Elliston rd.. $100; Mrs. Henrietta
T. Cralgen, $50; Mrs. Viola Flowers, $30; Miss Willean Freeman,
643 Walker, 30; Mrs. Annie L.
Higgins, 55 W. Trigg, $50: Rev.
Blair T. Hunt, 731 Hastings, $50.
Miss Isabelle Greenlee, 862 E.
McLemore, $30; Miss Harry Mae
Simons, 731 Hastings, $100; Mrs.
Georgia Quinn, 2477 Saratoga. $50;
Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, 2688 Park,
$30 Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon, sr.,
780 Walker, 850; Dr. Julian W.
Kelso, 1109 Mississippi, $250; Attorney B. L. Hooks, 588 Vance,
$25; Ernest Hooper, LeMoyne
college, $25.
Central Prescription store, $50
Vance, $37.50; Dr. James S. Byes,
132$ S. Parkway E, $25; Mrs. ReTwo boys, who were shoe
becca Siren, 276 S. Orleans, $,30;
shining buddies, ended a friend.
Miss Martelle Trigg, 743 Polk,
ship on Feb. 15 In the most dras$25; Henderson Business college,
tic of ways. One killed the other.
$25; the Philarette Social c I II h,
°lender Coburn, 18, former $36;
and the Zeta Phi Beta sororiManassas student of 2152 Clarksty, $100.
dale. was shot and killed instantly from a pistol that the t w o
youths were playing with, which
they apparently thought was UnJame, Tucker, 18, of 2251
Lyons, a Manassas junior, is being held in the Juvenile court.
No charge has been filed against
the boy.
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, chief of
the homicide division, said invee.
ligation showed it was an ace'
dental killing.
The acicdent reportedly happened when the boys removed the
clip from the pistol and
forgot
about the shell in the chamber.

WARNER BENSON

LUCKII C. SHARP

gauze bandages, and adhesive es can't be pulled over on
top al
tape, cotton and iodine.
child.
5. Plug up any electrical out4. Clear lower kitchen cabinets
let not in use to prevent the of all poisonous household cleanshocks youngster can get if he ers, paints and spot removers.
pokes objects into them.
From "hand to mouth" is baby's
6. Empty waste paper baskets , motto, regardless of what bottle
and trash cans frequently so child labels indicate.
won't be tempted to sample conS. Keep sharp knives, tools and
tents.
scissors in safe places not wee7. Wax floors lightly, or not at ible to child
all, to prevent nasty spills.
6. Wipe up any spilled food int.
8. Remove wiggly button eyes mediately to prevent falls.
from toys. Child can chew them BATHROOM
off and choke.
I. Remove locks from bath9, Take that lighted cigarette room door.
with you wherever you go.
2. Place all medicines on a high
In Keep all metches in safe out- shelf so child
can't get at them.
of-the-way places.
3. Keep bathroom door closed
KITCHEN
whenever possible.
1. Remove handles that turn
LIVING ROOM AND BEDROOM
stove off and on so child can't
1. Put away precious hric-a-brae
reach up and light the burner and
- ashtrays, little statues, candy
oven.
dishes. In the process of learning
2. Turn all pot handles away
Ins way around, child might break
from the front of the stove so tots
them and cut himself.
can't tip them over.
2. Keep candy, popcorn and nuts
3. Keep
electrical appliance in
out-of-the-way places. Toddlers
cords up out of reach so applianccan easily choke on such foods.
3. Place floor lamp cords hr.
hind furniture and, whenever poisible, tack them to the moldings,
so child has little chance of pulling them over.
4. Keep dresser drawers closed.
Child can trip on bottom ones and
bump his head on those that are
higher.
TYLER, Teas - (UPI) - W. Adherence
to
these
pointH. Monroe expects to do a thriv- ers should make a house safe for
ing Easter business with his three a youngster. However, parents
should remember that many of
hens that lay colored eggs.
51onroe's sister, Mrs. JO. Bag- these restrictions can he eased as
child
grows older and learns to
well, sent him three of the rare
"Happiness" hens and a rooster cope with the things In his environment.
from her home in Superior. Ariz.
He says they lay blue eggs with
an occasional pink one.
"They taste just like ony other
CAN YOU USE
eggs, hut they are a lot prettier,"
The ''Happiness" strain started with a hen named "Brigitte"
who began laying green eggs on
the West Coast. The University of
California extension service ad•
vanced the theory that smog
GROUND FLOOR
caused the reaction that changes
STERICK BUILDING
the color of the egg shell.
WHIRS 50151 /MO SOU
Monroe, a maintenance foreman
Gil
for the Texas Highway Departallele,
ment, says this theory is invalid.
There is no smog in Tyler.

MORE CASH?

CITY FINANCE

Youth Killed

loaded.

T. J. MARZETT1

As soon as baby stands, it's
time for you to take strides to
make your home seer than ever
before Just a little rearranging
can make life easier for all concerned by preventing needless
accidents, reducing worries over
"what he might be doing now,"
and keeping "no don'ts" to a
minimum.
So, here is what safety experts
say should be done to protect the
very young in the home:
GENERAL
I. Have locks placed on windows so they open only to a certain point that's not wide enough
for child's body to squeeze
through.
2. Put gates in front of a II
strairs.
3. Keep doors to closets tightly shut and close all doors to
rooms not within parents sight
and easy' reach.
4. Stock house with such firstaid essentials as antiseptic to r
cuts and wounds, petroleum jelly
for minor burns and bruise s,

LaRose Honors
Famous Negroes

Negro History week was observed at the LaRose elementary
school last week with pictures of
famous American Negroes and the
deeds for which they were noted
displayed on bulletin boards.
In charge of the observance was
Garmer Currie and Miss Margaret
Johnson, directors of the social
studies department.

This Space Contributed by the

ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CO.

G. L. RIDLEY

THE MAMMOTH LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE company is making
preparations for a million
dollar drive for ordinary life insurance in this area, and heading the dynamic team
in the project is
T. J. Marzette, local manager of the firm.
Other members of the team are Warner Benson,supervisor of ordinary insurance; G.
L. Ridley,
field manager of the home office, who arrived here recently; and Luckie C. Sharp, recently
appointed
to the national faculty of the Life Underwriters Training Council, who is ordinary
consultant for the
A native of Mobile, Ala., Mr. Marzette came to Memphis in 1955 as the manager for
the local
branch.
A veteran of World War Jr, he majored in agriculture at Tuskegee Institute In Alabama,
but
switched to insurance after leaving the Army.
Considered one of the top salesmen in the city, Mr. Benson has been with Mammoth for
18
months. A former teacher, he was in that profes sion for 16 years before changing to life
insurance
eight years ago.
Mr. Ridley, a graduate of the University of Louisville, where he majored in economics, has
been in the insurance field for the past nine years. He will be concentrating on industrial, ordinary,
hospital and estate builders insurance.
A retired principal of Douglass High school , Mr. Sharp is another top insurance salesman in
the city. He was the first Negro to complete a cou rse in Life Insurance and Marketing at Purdue iniversity last year, and is presently teaching a course in Life Underwriting at LeMoyne college for insurance salesmen in the evening.

•

Your Heart Fried gilts
helped create the mdaele Ot
heart Surgery that Saved
Kathleen's fife. Had site
been born a generation enslier, she pate* would have
faced invalidism or preenstire death.
In her ease, the breakthroughS Came in time. [Ike
thousands with mended
hearts, she's now a halm/
healthy eritd.

MAMMOTH LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

LOCAL OFFICE, 3861 BEALE AVE.
HOME OFFICE. LOUISVILLE, KY.
LOCAL TELEPHONE, JA. 5-1161

This Space Donated
by the

Union Protective
Assurance Co.

It Soothes...It Softens...11's Wonderful!
When your feet hurt you
hurt all over. You lose pep
and energy, become easily
irritated, cranky and hard
to get along with. Worst of
all, people begin to shun
you
because
of
your
changed disposition.
Dr. Graves offers you relief from all this. Dr.
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC goes to work FAST
to ease the ache and tiredness ... makes you forget
those foot discomforts. Order your bottle TODAY ...
You'll be mighty glad you
did!

MADE FROM THE VERY SAME PRESCRIPTION THAT HAS GIVEN BLESSED RELIEF TO
THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS IN BOTH THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

Or Mail Coupon Below with only $1.50 Tour
DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT TONIC
P. 0. Box 5737, Dept. D.

Chicago 80, Ilihsole

I enclose 81.58 (M. 0. or ('heek. No. C.O.D.) Please
send my bottle of DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC at once.

ADDRESS

........
ZONE

"Sot liSt to INAA4 .. „ you ne•st
A

Catholic Men's
Club To Elect
1959 Officers

4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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eihurch
-

by HATTIE HOUSE

A preliminary meeting to nominate officers for the Men's club
or later.
The latter section of the first us must learn sooner
of St. Augustine Catholic church
Every now and then we set
was held last week, and presid- verse of Luke in the eleventh
to aside a certain day as "World
ing in lieu of the president, A. chapter reads: "Lord, teach us
chal- Day of Prayer" but why? We live
Dumas, who was in Atlanta, Ga., pray!" As one reads this
the in the richest nation of the world.
was Herman Robinson, the vice lenging verse many times
question "Why?" pops up in our Many of the people, in fact, most
president.
all of this concern of the people of the United States
Members nominated for offices minds. Why
never know the hardships of other
were president: Charles Stevens abou' prayer?
and Herbert Robinson; vice pres- A minister went to the hospital nations.So why set tip a special
ident: Charles Washington, J. B. to visit one of his members who "World Day of Prayer" Are not
McCullough and J. B. Samuels; happened to have been a soldier our degrees, bank account, social
secretary and corresponding sec- wounded in battle. As he looked fame and the like sufficient for
retary: Eugene Brayson, William at this young man writhing in all of our needs? Oh no, there
Winfield, Longino Cooke a n d pain, the minister turned to him are people of high intelligence,
and asked, "Son, do you pray?" much money, and the like who alRichard Williams.
A spaghetti and barbecue din- The young man looked up a n d ready know that in spite of all
ner was prepared and served aft- said, "Yes, I pray sometimes!" of these there is an unrest that
er the meeting by the members That is the tragic thing about the cannot be satisfied by these. In
of the entertainment committee, whole matter — far too many of spite of all of these there is a
which is directed by Emmett uspray sometimes. In many in- longing that needs be satisfied. To
L. Clanton and Mrs. Lytle
week during the celebration
HONORED AT MELROSE —
Brayon and composed of J. B. us pray sometimes. In many in- these things only prayer can bring
of Negro History Week. StandMcKinney. Guest speaker for
Miss Lucie E. Campbell, the
Washington, stances the times are too far an answer.
Samuels, Charles
left,
ing behind her, from
the program was H. A. Gilwas honored during a p r o•
George Brown, LeRoy Holmes apart.
These apostles who came to Jewriter
liam, vice president and diare Prof. Floyd M. Campbell,
world-famous hymn
The question now arises, "Why sus had the joy of daily walkinse
rector of agencies, Universal and J. P. Hardy.
principal; Misses Dorot h y
and retired school teacher,
Election of officers for the club pray at all?" I know that this is with Jesus but like many of us
Life Insurance company. (WiBurnett, Shirley Conner, Lynn
was honored during a prowill be held on Sunday, March C. the question in many of our minds they walked with Him but did not
thers Photo)
gram held in the gymnasium Bumpus, Viola Flowers, Erma
today. We look about us and see communicate with Him. The greatof Melrose High school last
that in all things we are most se- est need of our world today is a
cure and this security has lulled nation that is in constant comus into a state of complacency. munication with God. When we
We can paddle our own canoe. are in constant corn muication
Religion in itself is built upon the with Him our whole outlook in
fact that we believe in a force life is changed. When these apostfar superior to ours that is cap- les asked Jesus to teach them to
able of supplying all of our needs. pray they were only asking for
To the person who feels that he an opportunity to learn how to
is self-sustaining there is no need communicate with Him.
for religion.
Prayer — as simple as it is
Miss
how
told
Clanton
school
Miss
Students at Melrose High
Daily I come in contact with and as insignificant as it is has a
treat
real
at
a
school
received
last week
Campbell finished high
people who feel that they have peculiar way of getting the job
during the celebration of Negro the age of 15 and entered the
Little Richard, former rock 'n' The Rust college a capella and moved themselves into a position done that nothing else can do.
History Week. There on Friday
the
Ave.
Keel
Baptist
church
where religion is no longer neces- There are thousands of people now
teaching profession, b u t later roll star, will launch his career
for the program given in the gymchoirs will appear in a benefit sary. How tragic it is that there living who can testify to the full
as
a
completed
religious
and
singer
on
college
Saturday program for the Baptist Industrial
nasium was Miss Lucie Camp- finished
are those of us who feel that value of prayer but these thousbell, retired school teacher a n d work on her master's degree, how night, Feb. 14, at the AME Zion College and Seminary of Hernan- with the acquisition of a few ands are far too few. We need a
of
composer
a
as
world-famous
she taught at Booker T. Washing- church in Knoxville. Appearing on do, Miss., on Sunday afternoon, earthly goods we no longer need whole nation this morning that is
hymns.
ton High school from 1919 until the program with him will be the Feb. 22, beginning at 3:00 p.m., God! A few degrees, a few dol- fully aware of the real value and
occasion
the
The speaker for
her retirement in 1954, and how Zionnaires quartet, Prof. Sandley and the public is invited to be lars, a nice home, a little social power of prayer.
was H. . Gilliam, vice-president
present. The program will be held fame and a few other non-essenanswer of this young
regarded with awe by and pianist.
and director of agencies for Uni- she was
girls who know how she The singer is scheduled to ap- at the Progressive Baptist church. tials in this world have done much "Yes, I pray sometimes," is man,Yes true
versal Life Insurance company, boys and
guests
the
for
program
to warp the thinking of many in far too many cases today. We
wearing of lipstick, pear the next night in Asheville, Special
who told the students that if Ne- felt about the
shirt N. C., and then will embark on will include Rev. N. A. Crawford, people. Yet as I move about — each of us — should and must
flapping
and
collars
open
uoes are to compete with others
his four from place to place I observe pray and pray unceasingly if the
members of
a religious concert tour of Flori- and
in a capitalistic society they will tails.
that time has a peculiar way of Kingdom is ever coming on earth
da, Georgia, Alabama, Texas churches.
of
director
is
Campbell
Miss
have to develop in businesses.
Guest speaker for the program devaluating many of the things as it is in heaven. Then and only
the National Baptist and Missouri.
for
music
as our then will the Fatherhood of God
Mr. Gilliam discussed the conThe singer has joined the grow- will be Mrs. A. B. Bartlett, a many of us have adopted
The parlor of the First Baptist merit to various members and tribution of such Negroes as the convention Sunday school training
and the Brotherhood of man be
several trips ing list of supper club entertain- member of the Salem Baptist salvation.
made
has
and
union,
church,
Bronwsville,
recently leaders of the church.
late W. C. Handy and the late
Iknow people who never think realized and men will walk in felers who have abandoned the jazz church.
was all aglow with soft lights, Receiving awards were: Rev. Dr. J. E. Walker, Miss Lucy abroad.
with each other. If you
lowship
field and are devoting their tal- During the program fruit will be in terms of God as long as everydecorated tables with appropriate W. S. Vance, C. A. Rawls, F. E. Campbell and Madame Florence, She told the students that she ents to
is going along as they would don't believe it try it for a while
thing
distributed.
spreading
the
word
of
the
God
change.
flowers, silver ware and stemmed Jeffries, Mrs. Estelle Currie, Mrs. whom he said "proved that abili- had been especially moved by
Rev. Charles W. Guy is ambas- expect it. But the moment things and see if things don't
through song.
glasses upon lily-white t a b 1 e- Ernestine Jeffries, Mrs. Eva ty can rise above the color line." program, and that she planned
for the college, and Rev. 0. start to running contrary to the
sador
His
deep
acts
the
religious
of
some
convictions,
cloths. Standing with broad smiles James Rawls, W. H. Burrell, III, Miss Campbell's accomplish- to.make use of
things
think
they
way that
Collins is host minister.
after much preparation, awaiting Mesdames Willie Bell Rawls and ments were told by Miss Erma which were given on the program. it is said, give his voice a spirit- C.
should be going, it is at this point
the guests whom they had in- Jennie S. Vance, Mrs. Violet Rog- L. Clanton, as the glee club, un- The program opened with t h e ual dynamic intensity that makes
that prayer and religion become
!Red, was Rev. and Mrs. E. L. ers, Mrs. Algee C. Outlaw, Tom- der the direction of Miss Viola band, under the direction of Prof. his concerts a moving and inspir- TOT ON TAPE
meaningful. PRAYER IS JUST
Currie, the minister of the church mie Taylor and Logan Taylor. All Flowers, sang softly one of her Richard "Tuff" Green. playing ational religious experience.
Hollywood — Mamie Van Doren, AS IMPORTANT IN DAYS OF JEFFERSON CITY, Me —(UPI)
and his wife. The guest list in- of these people are leaders of most famous compositions, "Some- "The Rosary," and later in the
starring in Warner Bros.' "Born PROSPERITY AS IT IS IN DAYS —Three state representatives subMissouri Legprogram, "Nobody Knows t h e Rhode Island, smallest
cluded the official staff of the church organizations or n • w thing Within Me."
state, Reckless," has purchased a tape OF ADVERSITY. This is a hard mitted a hill in the
church, deacons, trustees a n d Christian clubs.
has a land area of 1.058 square recorder and will record the lesson for many of us to learn islature Monday calling for a
"When we realized that anoth- Trouble I See."
of cigars
their wives, and the heads of all Leaders absent from the meet- er year for the observance of Na- For devotion a group of girl miles and 158 square
miles of in- "bringing - up" of her 2-year-old but it is a valuable lesson never- warning on evevy pack state.
ing were: Mrs. TheEthel Outlaw, tional Negro History week h a d students, dressed in black leotards, land waters.
the departments.
theless. It is a lesson that all of or cigarettes sold in the
son, Perry.
It was the night in which the Mrr. Vella Morris, Mrs, Emma rolled around, immediately we be- some with leotards and white
young minister was entering Boyd and Robert Shirley.
gan to wonder what outstanding capes, rendered an excellent panhis third years of pastoring the
Remarks were given by Sam personality could we invite . . . tomine winie the spiritual, "G
church. He had invited these Taylor, co-member of the church who had won world acclaim in Down Moses," was sung by a
guests to show his gratitude for and husband of one of the ushers. some outstanding field, someone quintet, composed of Misses Carothe services that they had rendA most delivious turkey dinner who had walked with kings, yet lyn Thompson, Marilyn label,
ered in support of his administra- was prepared and served by Mesnot lost the common touch, some- Bernetta Nelson and Sandra Bass,
tion.
dames Lucile Morris, Willie Mae one who was an educator, a and later while Miss Margaret
Rev. Currie, after giving a Taylor, Susie Cole and 011ie (Dot)
13.
Christian, a leader, a teacher and Swayze narrated 1 Corinthians
speech, presented certificates of Tyus.
program sponsorlover of mankind," Miss Clanton Others on the
ed by the Buzzer staff were Miss
stated.
"D e e p
They finally decided upon Miss Annie Suttles, who sang
Bumpus who recitCampbell, she said, who also com- River;" Lynn
Kenposed "Just to Behold His Face:" ed "I am a Negro;" and
introduced Mr. Gil"He'll Understand and Say 'Well neth Cox, who
Done,'" "Heavenly Sunshine," liam.
and other popular religious hymns Program advisors were Mrs. L.
Sunday, Feb. 22, Men's D a yl and civic leader and pastor of and anthems.
M. McKinney and Miss Clanton;
in
church
will be observed at St. John Baps the Woodlawn Baptist
Miss Flowers, Mr. Green a n d
pastor
the
also
is
He
Brownsville.
tist church, Vance ave.
Mrs. L. W. Jones in charge of
The program will get underway of the Promise Land B aptist
music; H. Winfrey and Mrs. F.
at the Sunday school session with church of Memphis.
Bolden in charge of scenery.
Rev. Hopkins is a graduate of
men teaching all the classes.
Mrs. Ruthie Strong directed the
A total of $3.365.37 was raised pantomine, Mrs. Dorris Bodden
At 11 a. in. there will be a Tennessee A & I State university
Ushers'
special sermon by the pastor, and is a member of the faculty by the East Memphis
arranged for refreshments a n d
Rev. A. McEwen Williams w it h of Woodstock Training school. He Union during 1958 and donated to Mrs. C. T. Suggs designed the
music furnished by the church's is president of the Shelby County various churches in the Union, ac- program sheets.
Teachers association.
male chorus.
cording to officials of the organiThe special program will get un- Dr. R. Q. Venson is the general zation last week.
derway at 3 p. in. with the South- chairman of the program with
F. H. Hamilton is president of FIRST IS BEST
ern Male chorus giving music for Charlie Parker chairman of the the Union, Mrs. Savannah Hamil- The first and finest clip of wool
the occasion. The main speaker program committee and Homer ton. secretary and Mrs. M. L may be made on an eight-monthold lamb.
at this time will be Rev. B. T. Turner chairman of the publicity Cooke. reporter.
Hopkins, educational, religious committee.
the duty of the churches to feed
AVERY CHAPEL AME
At the Avery Chapel A. M. E. the hungry world."
church Sunday, the congregation Evangelist Hattie Culpepper
will observe Friends' Day, Evan- was special guest.
Patrick is the mingelist Hattie Culpepper will ad- Rev. Loyce
ister.
principal
as
membership
the
dress
COLLINS CHAPEL CISIE
speaker. The program begins at
Throughout Lenten, the pastor
• p. m. Mrs. W. Benson will be
of Collins Chapel CME church,
mistress of ceremony.
Rev. David S. Cunningham, will
Bridging the gap and alleviat- deliver messages centered around
ing inconvenience between attend- the general subject "T hrough
ance of the regular morning wor- Temptation."
ship at 11 a. m. this special cele- Lenten culminates on March 22,
bration will be a delicious turkey Psalm Sunday.
dinner. Friends are invited to wor- Proud will be the Christ Temple
ship with the members and en- membership when they introduce
joy this dinner. Group leaders of to the public Sunday the new pasthe Annual Pre-Easter Tea wish tor of the house of reverence, the
their friends to sit their friends Rev. C. L. Carhee, A Get-Acto sit in their pew.
quainted Tea from 4-6 p. m. will
Friends' Day is being sponsored afford an opportunity for M e mby the Building Fund of t h e phians to welcome into our midst
church. Mrs. Nancy J. Lee is the this highly-esteemed minister of
president and Mrs. Blanche L. the gospel.
Crumby is the secretary. The Rev. Carhee has vast expergeneral chairman of this occas- ience in religious work having pasion is•Mrs. Hattie Harrison. As- tored in Washington, D. C., Los
sisting her is Mrs. Irma Cook.
Angeles, Omaha, Neb. and Little
The Sunday school superintend- Rock, Ark. Mrs. Raychelle Carent, Mrs. Annette Edwards, con- hee, his wife, is well-known in the
ducted a survey of the neighbor- city. She is librarian at Manashood two Sundays ago. This aur- sas High school.
sey will be instrumental in the
Men's day is always quite an
special evangelism and soul-win- occasion at the St. John Baptist
ning work undertaken by the church on Vance ave. This year
young people of Avery. The will be no exception with wellyouths meet on Saturdays at 1 versed Rev. B. T. Hopkins helpp. m.
ing to make even more inspiraA program to promote the Pre- tional. Rev. Hopkins will be the
Easter Tea was quite a success. main speaker at the observation,
It was recently held at t h e Sunday, at 3 p. m.
house of worship with Rev. B. L. Dr. R. Q. Venson is the general
Hooks as guest speaker. Memor- chairman. The program chairman
able of the dynamic minister's is Charlie Parker. Homer Turner
message was "churches ne ad is chairman of publicity.
snore buildings so that the hungRev, A. McEwen Williams is
ry world may be fed . . It is the minister.
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Barricade Rioting Fla.
Prisoners In Center
RAIFORD, Fla. —(UPI)— Some prison rules
100 convicts were barricaded in "It wasn't really anything too
the recreation renter of the Flori- bad," Skelton reported.
da penitentiary late Saturday, and
state prisons system director R. 0.
Culver rushed to the scene to help
handle what he called an "emergency situation."
The disturbance apparently was
touched off by a "free for all"
fight among convicts and guards
In the prison's Negro dormitory
hotel
. --garlier in the day, involving about LONDON — (UPI) — A
was clued
15 men. An assistant captain of waiter's claim that he
television
the guards, L. W. Pace. about 55. in on answers for a
quiz show is "true in substance."
was injured in the melee.
investigation by a Queen's
He was taken to the prison hos-, special
has disclosed.
pital where one official said he counsel
Waiter Stanley Armstrong, 42.
was suffering from a rupture.
October that producer
Culver was at Avon Park, Fla.,1 charged last
the TV quiz
when the disturbance was report- Robert Kesten of
twice briefed
ed Before leaving for Raiford he show "Twenty-One" questions he
on
said the recreation center had him before shows
been locked up with 100 convicts would be asked.
inside and that another 300 prison- Armstrong's allegations were
ers were in a critical area near borne out in a report issued by
former Atty. Gen. Sir Lionel
the barricaded building.
three months
Due to the large number of ,,ri- Heald. who spent
charge as a
goners involved the prison direc- investigating the
tor said, the situation- at Raiford Queen's counsel.
The Quiz show, patterned after
was potentially dangerous.
its U. S predecessor, ran for six
Culver reported the disturbance months last
year on Britain's corm
Collins at Fort merrial television network.
to Gov. Leroy
Myers.
Kesten, a bearded, cigar-smokOne of rulver's assistants at ing 43 'sr-old Canadian, had
Tallahassee. Taul Skelron said a denied Armstrong's charge. He adfracas broke out in the reception mitted holding a briefing session
center of the Negro prisoners' with the contestant, but said Armdormitory Abell 10 a. m. Saturday strong rot a look at questions and
wben a guard caught a convict answers while he was out of the
smoking in a bathroom against the room.

A LISTENING TREAT is in store for all who tune in for the
weekly talent show sponsored by the Big Star Stores of Memphis
and the Mid-South. Talented boys and girls skit the program
each Saturday morning at 11:30 over station AVD1 A to chess off
their skill to the Memphis and Mid-South area. As usual, an ex-

cr
cellent show was presented in the persons of the above performers. Pictured above on the hack row from left to right are
Solomon Holley, Helen Tolliver and Isaac Hayes. Standing in front
is a little unidentified performer on the sparkling show.

TUNA

Admit Waiter

Was Clued For
TV Quiz Show

I,enten season is a most inspiring season for housewives
who use Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and Jack Sprat
white corn meal, for they are
always so easily adjusted to
any season, as well as meal of
the day.
For meatless days nothing is
nicer or more tempting to a
hungry clan than tuna whirl
casserole for supper.
JANA C. PORTER

NEW PASTOR — Rev. C. I,.
Carhee, shown above with his
wife, who for the past seven
years served as pastor of the
First Church of Christ filoli•
Aess) U. S. A. in Washington,
D. C., has recently been appointed pastor of the Christ
Temple church at 907 S. Lauderdale in Memphis. Rev. Carhee was for eight years as
president of the National Sunday school and Holiness Voting

Peoples Union Congress of his
church. He is now serving as
recording secretary to the National Convention, of which
Bishop M. R. Conti is president. Mrs. Carhee is the librarian at Manassas hi gh
school. They have three sons,
Robert. Clarence and Winston.
Christ Temple Is honoring the
Rev. and Mrs. Carhee with a
get acquainted Tea on Feb.
22, from 4-6 p m.

WHIRL

CASSEROLE

Roll out biscuit dough in rectangular shape — butter and
1 Jack Sprat biscuit recipe roll up like jelly roll: Mix other
Ingredients and pour into 1,1
melted butter
quart casserole. Cut dough in
2 eggs sliced
slices and place whirls on tuna
mixture. Bake ,a 375 degree
dash black pepper
F. oven 15
20 minutes until
brown
2 tablespoons pimento chopped
Serve hot with your favorite
fruit or tossed salad.
1 cup tuna
Makes good eating anytime.

Yes Madame,

1 ci,p Green Peas

Bye for now,

1 can mushroom soup

Jana Porter.
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THAT'S WHAT Maria Laverne Williams. one of the tornado's victims,
wants to know. Volunteer Gray Lady Marian McNeal. however, doesn't
give up efforts to comfort this youngster and others at Red Cross
disaster
shelter.

Mrs, Roosevelt Hits Dulles View
MADISON, WIS. — (UPI) — Mrs. Eleanor Roosevela said that
Secretary of State Dulles should not talk about risking war if the
Russians resume their blockade of Berlin.
"It gives the Russians a chance to point to us and say we want
war," she said.
"If the Russian blockade the city, we should do as we did before."
During the 1949 blockade the United States organized the "Berlin
Airlift" and kept the city supplied entirely by air.
The widow of the 31st president told a news conference that she
had never been convinced that the rearmament of West Germany'
had been a good idea.

Flemming Hits Apathy On Flourides
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Health Secretary Arthur S. Flemming said it was "nothing short of tragic" that millions of children
were being denied tooth decay protection because a "militant minority" thwarted water fluoridation programs.
Flemming told a news conference that "controlled fluoridation
has been proved over and over again to be an inexpensive and completely safe means of preventing 65 per cent of dental decay."
Yet, he said. only one in every four Americans had such protection.

10 Killed In Germany Maneuvers

USING CRUTCHES because of an arthritic condition.
Acting Secretary of State Christian A. Ilerter arrives
at a closed session of a House Appropriations Subcommittee on the State Department budget. UPI Telephoto

Mardi Gras Riot In Venezuela

Police Seize 30 Pounds Pure Heroin

Ellender Calls Castro'Showman Dictator'

CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI) — Mardi Gras celebrations
reached a fever pitch of excitement and violence with serious
rioting in advance of president-elect Homulo Betacourt's inaugura.
lion Friday.
More than 3.000 persons went wild in the El Silencio commercial
district. They acre down pre-lenten carnival decorations, broke into
and looted stores threw rocks at police and overturned and burned
Iwo national gutted patrol cars.
Police broke up the growing meba with tear gas and
rifles,
wounding four rioters in the iegs and arms. Sixty other
persons
were injured and e70 arrested

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Police announced Sunday seizure of
a near-record 30 pounds of pure heroin worth 4 million dollars and
arrest of 27 persons in a series of lightning rains climaxing a topsecret two-year investigation.
Federal and city narcotics squad members swooped down on
suspects in various parts of New York City and Nassau County on
Long Island in lightning raids timed simultaneously for 8.30 p.m.,
Saturday night.
A total of 50 officers seized 26 men and a woman, including a
$75-a-week stock clerk in whose apartment they found $100,000 worth
of heroin and $60,000 cash in two overnight bags. Another $60,000
worth of heroin was found in the clerk's locker at the company
where he worked.
Police said it was the second largest heroin seizure on record.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Allen J. Ellender describe(
Fidel Castro as r "showman" dictator who lacks the caliber to hi
Cuba's president and "may be out within the next six months." ,
The Louisiana Democrat added that he thinks the successfu
revolutionary was likely to give the United States "some trouble '
"I don't believe that he is a friend ot America at all," Ellender
said in an interview.
Ellender, recently returned from an eight-week trip througt
South and Central America financed by the Senate Appropriation!
Committee,

Exotic Dancer Appears In Court
LAUREL, aid — (UPI) — A 19 year.old "exotic dancer" appeared in court to answer charges she tried to kill a
22-year-old
Virginia man in his parked car a few hours after meeting
him at a
Washington night spot.
Stripteaser Jean Lewis, who performs as "Honey B.
Darling,"
was charged with assault with intent to kill in the
shooting of
Robert F. McCuddy, a Charlottesville, Va., estate owner.
McCuddy was in critical condition at a Washington
hospital after
surgery for removal of two .38-caliber bullets from
his left chest
and abdomen.

STUTTGART, Germany — (UPI) — Six American soldiers and
four German civilians were killed in 7th army maneuvers that ended last week, the U. S. army said.
The maneuvers, dubbed "free play," involved 60,000 men arid
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The Tuscarora Indians
hundreds of tanks, trucks, planes and other equipment.
Three of the Americans and the four civilians died In traffic celebrated the sweetest victory of all in their legal tight with the
state
power authority.
accidents. One of the victims was killed in the flaming collision of
After 18 months of wrangling in and out of courts, the Indians
two huge AIM atomic cannon Saturday.
One soldier died when he brushed against a high-tension wire. won their battle to keep 1,383 acres ef their land near here free
from outside interference.
Two others died of carbon monoxide poisoning.
The end to •ne dispute came last night when the power
authority
board of trustees in New York City formally voted to
abandon an
TEHRAN, Iran — (UPI) — High Iranian government sources attempt to construct a reservior on reservation property.
said a state of emergency has been declared in the British protectorate of Kuwait as .1 result of clashes over the Arab nationalist
program of Gamal Abdel Nasser.
(The Foreign Office in London said it knew of no such action
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Edward Henning, 26, was seriously
in the Persian Gulf Coast state which is one of the major world pro- burned by "one last cigarette "
Henning told police he lit it after
ducers of oil).
opening all the jets of his gas stove .p commit suicide.
The Iranian source, said Kuwait "strongman" Mubarak El
The explosion wrecked his own apartment, damaged two
adSabbah has been appointed governor by his brother, the Sheikh of joining apartments,
caused three neighbors to seek treatment for
Kuwait.
shock, and inflicted burns on about 50 per cent of
Henning's body.
Henning'a secs booked at Flusihing hospital for malicious mischief, a felony.
PARIS — (UPI) — A director of a swank men's clothing store
was indicted in the "rose ballets" teen-age sex scandal, bringing
to eight the number of prominent business, political or society people formally charged in the affair.
TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras — (UPI) — Reports from northwestThe store director — the second such to be indicted in the past
ern Honduras Ririe a force of about 1,000 rebels is advancing on
few days — was identified by police as Ambert Baroud.
Baroud was charged tentatively with "offenses against public Santa Rosa, capital of Copan province and chief city in the area.
The force threatening Santa Rosa was said to be made up of
morality," as the others have been.
The indictment was announced by magistrate Marcel Sacotte insurgents who occupied the nearby town of Copan but withdrew
later, the judge questioned one of the teen-agers who took part in at the apeman of loyal troops.
the alleged licentious dances in swanky villas on the edge of Paris.
The first fighting reported in the five-day-old revolt occurred
yesterday at the river port of Saba, shout 120 miles northeast of
here, where a loyal officer and a rebel leader were reported killed
in a skirmish.
HAVANA — (UPI) — Publication of Cuba's interim constitution
revealed that both Fidel Castro and Dr. Ernesto ("Che") Guevara,
his lieutenant, are eligible for the presidency.
The constitution, which is to remain in force until elections are
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Virginia McManus, former Brooklyn
held sometime in 1960, sets the minimum age for a Cuban president
at 30 instead of the 35 required by the previous charter. Castro high school teacher, and Beatrice Garfield will appeal their conviction on prostitution charges in connection with a $400-a-night vice
will be 33 this year.
Guevara was made eligible for the presidency by a special pro- ring, their lawyer said.
vision declaring that he is "Cuban by birth." He actually was
Attorney Martin Benjamin said the two women would also sue
born
in Argentina.
Magistrate Hyman Bushel for illegal imprisonment in refusing them
The last person to be designated an honorary native of Cuba bail at the time of their original arraignment last Friday.
was Maximo Gomez, a Dominican who was honored in 1903 for his
Miss McManus, 25, and Mrs. Garfield, 29, a previously conaid to Cuba in its war against Spain.
victed madam face maximum prison sentences of three years. They
were found guilty of loitering and offering to commit prostitution
by Bushel who set Feb. 25 for sentencing. Mrs. Garfield was also
AMSTERDAM — (UPI) — Former Queen Wilhelmina, in a book found guilty of allowing her apartment to be used for prostitution.
of memoirs published, charged that palace advisers kept her and
her husband, Prince Hendrik, in a "cage of ignorance" through most
of her 50-year reign.
"Those who wanted to preserve the cage atmosphere gave us
NEW YORK — (UPI) — American and Eastern airlines planonly that information which they thought we must know," she said. ned
to resume normal turbo-prop airliner operations by resuming
"Other. reports, no matter how important, were withheld. Behind use of old-style
altitude gauges with the permission of the Federal
those actions was the desire to isolate us .
from the people. This Aviation Agency
was for me unacceptable."
The FAA had imposed strict bad.weather landing restrictions
The 78-year-old former Queen, who yielded the throne to her on the two airlines'
Lockheed Electra planes with new altimeters
daughter Juliana in 1948, said she felt "a hankering after people to after the crash
of an American Airlines Electra in the East River
meet them as they really were, and not in the artificial atmosphere
near LaGuardia Airport Feb. 3. The traeedy took 65 lives.
of the royal palace. The solitude became oppressive "
The agency Raid the restrictions would be lifted if the airlines
reverted to the rise of altimeters that were familiar to their pilots,
and American and Eastern agreed to do thiii Tuesday.
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS — (UPI) — The government announced that loyal troops had recaptured the city of Santa Barbara,
in northwestern Honduras, which had been in possession of rebel
forces since Saturday.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mayor Willy Rrandt warned Russia
The announcement was the first official admission that a long that the people of West Berlin would resist any attempt
by the Comexpected subversive movement against the government of President munists to ensigve the city "with all the means
in our power."
Ramon Villeda Morales had broken out.
"The Soviets may have thought that Berlin Is a soft spot."
According to the government announcement, the rebels fled into he said. "They are mistaken. On the other hand,
we know that the
nearby mountains and were pursued by government forces. It said part of Germany over which they rule
is anything but a consolidated
goverment air forces were keeping the whole Santa Barbara area regime."
under close surveillance, and that strong land forces were rushed to
Addressing a luncheon sponsored by the Research, institute If
the scene both from Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula, north of Santa America, Brandt said that two
million people have fled Soviet-conBarbara.
trolled East Germany in the last 10 years.

Indians Celebrate Legal Victory

Report Clashes In Protectorate

Last Cigarette Almost Fatal

Indict Clothier In Sex Scandal

Report Honduran Rebels Advance

Castro Eligible To Become President
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Queen Tells All In New Biography

Plan To Use Old Gauges On Planes

I1)

PHOTOGRAPHER TAKES AIM as Vice President Nixon sass there would
be no change in U. S. foreign policy as the result of Secretary of State
John Foster 1)ulles' illness. In San Francisco to mend a few political fences,
Nixon had participated in Oregon's centennial celebration the day before.
UPI Telephoto

Troops Recapture Town In Honduras

Mayor Willy, Brandt Warns Russia

Seven, Burn To Death In Indiana
SOUTH BEND. Ind. — (UPI) — Seven members of a family,
including six children, burned to death early Sunday when they
were trapped in a fire that swept their tiny home.
The children were the sons and daughters of Mrs. Amelia Parker,
32, who was away from home at the time of the fire. A seventh
child, Mrs. Parker's daughter, Queen, 6, escaped from the blazing
structure and notified neighbors who apparently contacted firemen.
The seventh victim was Mrs. Mary Reeves, 58, the children's
grandmother, who lived in the small 22-foot by 26-foot house and
was baby-sitting while Mrs. Parker was absent.

Batista Shrugs Off Extradition, Efforts
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, Dominican Republic — (UPil — Forme!
Cuban President Fulgencio Batista shrugged off revolutionary gore
ernment attempts to extradite him from the Dominican Republic.
lie said the request to the Dominican government could las
expected to be rejected.
Batista, wha fled his country Jan, 1, now Is living at the luxuriou
seafront hotel Jaragua with about 100 Cubans who came here will
him Many are teenaged boys and girls.
Although he marked hts 58th birthday Jan. 16, he looks 10 year
younger, with onle a touch of gray in his black hair.

'Big Four' Call For Parley With Russ

10 Die In Head-On Collision

WASHINGTON — (IJPI) — The United States, Britain an,
ALAMO, Texas — (UPI) — Two automobiles collided head-on France delivered to Russia Monday separate notes calling for
in the rain Sunday and killed 10 persons, including four small chil- big four foreign ininistera' conference this Spring on Berlin, Germa
reunification and European security.
dren and a teen-age gi,:.
Nine of the victims, all in one automobile, were believed MexiThe exact contents of the notes, delivered to the Soviet foreig
can immigrants who had been working in Texas. They were reported ministry in Moscow, were not made public immediately. They wer
taking one of the small children to a doctor in Reynosa, Mexico.
expected to be announced in the western capitals later.
The tenth victim, by himself, was the father of eight children.
Authorities said his wife Is expecting another child.

Pope Gets Wind Of Big Helicopter
VACTICAN CITY — (UP11 — A big "helicopterum" blew
sand in Pope XXIII's eyes Saturday, but he still said he might
fly in it some day.
A two-motored, 93-foot Vertol helicopter, an American type
used for short passenger hops, lowered gently down into the Pontiff's
own courtyard inside the Vatican.
A characteristically strong gust of wind swept the portico were
Pope John was seated.
An attendant leaped in front of him and held his own black cape
between the Pontiff and the helicopter.
"I saw the wind hit the Pope and I was glad someone shielded
him," Pilot William Coffee, 39, of Cleveland, Tenn." said. "But
knew there was no danger."
Pope John himself referred to the big whirlybird in the Latin
as a "helicopterum" in a special prayer written for the helicopter,
which he blessed during the demonstration.

Says Minister Made Love To Wife

Mrs. FDR Turns Commercial For Oleo

NEW YORK — Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt is making commet
cial endorsements of oleomargarine beginning Monday on networ
TV programs.
The former brat lady is said to liziee agreed to make the filme
commercials for Lever Brothers company with the understandin
that she would discuss the plight of underfed persons in forelg
countries. Mrs. Roosevelt's fee has not been made public.

Teen Sister Of Suicide Kills Self
REDONDO BEACH, Calif. — (UP!) — A 16-year-old girl wh
was an honor student at Recirmdo Union high school, shot an,
killed herself Sunday night-three months after her 13-year-old brc
ther committed suicide, police reported
Rae Perry ended her life with a 38-caliber pistol in the sena!
room and in the same manner as her brother, Leon Perry, too
his own life last Nov. 24.
Officers said Miss Petty and her brother both had been livin:
at their grandparents' home since the estrangement of their lathe
and mother. Miss Perry apparently WAR despondent over the dead
of her brother and the breakup of her parents, officers said.

LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — A husband has charged that a SIYear-old minister whom he asked to help save his marriage committed adultery with his now estranged 18-year-old wife.
Glen D. Messick, 22, a carpenter, said he had tape recordings
made in the bedroom of his home which detail alleged intimacies
between his wfi,s Lois, 18, and the Rev. Martin Luther Long, who
married the couple.
"The story is untrue," the minister said. "I assumed a fatherly
JEFFERSON Wis. — (UPI) — The trial of the Rev. Richer.
attitude toward the girl and was trying to help."
Buege, Whitehall. Wis., was held before the three-member presi
dium of the western district of the Wisconsin Lutheran Synod
Rev. Buege was accused of violating church law and of allow
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A new population study has estimated
the number of human beings on this planet in 2000 A. D. at 6,300,000- ing women to ere votes in church elections.
The Rev. Richard Mueller, Jefferson, head of the presidium
000.
This is about 800 million higher than a recent estimate by Sir said the group might take action against the Rev. Buege but tha
Julian Huxley. British scientist who believes "the world is headed no information would be released on the outcome.
for disaster" unless it curbs population growth.
The new estimate was submitted by Dr. Harold L. Geisert, head
of the sociology department of George Washington university. The
university is carrying out a population research project.
Sen. Paul II Douglas 0-Ill said Sunday night that if the Indiana
Dunes are not made into a national monument, "the last recrea
finitet frontier in the metropolitan Chicago-Gary area will be wit'
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Legislation to raise the federal minituallv destroyed."
mum wage to 51 25 an hour and extend wage-hour protection to an
"What is life all about anyway?" Douglas said over a loca
additional seven million workers will be introduced in Congress today,
television debate with Indiana Governor Harold Handley Your Right
The bill will be sponsored in the Senate by Sens. John F.
to Say It. "if the steel mills take over the sand dunes, wet
Kennedy (D-Mass 1 and Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) and in the House
need more mental hospitals in the area."
by Rep. James Roosevelt (1)-Calif.).
liandiev countered by saying the state of Indiana has &tread,
They said in a joint statement that the bill would bring under
set aside 2.180 r cres of dunes area for recreational purposes are
the wage-hour law seven new types of enterprises. The measure
that the tract under consideration by the state as the site of a
also would remave or modify exemption now provided in 12 other
new "seaport" la only a four-mile stretch along lake Michigan.
types of enterprises.

Try Cleric Who Gave Women Vote

Sees 6.300,000.000 On Earth In 2000

Douglas Pushes Ficht For Dunes

Seek Boost In Minimum Waae

Food For Needy Increases Over 1942
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Agriculture Department said
that free surplus food was distributed to more needy persons in
this country the last Mx months of 1958 than in any other like period
since 1942.
The report acid that at the start of this year
5,230.000 needy
families were receiving food distributed through state welfare agen.
cies. an increeiie of 150 per cent from a year earlier.
Altogether the Department said, it distributed 1,463.000 pounds
of surplus food feom July through December to school
lunch programs and needs persona at home aryl abroad. Foreign donations
were the only item showing a decrease.

Says Budget Not Inflation Key
WILTON fe — (UPI) — Rep. Frank af Coffin (D-Me INair
it is an oversimplification to maintain that inflation can he curee
merely by balancing the federal budget.
Coffin is a number of the joint congressional economic corn.
mittee which witl begin a "study in depth" soon on the causes and
impact of inflation
Coffin said he was not willing to vote for elimination rif or
reduced funds for "vital (government) programs
. in the name
fiehtine
of
leflation" until it fa determined whether other theme
used
be
can
to fight the inflationary spiral.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I would gle.man, hopeful of meeting a dee
like very much to hear fr om lady, someone who is thrifty and
young ladies between the ages of sweet. Mr. Anderson, 4845 Calu25 and 35. I am medium height met ave., Chicago, Ill.
• ••
and considered nice looking. I
have my own business. Would like Dear Mme. Chante; I would
to meet someone who is really in- like to meet a nice young womterested in getting ahead in life, an between the ages of 18 and 28.
Will answer all letters. Please en- Race or color doesn't matter but
close photo. Henry Lowe, 8732 In. she must not weigh over 130 or
taller than 5 feet 5. She must be
diana, Chicago, Ill,
• ••
neat, clean and willing to go along
Dear Mme. Chante: You have with me to have future security
IJUSI vJIME A t.E-rfER SAgive..!IN ANSwEi?
helped many lonely people find and happiness. I am 30, 5 feet,
AMouta OF
2 inches tall, weigh 137 lbs.,
/
love and happiness. I do hope I 51
'to qouR REopE.St
can be helped. I have been mar- and light complexedion. If not
ried and have two children—eight sincere in the things you say or
and three. I have medium brown do please don't bother to write.
skin, brown eyes and hair, 115 Jimmie Lamar, 5628 S. Calumet
lbs., 5 feet, 7 inches tall. I am ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
•• •
interested in corresponding with
single men only — between the Dear Mme, Chante: I am a sinages of 30 and 45 at least 6 feet gle young man 21, 5 feet, 5 inchtall. Race or nationaolity does not es tall, weigh 131 lbs., brown eyes
matter. Please send photo. Will and black hair, light complexanswer all letters. Mrs. N. R. ioned. I have been a reader of
Hicks, 4547 Champlain Ave. Chi- Your column for a long time and
would like to find a young lady
cago, Ill,
between 18 and 23 who is 5 feet
• ••
5 or 6. Will give more details in
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a reg- letter, please send photo when
ular reader of your column and writing
Robert Mitchell, 6512
tletworso%
enjoy it very much. I am a divorc- Woodlawn, Chicago 37, III.
and
ed lady of 40, small and neat
considered nice looking. I have
one daughter. I am lonely and
would like to correspond with a
nice man around 40 who is in the
iervice. I like to travel and would
'ike to find someone who is intelli;ent, understanding and considcrate. Will exchange photos and
answer all mail. Miss 0. R. MitpublishAt the Institute he met two
A 45-year-old Bantu minister •.an people by means of
university
chell, 1453A Jackson St., Nashof South Africa, ing religious literature. The min- graduates of Boston
Union
the
from
ville, Tenn.
African dia- who encouraged him to come to
now studying journalism at Boa- ister, who speaks six
•••
education
School of Public leets, feels he must fill his peo- Boston to continue his
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a reg- ton university's Communications, plea need for religious literature, here. "One of the most pleasing
and
ular reader of your column. So Relations
educahave
American
I
that
the
aspects of
African peo- "It is for this reason
here's hoping that you can help firmly believes the
the "glitter come to Boston university for tional system is the fact that you
to
yield
not
will
ple
me solve my problem. I am
through
because of their training in journalism." he said. can work your way
looking for a young and faithful of Communism"
A course in photography at the school," he said. "A financial burheritage.
wife that I can love and call my strong religious
an
Rev. Arthur S. Groot- School of Public Relations and den such as mine would make
own. I am very lonely and upset Ile is the
already education impossible in any other
has
minister of the Pente- Communications
all because of heartbreaks a n d boom — a
exclaimed
him,
world,"
country in the
church, member proved valuable to
disappointments. I am 26, a high costal Holiness
tribe, and one "An excellent course hut very Mr. Grootboom,
school graduate with a college de- of the Befonkeng
troublwas
I
time
a
For
difficult.
school.
of its high
As District Secretary of the Ofgree. I would like to hear from of the founders
Grootboom explain- ed because my photographs were ficial Board of his church, this
interested girls between the ages The Rev. Mr.
what "glitters" about always blurred and foggy," he gentle yet forceful man is undeof 18 and 25. I shall gladly an- ed that
"ownerelito of the said.
niably devoted to his people, his
swer all letters immediately. Wil- Communism is
the peo- Mr. Grootboom's instructor, faith and the preservation of the
lie Frazier, 423 Beale ave., Mem- means of production by
Mass.,
Ipswich,
of
Smith
G.
African culture and tradition.
ple." He added that Russia does Harris
phis, Tenn.
assistant professor of photo-jour- Born In Healdtown, Cape Pronot seem to exemplify this,
•••
his
have
he
that
suggested
nalism,
o
h
w
minister
vince, he was ordained an evanNASHVILLE, Tenn., — The
Dear Mme. Chant*: I am a con- The well-spoken
years in the elemen- eyes examined. The result was a gelist in 1953 at Krugersdorp. He
:ourt-decreed death of Virginia's
stant reader of your column and taught for 20
country, feels pair of 'spectacles" which, said also attended the University- of
aassive resistance to p obit. a
I've often read how you have tary schools of his
accept "any the minister, smiling — "I wear South Africa, where he studied
chool integration has spurred
helped others, so now I've decid- his people will never
two years toward his bachelor of
doctrine that embodies as one of whenever I take pictures."
ther southern states into a bured to seek your help. I am
of God." This proud, tenacious gentle- arts degree.
ied reappraisal of their pro-segfeet, 5 inches tall, 145 lbs., brown its principles, the denial
to
come
to
much
sacrificed
man
Unitagation positions. S out her n
However, he said that the
One unique aspect of the Afrieyes, black hair, brownskin and
save the United States two years ago can culture is that no orphanages
rho& News reported.
wishing and seeking someone to ed States could do much to
wife, Wilhelmina, and
his
with
being
from
people
African
the
exist because of a tradition that
Departure of Virginia from the
love and be loved by. Will an"by two daughters, Edith, 16, and Vi- children who are left without parst of segregated states left six
swer all mail and exchange pho- wooed and won by Russia
19. Giving up a secure posi- ents automatically return to their
ola,
technoloAfrican
train
to
helping
till maintaining separate schools
tos. I love to write — am very
in- tion, his portion of the commu- father's relatives. If the father
whites and Negroes at elemensincere and old fashioned. Charles gists and by giving aid to the
nal farm, and selling his cattle, dies leaving his wife and children
l'ay and secondary levels.
Miller, 5830 South Parkway, Apt. dependent states in Africa." He
also added that "through the mis- ploughing instruments, wa go n, —his issue 'must return to his
These are Alabama. Florida,
211, Chicago 37, III.
••.
sionary program in Africa the life household furniture, and delivery family although his wife is free
1eorgia, Louisiana, Mississipvan were but a few of the hard- to marry again. Parents consid.i and South Carolina.
sln- of the African has been transform- .
Dear Mme. Chants: I am a siner "adopted" children their own.
Some, determined to maintain
gle lady of 26, 5 feet, 10 inches ed from that of a savage tied ships.
Since coming to the United
egregation, buttressed their antitall, and I am a singer. I am down by superstition, cruel iniThe African minister, who grew
has
he
student"
"faith
a
as
States
Megration laws against the time
looking for a man who knows how tiation ceremonies, and a bloodup as a Methodist and received
supto
order
In
diligently.
studied
who
Christian
heir turn might come.
to treat a lady. Don't mind if he thirsty nature to a
his savings and pay tui- his training in a Methodist instiOthers had under consideration
drinks as long as he can hold it. is comparable to any other Chris- plement
many
he preached throuyhout tution, hopes that this and
fees
tion
world."
the
in
tian
irograms aimed to soften the imwould like for him to be beother aspects of the African culEngland
New
and
Pennsylvania
t
a
h
t
firmly
quite
believes
lie
'act of integration. One feature
tween the ages of 35 and 49, 5
ture will be preserved. Perhaps
float generally discussed provides
feet, 10 to 6 feet tall. All are Christianity is the answer to his and 'earned $36 a week during he will aid in their preservation
or tuition grants for children to
welcomed to write. I want a bus- People's problems — national and the summer of 1957 washing dish- with the small printing press he
ttend private schools if their parband now. Constance Heath. 2380 international — and that without es at the Massachusetts Memorial eventually hopes to find and take
nts object to integrated public
First Ave., New York City 35, N. it the world is doomed to an in- Hospitals." Last June the Rev. home with him.
Mr. Grootboom was graduated
evitable catastrophic end.
photo now mixed crowd as
chools.
laws, a number of Negro stuY.
VIRGINIA integrates schools
The Rev. Mr. Grootboom even- from the Zion Bible Institute of As the Rev. Mr. Grootboom
•••
dents were enrolled in previThe Virginia legislature adopted —With the collapse of the
history is being made.
uch a plan. It acted after both
ously allishite school. Above
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a tually hopes to return to his home Rhode Island, where he complet- puts It — "I have come to this
resistance
massive
state's
ederal and state courts voided
voung lady. 23, brownskin, neat, to "propagate the Christian gas- ed a three-year course in two land by faith alone for I believe
the just shall live by faith."
tatutes which had kept schools
I Pel in the languages of the Ain- years.
where tome public schools are of Education will present federal hills sent up b y new I y-i naugurat- pleasant personality, intelligent.
limed in some cities until last
a
am
interhard
person,
working
in
a
court
mid-March
Rock
desegrega- ed Gov. Ernest Vandiver.
integrated but where Little
in meeting an intelligent
fonday.
high schools still are closed, work- lion plan providing for a stairstep KENTUCKY — The 1959 guberhard workingman between the
Gov. John Patterson, newly in- ed on new segregation legislation. start at the first grade this fall natorial campaign
began to warm ages of 23 and 29. He must beiugurated in Alabama on a no- Aides of Gov. Orval E. Faubus with desegregation to he complete up with Gov, A. B.
Chandler's long to church. Would like to hear
ntegration platform, conceded the said it was beyond reach of fed- in 1970.
presidential ambitions an interest- from gentlemen in St. Loui s,
ituation was altered and that "it eral courts.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA— ing issue but with school segre- Cleveland, Jamaica and any oths going to be tough to maintain Desegregation of schools in Nor- The school crisis and civil rights gation not an issue. Better than
.egregation." Ile told the state folk and Arlington County, Va., shared the spotlight at the open- 80 percent of the state's Negro er place. He must be interested
in marriage. I am a good clean
egislature it must be ready to brought
to 798 the number of dis- ing of the 86th session of Con- school-age population now is in de- cook and housekeeper. Will answer
;et promptly and decisively on tricts in southern and tilt d e r gress. Sen. Ilerman Talmadge of segregated districts.
all mail and please sene photo in
tort notice.
states which have made a start Georgia introduced a proposal to
Sen. Herman Talmadge intro- on or have completed desegrega- amend the Constitution to place LOUISIANA — The U. S. Civil first letter. Ann Washington, 803
Rights
Commission announced it Monson at., Peoria, Ill.
lured in the U. S. Senate a pro- tion. With a total of 2.896 biracial control of schools in local hands.
•.• .
)osal to amend the Constitution districts, this leaves 2.098 districts Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson would look into charges of Negroes
being
denied voting rights; Dear Mme. Chante: I am intero place operation of schools in
won approval of his compromise Democratic leaders predicted a ested in hearing from nice young
continuing segregation.
ocal hands.
Other developments, by states: filibuster measure.
possible bolt from the national men in or out of the service beAt the same time the Georgia
leneral Assembly quickly approv- ALABAMA — U. S. District FLORIDA — Members of the party over the civil rights issue. tween the ages of Z1 and 27, 5
for
Legislature
prepared
state
prejr.,
MARYLAND — Montgomery feet, 6 inches tall. I am 19, 5
id six segregation - strengthening Judge Frank M. Johnson,
aws sponsored by the new ad- cleared former Circuit Judge sentation at the April session a County's school system became feet, 5 inches tall, dark complexsuperimstate
”ostem.
dual
school
on
Clayton
of
Wallace
C.
George
the
first in the state to set a def- ion and weigh 140 lbs. Lois Dilninistration of Gov. Ernest Vanliver. This flurry of activity fol- charges of contempt arising from posing a "voluntary" Integrated inite date for termination of seg- lard, 5613 South Wabash, Chicago,
owed a federal court decision Wallace's refusal to hand over system on top of the present seg- regation at all grade levels.
• ••
against maintenance of segrega- voting records to the U. S. Civil regated schools.
MISSISSIPPI — The head of
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sinGEORGIA — The state's first state Democratic
tion by Georgia State college. Rights Commission.
Executive ComA group of Florida legislators ARKANSAS — Gov. Orval Fau- ruling against public school seg- inittee Invited
National Democratannounced measures would be in- bus presented the Arkansas Leg- regation came from a federal
hadet been that blunt.
MISSOURI — Kansas City, with
troduced at the forthcoming state islature a new plan aimed at judge who directed Georgia State ic Chairman Paul Butler to come
assembly in April providing for avoiding school desegregation. His college to stop refusing admission to Mississippi and apologize for a start on desegregation in 1055,
a eu;.:, :Ttional system of inte- advisers said it was beyond reach to qualified Negroes. The .new allegedly telling the South to ac- reported integration of both pui x cept integration or get out of the pils and faculties had progressed
Legislature quickly adopted
of federal courts.
gr.,ted and segreated schools.
Ti.. legislature in Arkansas, DELAWARE — The state Board major segregation - lightening party. Butler declined, saying he year by year.
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easel of an enlarger with classsIstant professor of photo •
SOUTH AFRICAN MINISTER
journalism at Boston unlver•
mate Ma -clap S. Fskowetz of
The Rev, Arthur S. Grootally's School of Public RelaGreenwich, Conn, looking on
boom, a Bantu minister of the
tions and Communications.
is their instructor, Harris G.
Pentecostal Holiness Church
Africa, adjusts
Smith of Ipswich, Mass., asof South
—NORTH CAROLINA — Gov. Lu- over as the state's new governor pupils quietly entered integrated
ther Hodges predicted North Car- with an inaugural pledge to main- classes for the first time. The Genolina's Pearsall Plan for dealing tain racial separation in public eral Assembly adopted Gov. J.
Lindsay Almond's legislative prowith school desegregation would schools.
stand up despite the knockout of TENNESSEE — Negro parents gram aimed to ease the impactmassive resistance in neighboring appealed to federal court for im- of desegregation.
Virginia.
mediate total
WEST VIRGINIA — The Legisdesegregation in
OKLAHOMA — Although segre- place of the previously court-ap- lature opened its 1959 session with
Oklain
proved
dead
legally
stairstep
is
plan in Nashville.
gation
speech In which the governor
TEXAS — A new survey show- a
homa evidence appeared in Janmention of the racial isuary of continued and lively op- ed 40 Texas colleges desegregated made no
with 13 others willing to accept sue and with the question exposition to integration.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Former Negroes hut with no applicants. pected to draw little or no attenVIRGINIA — White and Negro tion at his session.
IA. Goy. Er'nest F. Hollins took
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Our Opinion
Inquiry Into Housing Discrimination

The recent New York hearings into
housing discrimination did much to awaken
Amkiblic conscience to the large scale indulVince of this evil in a great metropolis Although the hearings were held under the
auspices of the Federal Civil Rights Commission which is bereft of any statutory
power, the testimony of witnesses revealed
a wide range of residential bias hitherto unpublicized.
Many New Yorkers were dismayed by
the revelation of how wide spread housing
discrimination was. They could not see how
such a practice could flourish in the face of
local and state laws prohibiting it. The fact
the matter has been brought so sharply to
public attention may help to dissipate the
complacency which either ignorance or indifference had induced.
A succession of witnesses spelled out. the
damage done by discrimination to the moral,
onomic and social fibers of the community.
o pattern is national in character and tradition as the findings read into the record
by various organizations and research groups
made clear.
Chicago, Detroit and New Orleans have
Negro ghettos covering greater areas than
Harlem. But Jews also come under this
racial exclusion. One witness mentioned by
name fifteen residential districts in Washington D C , from which Jews are proh );ted either openly or by gimmicks.
One of the major points that emerged
in the testimony before the Commission,
was that Federal Housing agencies have
adopted a policy of neutrality or non-responsibility toward the question of discrimination: that "if the Government, expressing
public policy, sees nothing wrong in racial
discrimination, private persons cannot be
censured for practicing it"; that more than
-third of Manhattan's fashionable houscooperatives and many luxury rental
apartments exclude Jews: that restrictions
against Negroes and Puerto Ricans are so
tight as to force them to live in slum or
near-slum areas.
Across most of the rest of the country
the various Federal agencies do nothing to
halt outright discrimination in housing built
with public help. It is only in the few states
having anti-bias laws that they withhold
mortgage insurance or other aid to proven
violators of the local laws.
Dr. Frank Horne, the fearless and able
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director of the New York commission on
intergroup relations told the Federal investi
gative group. "The great weight and power
of the Federal Government has been thrown
on the side of the segregated market and the
restricted market "
He said that public housing program
also has probably done more to increase than
to diminish segregation, notwithstanding the
"open occupancy policy of many local author.
ities."
The picture is not all black in New York
Efforts to check discrimination are being
made by both legal means and by actions of
many voluntary groups. Many property owners who went along with discriminatory practices merely because they feared open occupancy would put them at a competitive

One thing you can count upon
as surely as grits in Ingle is a
southerners fierce Pride In the
South and an idolatroos loyalty
to the memory ol the heroes of
the decadent Confederacy.
Attachment to the faded past
is 30 great that one traveling
through the South wonders if he
is still i the United States. The
ionfederate flag flies atop alniost every building except the
post office where Uncle Sam is
still able to exert some Influence.
A patriotic Americar in Dixie
begins to wonder after a while
who work the Civil War. Almost
without exception, radio and
TV stations sign on or off with
a spirited rendition of "Dixie."
At sports events and other
public gatherings where o n e
would expect to hear the National Anthem, the strains of
"Dixie" assail the ears.
And though they lost and are
long dead, Southern heroes of
the war, immortalized in bronze
or stone, still stand at attention
in almost every public square.
Other southern towns which el•
ther couldn't afford the expense
or couldn't agree on a personality, have set up a more
gruesome reminder of their sedition — an old-fashioned cannon mounted on two wheels and
• pyomid of rusty cannon balls.
While some have cast a humorous eye at the South's adoralio of its past while allowing
itself to be overtaken by the
present, others have turned it to
their own ads antage.
Most of the confederate flags
and bunting that wave in the
lazy southern breeze on confederate day are manufactured in
Brooklyn by, of all people, damn
yankees being paid union wages

is plants flying the Stars and
Stripes.
But the most clever exploitation of southern pride came during a campaign to prevent the
demolition of the commandant's
home at the U. S. Military
Academy at West Point.
Proud graduates of the school
bursting with nostalgia and reverence for the great military
leaders who once occupied the
dwelling wrote indignant letters
to the Defense department which
had made the harsh decision.
But the cold efficiency of the
department had decreed that
the old building which even architects declared was a masterpiece of the building art, was in
the way of expansion of the
academy.
It's all right to be sentimental, they allowed, but we can't
allow our hearts to prevent us
from doing what the logic of our
minds knows has to be done.
But one very earnest graduate
of the academy was not to be
put aside so easily. His training
at the military school had teught
him that once repulsed, you
don't give up, you just adopt
new strategy.
He contacted Virginia's proud
Sen. Harry Byrd.
"Senator," he asked, "did you
know the Republicans in Washington are planning to destroy
the former home of Gen. Robert E. Lee?"
The Senator bristled with in.
dignation. Ile wanted to know
who, why, when and where. He
promptly went into action—and
today the old mansion still
stands on the campus of the nation's oldest military academy
which in its long history has
been commanded by such immortals as Gen. Douglas Mc.
Arthur and Gen. Robert E. Lee.

disadvantage are said to be letting down the
bars in the knowledge that discrimination is
now illegal Others are finding that it is not
true that a neighborhood goes to ruin if a
few Negro or Puerto Rican families move in
Sen. Javits told the Commission that Congress shared equal responsibility with the
Executive branch in eliminating bias in housing. Taking issue with Charles Abrams, reSimple On Negro History Week
tiring chairman of the New York State ComAbout People, Ploses
street
that
Problems
with an iron hand in Africa too uprising that we all might be free.
And
what
hear
mission Against Discrimination, Javits said
"Did you
speaking said last night on the long. The Mau Maus was just try- "And that speaker come right
By FRANK L. STANLEY
her legislation was needed. Abrams conand
Northwest corner of Lenox Ave- ing to get the black cheek•turners on up to now in his speaking,
tended that wise
Administration policy
out of their way, so the real black said remember men and womens
nue?" asked Simple.
LuMartin
and
would eliminate discrimination without new LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The 34th choice between right and wrong, "No," I said. "What did he man could make some progress. like Gus Courts,
That street speaker said. 'Let ther King, and Rev. Shuttlesdoing,
not
or
doing
evil,
and
of
good
observance
Hisannual
Negro
say?'
laws. Javits argued that "legislation does
h is
tory Week is an occasion for and in going forward or back- "Ile said we colored folks him who would be free strike the worth, and Daisy Bates w
help Legislation does push the thing in the glancing backwards sufficiently to ward; shirking or facing up to re- should be ever grateful to the first blow,' which he said were braves bullets and bombs and
be free,
gain insight for future action. sponsibility.
right direction "
Mau Maus for starting with their first said by a great Negro fight- jails that we all might
becoming thing" as James own. In Africa and elsewhere, he er named Frederick Dougl a sa and vote, and send our children
In Chicago, the picture is still black, very Three quick quotes come to mind: "The Cozzens
says, "is for man said, there are some handkerchief back in slavery days. Douglass to decent schools. He said all the
"Until Negroes enjoy the oppor- Gould
black. Nothing whatever is being done to tunity to give their talents in plan- to try what he can do; not just Negroes who deserve nothing bet- struck his master down when old brave men and women' is not
promote the concept of "open occupancy." ning and building for the total sprawl there whining. He should ter than a killing. He said a Ne- master tried to whip him. Doug- dead. Some are living today.
get up and talk."
were a Negro who did not "Oh, that man on the ladder
Instead the city has allied itself with the advancement of their communi- The great danger to meeting re- gro conditioned by the white man lass
wonderful speech last
ties, the south will hardly be able
will betray even his mama, not take no tea for the fever. Doug- made a
Hyde Park-Kenwood Redevelopment scheme to move out of position of econom- sponsibility lies in our tendency to to speak of his brother, lie said lass were a MAN!
night out there on the corner of
to clear Negro families from the area to make ic disadvantage, cultural limita- flee from its burden. Therefore, the Mau Maus did right when they "That street speaker also got toi-4enox Avenue in the chilly cold,
and lots of people stopped to liswhen we are tempted to free ourroom for a virtually lily white residency. tion and emotional distress." — selves, we must be peculiarly on started to clean up the black nest talking about NegrO History Week' ten to him, including me. And I
Tuskegee Institute Race Relations
along with the white. Further- which is coming up soon, and he
ourmoved that I writ a
allow
not
do
guard that we
This plan, one of the boldest, brazen land Report, 1959—
more, he said, Uncle Toms in said that Negro History Week were so
the
going to send
should be a time to remember all poem which I am
grabs since the expansion of the railroads "The Negro must first of all selves to become ensnared in and
America must go."
toils of artificial distinctions
to him as a motto for Negro Hisd
n
a
slavery
resisted
not
that
was
he
a
them
hope
have
"I
conscientious
absolpride,
advocating
great
into the West, has the blessings of the
plausible explanations whic h
I want you to type
ute faith and believe in himself.
mass assassinations in the United fought against being in bondage, tory Week.
University of Chicago. And our Negro alder- No race that despises itself, that when stripped of their verbal States." 1 said, "The vote, not and he called out some great my poem down for me on a piece
beappear in their nakedness
violence, should be our program names that riz up and fought of paper when you go home,
men did not even attempt to introduce an laughs at itself, that wishes to dress
as contemptible subterfuges.
is not ett
against their masters in slavery cause my handwriting
amendment safeguarding the vested interest God it was anything else but it- "Responsibility is much I ik e here."
self, cart ever be a great people."
"When they snatch the vote time, and started revolts, a n d good to read."
pleasure which when shared is not
of Negro families in Hyde Park and Ken. —Robert Russa Moton—
hand in Georgia, scared the living daylights out if "How does It go?" I asked.
lessened, but rather increased" as from your black
"It is deep," said Simple, "and
woodwhen the Redevelopment plr.r. was ap- "Every civilization comes to the Bacon long ago observed. Thus and dare you to write on a ballot, white folks.
it is full of philosophy. This my
down
shoot
folks
white
when
and
point
is
it
when
and
challenged
Den"Nat
and
one,
were
Turner
council.
proved by the city
our share of responsibility is not
poem, composed by me, Jesse B.,
colored folks in Mississippi for
the response of that civilization at
We hope the Civil Rights Commission that moment determines its sur- a part but the whole, undiminish- even trying to register, who is be- mark Vesey, and a great big :le- better known as Simple. So listen
ed and untransferable. One may
fluently:
will make Chicago its next target of inquiry, vival. Out of 21 civilizations which have others associated with him ing violent to who? I ask you." arn named Gabriel who got to- IT
BEING NEGRO HISTORY
The Bible says turn the other gether an army of black men in
so that the conniving politicians and schem- have risen from the face of the in rn endeavor, but his individWEEK
slavery
Frederick
like
do
to
time
earth, 19 of them have ended in ual responsibility cannot be shift- cheek," I quoted.
Douglass said and strike the first DO NOT TURN THE OTHER
ing realtors might be exposed to the full glare the junk heap of human destrue•
ed. Likewise, we are individually "You cannot turn neither one
tion. They perished from within, responsible for our inertia when cheek nor the other with a bullet blow. That man on the ladder fur- CHEEK
of public criticism.
HEP TO

Being Frank...

not conquest without, because we should be aggressive. For unthey did not meet their challenge questionably the true meaning of
properly.
responsibility is a fight to the fin"It may be that the Negro will ish!
give
the
afdynamic
foreign
spiritual
and
our
to
This week, we recall the history
The first session of the Executive Coun- matters of finance, defense
civilization which will make for of a great people. But the greatcil of the new French Overseas Community fairs are within the competence of the Com- its survival in this dark hour." — est chapters of our history are
opened with split in the ranks of the twelve munity as a whole. By holding the meeting Arnold J. Toynbee—
yet to be written. They can only
Premiers of the African republics One camp at the Dyne Palace in Paris, the Official The challenge, therefore, is real be written by those who believe
and personal. Although freedom is like Dr. Will Durant when he says
favored the establishment of African federa- residence Of President de Gaulle, the French many things to many people, in in his STORY OF CIVILIZATION
tions within the Overseas Community. The Government showed the high regard in the final analysis, it is a matter "The present is the past rolled
er was opposed to this as contrary to the which the new body is held. The African of personal choice. It is that up for our action."
rit of the Constitution of the Fifth Re- leaders were given full military honors by 1111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111lialluitalln11111111111111111111111111111111111111a1111111111111111111111111010111111111111
public, which established the Community. troops in brilliant dress uniform massed

French African Leaders In Paris
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The Executive Council, whose meeting
was formally called to order by President
Charles de Gaulle, is composed of France's
present and former overseas territories which
have decided to remain, under one status or
another, members of the French Community
The status or republic was chosen by
twelve of the former overseas territories in
western and central Africa. They are:
Mauritania, French Sudan, Ivory Coast,
Senegal, Upper Volta, Niger, Dahomey,
Middle Congo, Chad, the Central African Republic and Madagascar.
They are independent states, however

in the palace courtyard.
The old French Union under tht 1946
Constitution was centralized in Paris. Its
Assembly was merely a consultative body.
The whole concept was too inadequate and
impractical to cope with the rising wave of
African nationalism which is sweeping all
Africa.
The French Community may nurse the
hope of keeping the African states within
its orbit of power, but these states sooner or
later will strike out for complete and unconditional autonomy and sovereignty. Such
is the inexorable course of events in resurgent Africa.

wihe People Speak
Fisk Jubilee Singers

Pencils In
Polling Booths

Dear Editor: The members of
the Chictgo Fisk Club wish to
express our deep appreciation for Dear Editor: I am requesting
the fine coverage that appeared that the Fourth Ward be EquipIn Thursday's paper announcing
with a supply of pencils for
the presentation of the Fisk Ju- ped
the Aldermseic Election,
bilee Singers in a benefit concert use in
24, len and that these
at the Dunbar Auditorium. Those February
who attended this affair (there Pencils be placed inside of the
was a full house) proclaimed it polling booths with strings attachone of the finest musicals ever ed to pencils and machines congiven in Chicago. The proceeds venient to Use in writing the name
from this concert will partially of Charles Armstrong in slot 34.
help sortie students to obtain a I am also requesting that durable
boxes st feast two feet tall be
college education
h e polling
Charles Armstrong, Sec. pisests in each of

11111

Chicago Fisk Club.

Courtesy Cincinnati Enquirer

(G)

on to write my name on the voting
machine.
The citizens along with myself,
in the East End of the Ward, of
the 78th and 30th precincts have
requested that a polling place be
established in one of the buildings on 5000 S East End Ave. or
WOO East on Hyde Park Blvd. so
that they will not have to go
to 50th and Lake Park to vote. I
1111 asking that these requests be
granted Immediately.
Charles Armstrong

At least one of 10 American children is in need of some special
places in ths Ward for standing help in learning to read.

hole through your head," said
Simple. "In the Mau Mau country, there must have been too
many black cheek-turners, because the white man has ruled

thermore said we ought to remember the Negroes that fought
and died with John Brown at Harper's Ferry, black men and white
men together trying to start a big

GET
YOURSELF
IF IOU TURN TOO MANY
CHEEKS
YOU WANT HAVE NO CHEER
LEF1

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

So What?

Ralph Bunche in introducing
Roy Wilkins at a banquet in New
York a few years ago called the
NAACP chieftain "Mr. Rebuttal."
Bunch, was referring to Wilkins'
great ability to pull the rug out
from under an opponent in a debate.
Wilkins demonstrated his superb
skill in the debating art last Sunday on the NBC television program of Chet Huntley, Editor
Waring of the Charleston News
and Courier spoke first and presented the point of view of southern segregationists. He aimed
several sharp blows at the
NAACP and came up with the old
allegation that there were subversive elements in the liberal
organization.
Wilkins followed Waring a n d
quickly disposed of the subversive
crack by inviting his opponent to
read FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover's new book which gives the
NAACP a clean bill of health on
the Communist charge.
More than this, however, W Ikins made a calm, dispassionate
presentation of the NAACP case
which, in my view, completely
routed the contention of Chet
Huntley that the NAACP ought to
bow out of the school integration
fight. It la crystal clear that if
the NAACP should bow out the
whole school integration struggle
would crumble and eventually
collapse.
As you know. the Wilkins-War"If my boss paced the floor while dictating ... I'd lall oil ing debate on tiuntley•s program
was scheduled after a storm of
his lop."

protest over remarks made by
Huntley the previous Sunday regarding the NAACP. Huntley's remarks were interpreted as antiNAACP although he said that he
was in favor of school integration.
The week between the two Sunday broadcasts was a momentous
period for in that week the great
massive resistance program of
the state of Virginia was finally
broken. None of the participants
in Huntley's program commented
on what had happened in Virginia,
but one could not help but think
of this historic turn of events in
the integration fight.
The massive resistance p r *gram of Virginia had become
something of a symbol for the
whole South. This proud, traditionstepped state was standing out in
front, totally committed to defend
he decadent philosophy which has
kept the South in ideological bondage for centuries.
The day the Negro children
walked through the portals Of Virginia's lily-white public schools
was the signal that the tide of
history had finally turned. We recognize that this is only token integration but its significance for the
future cant,ot be decided. The massive resistance program had developed a fatal flaw and the
thread had been pulled which
would fine day unravel the whole
web of segregation an we have
known it in the past.
A great deal has been written
and said about the II1111110/ in
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which white Virginians In the
communities where integration
took place accepted their fate.
There was no violence nor hardly
any threat of violence. The behavior of the adults was mature and
the conduct of the children who
are, after all, most directly involved seemed as fine as one
could wish.
The Virginia story must cast a
pall of heavy gloom over the diehard segregationists throughout
the South. They must know that
like their forefathers who fought
against the Union that history has
once more caught them giving
their love and loyalty to a cause
that is irrevocably lost. This does
not mean that last ditch fighting
will not continue and that resisince to integration will still be
strong in many sections of the
deep South.
I think it does mean, howover,
that the more thoughtful Seutherners who are in positions of leadership in Georgia, Alabama a n d
even Misisssippi, now must reels
me that they are literally paint.
ing themselves into a corner.
Sooner or later they are going to
he so completely isolated and cut
off from the mainstream of American life, they will collapse under
their own weight.
This will happen, however, mist
if the NAACP and the supporters
of true democracy continue their
great constitutional struggle that
has brought us thus far. it would
he fatal to relax our vigilance to.

day.

Dominican Republic Fetes Americans
Group Tours
Island Sites

OEFFIDER
Sot., Feb. 21, 195S
Fish caught for food around the
world are now estimated to weigh
upwards of 26 million tons,

Illinois
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By MONETTE VAUGHN
Fune,a1 service fit Mrs. Arnetta Hardamon Pope was held Sun.
day afternoon at the St. James A.
M. E. church with the pastor, Rev.
G. S. McCoy, officiating. Ruffin
Funeral Service was in charge.
Mrs. Pope was the daughter of
Mrs. Ora flardamon. Besides her
mother, other surviving relatives
are her husband, John Pope of
Milwaukee, Wis.; four brothers,
Curtis and Carletos of Hines, Ill.,
A2C Homer Hardamon of Los Angeles, Calif., and Alonzo of the
home address and others.
The Edcuation..I Tea P arty
sponsored by the Educational committee of Mt. Zion Baptist church
was quite a success.
Mrs. Mary Orps and niece of
Chicago, Ill., is visiting her parMrs. Eugene
ents, Mr. and
Moore, sr., and family.
Those on the sick list are Mesdames Sarah Hayes, Carrie W i nston, Mary Crossland, Mr. and
Mrs. James Hickman.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, Domini- small food stores located along
can Republic — Generalissimo the highways in the rural areas
Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina providing meat and vegetable at
and his brother, l'resident Hector a nom:nal cost to the very poor.
B. Trujillo Molina received at the They admired the housing proPalace a group of American gram and slum clearance project
newspaper people during their vis- undtr way in the Dominican.
it to Ciudad Trujillo.
They were amazed at the many
The reporters, politicians and churches now under construction
professionals were in the Domini- in the area. They were surprised
can Republic to attend the fam- at the refugee program which has
ous cattle show as guests of Wit- been initiated by the government
ham Alexander of the By-Line of this country.
Newsreel company. This show, In one area
alone, on the mounwhich exhibited hundreds of fine
tainside at Constanza, five refu-,
cattle raised on the Island, thorflew to New York City to en.
tee colonies have been establishNEW FACE AT LeMOYNE —
oughbred race horses and other ed for those
-oll at Columbia university.
escaping from other
Charles W. Phillips, asst. prolivestock, was attended by some countries.
Rrs. Jordan will teach classfessor of physics at LeMoyne
Tiny, bright - colored
15,000 spectators including t
e houses of pink, purple, green,
College in Memphis, Tenn.,
in physics and mathema.
heads of stake.
red and yellow, make up the little
es this semester during Phil•
gives last minute pointers to
The week-long fair was filmed
villages for the refugees. Each
ps absence.
Mrs. Nedra Jordan before be
kr the By-Line Co., and will soon family
is provided with a small
open in Washington.
plot of ground and sufficient seed
During their visit, the Ameri- to begin their own
crops and start
cans got a representative picture a new life.
• • •
of what life is like on this island.
RECEPTION AND DINNER
society. Among those who atC., and standing Dr. D. OpinThey visited not only the fine ho- Discrimination because of race, for visitors was given by the
tended were (left to right) W.
io Alvarez Malnaide, president CAIRO
tels of the wealthy but the most color, religion or sex is complete- Dominican Press Society and
W. Smith, New York; Clifton
of the Dominican Press SocieBy DAN CLARK
humble huts of the very poor. ly nil in this country. This ap- the Afro - Dominican culture
choir performed at Bethel.
BESSEMER
Cabell,
Alice
and
Mrs.
Dunni•
tr,
They were given a thorough tour plies to education, employment,
By G. W. IVEY
John Clay is a patient at St.
gan,
both
of
Washington,
D.
The Stitch and Chatter club will
housing
or
social
activities.
As
of the capital city viewing the
_
Joseph's hospital.
meet at the home of Mrs. Arnetta
J. S. Abrams who has been
government buildings and the fac- Governor Josefina Pinental Boves
•• •
principal of Dunbar high for the
and number of Southeartern states "-otter in Sandusky.
tories, the home of the rich and of San Cristobal, a beautiful
BREWTON
The
Culvertsonians
were
enterbrown
woman
put
it.
"In
this
past 15 years became seriously ill
are expected at BENNETT COLthe slums of the lowly. They visBy ALEX AUTREY
LEGE on February 20, 21, for a tained at the home of Mrs. Ed and passed away at Bessemer
ited the small villages and rural country anybody can arise to the
height
of
his
ability."
Roffin,
II.
She
pointed
General hospital. Mr. Abram's Mr. and Mrs. Willie Prowe's
conference
on
educaproblems
in
areas from the seashore to the
out that her position indicates that
The Courts of Calanthe will re- death brought sadness to the hearts guest is Mr. Garfield of Detroit.
tion and guidance.
mountaintops.
He is Mrs Prowe's cousin.
While there is still some pover- color or sex are no barriers.
Eight Bennett Collegge seniors eognize Brotherhood Week with a of many teachers, students, relatBooker T. Washington won over
ty in this country as in every ilalliteltliellillettlinaliimele1111111111111111111111111111
completed their requirements for tea at the home of Mrs. Emmett ives and friends. Chambers funeral home had charge of funeral ar- Lonett High Friday night in a bascountry of the world, the visitors
graduation at the end of the first Washum iso 38th st.
ketball game. Lonett's coach is
were greatly impressed with the
semester last week but will re- Mrs. Stevetta Harold of Villa rangements.
By BEECKY TAYLOR
I be held February 26-28.
of Mr. and Mrs.
progress which is being made to
Mack Sanders who suffered a James Hardy, son
turn on June 1 to receive their de- Ridge was the house guest of the
A week of activities observance
Ryrds on Walnut at, The Brother- fractured bone in his neck as a Andrew Hardy of Brewton.
better living conditions for all in
grees with their classmates.
III TIIERE COEDS! School life of Negro History
Mrs.
Willie
Jackson's
Mr.
Week
and
by
the
Helhood of Ward Chapel AME church result of an auto accident is a pathis country in spite of the sobeginning to reach you? Are your lenistic Society
of "FAM" Univer- They are Janet Allen, Helen will feature a Lincoln Day dinner tient at West End Baptist hospital. daughter visited last week end.
called dictatorial form of governclasses hard enough? Well, don't sity, February
Becket, Honora Glover, Shirley
Mr. McMillian married Miss
8-15.
VICKSBURG, Miss. — (UPI) fret, school has just begun.
ment.
on Thursday, Feb. 12, at 7:30. Mr. He is doing fine.
A special feature of the week Haith, Kay Hudson, Winifred Lee, Thomas Oduro Kwarten of Africa
Minnie last Saturday. Their new
— The blimp an the head of
e ••
They were amazed at the many
Mr.
Birand
Mrs.
Guss
White
of
Mildren
Plowden,
and
Laura
will be a display of the Carl Van
resilience is on East street.
hospitals located in all sections of 9-y e a r-old Jimmy Nryant
will be the guest speaker.
PAUL QUINN COLLEGE is now Vechten collection
mingham, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Mrs. Walton is very ill at
of pictures of Rowe.
the country, even in the poor, ru- ss ass't due ta a bee sting, aftNew Hope F. B. church will Jones and Mr. and Mrs. William
participating in the National De Negro
Theetre
Members
Guilds
of
the
artists,
home on St. Joseph street.
musiciactors, and
er all.
ral areas. They noted with a
tense Student Loan Program a ans; an exhibition
at Bennett College will present snonsor a pew rally Sunday, Feb. Nichols and their two children of
Mrs.
Lillie Perkins sister of Clarof
pictures
of
great deal of interest the many
When the bump failed to go authorized by the National Defense
lennessee were guests of Mr. and ence Jackson, passed away Sunday
"The Cradle Song," a comedy in 15.
schools scattered throughout the down, a doctor opened it and Education Act now in operation. Negro Historical events painted by
A.
Bowler-Lyceum
The
Charles
Kimbrew,
Sylvester
Mrs.
at her home in Pearidge.
members of the Art Department; two acts, on the nights of Feb.
country and the compulsory edu- found a .22 caliber bullet imCollege students and high schoo
met at the home of Miss Kendrick
Jackie Terry recently observed
Mrs. Bob Patton is ill in Mc.
a display of hooks by Negro au- 20 and 21 in the Little Theatre.
cational system which exists in
bedded in the scalp.
graduates wishing to obtain a stu
on 20th at. Plans for the annual his birthday. Also Miss Barbara Million hospital.
In
the
cast
are
the
following;
- thorn by the library and bulletin
the Island.
dent loan may apply to any o
spring tea were tentatively ar- Jean Dozier who was given a sur- Rev. Walton's sister was killed
Dobson.
Willkie
McDowell,
Ruth
They were impressed with the 111111111111611111111(111111111111111111111111116111f1111111111111 the institutions to which funds have board display of Negro materials
prise party and received m any Sunday when she was struck by
in the various buildings on the cam- Jacquelyn Florence, 0 ct a v i a ranged.
—
-• been allocated.
At Paul Quinn pus.
a car in Feddis, Ala.
Johnson, Annette Johnson, Rosetta The "Around the Clock" club gifts from relatives and friends.
College, Miss C. M. Young, assist
meet
at
the
home
will
of
Mrs.
Our get-well wishes are to Mrs. Mrs. Stella Dubose was winner
•••
Forter, Sandra Scott, and Rolla
ant business manager, has been
Laculia
McAlister
on
8th
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Dr. Clarence H. Gillett will in- PANHOK EE
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struct a non-credit course in the
Jubilee Singers were presented in
a Concert last weekend and at "Stork Market and Programs for Miss Margret Pathenia Gordon Mr. Thomas conducted the performed at Bethel.
Lane College, Jackson, Tenn., on Various Income Levels" at Lyons and Shirley Lynett Thompson are meeting in the absence of Mrs.
John Clay is a patient at St. JoFebruary 15. These singers are Township high school and junior planning to enter nurses training Effie Gordon of Rye, N. Y., presi- seph's hospital.
school. Before departing they will dent.
being presented by Gamma Alpha college
Di. Gillett, associate professor visit friends in Birmingham, Jack- James Gibson has returned to
Omega and Beta Chi Chapters of
his home, 717 Benjamin at., after
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., o feconomics at the UNIVERSITY son, Dallas and Houston.
in observance of their Founder's OF ILLINOIS' Chicago Under- The East Coast Travelers from being a patient at t h e Robert
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Living Ads Sparkle At JUG's Charity Ball
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LIVING ADS were much in
the spotlight at the JUGs'
fifth Annual Pre•Lenten charity Ball helt, at Johnson's Hip.
podrome on the night of Feb.

I. Pictured above, from left
to right are Betty Gillis; Lula
Patton, who represented t h e
Loafers club; Barbara Bailey,

WIMA: Jo Ann Ingram; Olis
is Craft. New Park cemetery;
and Katherine isery, for the
Long Aid company. (Withers
Photo.)

MISS CAROL Ann Latting
(left) served as the Coca Cola
advertisement, next to her

from left to right are Miss
TriState Defender;
Eunice Trotter, Automobile

Sales company: Ida Jones:
Ann Mitchell; and Lillian Fish-

CIGARETTE GIRLS for the
gala affair were, from left to
tight: Betty Sue O'Neal, Bet.

tv Gillis and in Ann Ingram.
These girls were on bud for

the convenience of the huge
turnout at the bell (Wither,
Photo.)

DEFENDER GIRL — Rosetta
Williams (right) represented
the Tri-State Defender at the
JUG's ball. She Is pictured
here with Mrs. ,Vivian Ford,
who works with the Defend•
er and who presented the
flowers to Miss Williams. Miss

Williams, a senior at Melrose
High school, is the niece of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Macon,
of 2548 Carnes. She is the
ilaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Regis Murff of Detroit, Mich.
(Staff Photo by Howard Pull.
ey.)

MISS COUNTESS Johnson,
left, represented the V I P
bridge club; next, from left to

Cr. for the Cooper Office
Equipment company. (Withers
Photo.)

SAWYER REALTY was repro'tented by Joyce Lynoni, left,

with Martha Little (center,)
representing Royal Crown hair

right are Dorothy Burnett. a
cigarette girl; 111ilured
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miss DANESE Hancock. left,
represented the Memphis

World: next in line from left
to right are Crystal Strong;

Patricia

Jones,

vi 1.0 K,

Lye, Rayner, and Carolyn

trey, for Bluff City Buick conpany; and Willie sherrod for
Dattel realty. (Withers Photo.)
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'Fashion Plate' Revue For St. Stephens What Name Implies
•SETTING A DAZZLING pace for parades of fashions to come, "Faithionplate" benefit revue and bruncheon recently in the Terrace Casino
of the Morrison hotel in downtown Chicago treated an equally fashionable and enthusiastic throng of friends of St. Stephens AME church to
a resplendent showing of morning attire, fashions for daytime, business
and travel. The brilliant climax presented creations for afternoon,
evening and formal wear.
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• COMPLEMENTING the showing, which was preceded by bruncheon,
were fetching and fascinating hats and lush and luicurious furs The
revue, produced by Jeri Jensen McKnight of Prairie Farmer-WLS radio
fame, was enhanced by the clever via telephone commentary of Deivoree
Pyburn and Bud Stewart. Photo right: Mrs. McKnight dictates describtions of Hats by Evelyn (Evelyn Tatum) to her co-worker,"Evie Narkaa

leray tr

• STATUESQUE CLEO JOHNSON, charm and modeling
school director and much-in-demand guest model showing
an exquisite lace over satin lounging emsemble for the forenoon, contributed her talents and those of six of her charm
models to "Fashionplate." Proceeds were used to
school
•
rehabilitate St: Stephens:

• USHER GRACE HOWELL briefs Mrs. Eugene Woods on the afternoon's program as Mrs. Jesse Owens scans the huge crowd during bruncheon. The lone male model, Theodore Charles Stone, music critic-baritone,
added a dapper note to each scene.
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•A HIGHLY GRATIFIED Rev. Granville Reed, pastor of St Stephens,
discusses highlights of the souvenir program book with Mesdames 011ie
Lawrence, Ozelle Reed, first lady of the church and Rosalie Williams, a
member of the Criterion club.
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•RESERVATION CLERKS take care of the rush of guests which crowd• ed the Terrace Casino at 1 p. m. They are Mesdames Sadie P. Turner,
Ruth Linear and Rosetta Wright. Noted in forefront are Mydamea James
Belt Scruggs, Bessie Ware, Ozelle Reed, Lizzie Mangram. Ann Smith,
Georgia Johnson, Mildred Williams

1

•"HATS BY EVELYN" dramatize the whimsical and provocative and
showing them to a stunning advantage are models Ruth Merrimon, wearing the "conversation piece" The Wig; Odester Ray Finley, "The White
Fancier" and Rosalyn Tatum, The French Sailor." Other hats shown were
by Alverna (Alverna Palmer). Fashions were from Mae's Smart (Mae
Brown) Shop on E. 47th at.

• BRIGHT EYED MODELS relaxing before taking their places in the
stunning array of 'round the clock finery flash bewitching dirqplets for
Defender Photographer Cleo Lyles. They are Yvonne Givan, Louise Green,
Rochelle Preston and Ella Louise McKinney. Photo bottom left: Mesdames
James R. Hill and Annie Ballard, her guest, stroll during intermission
to discuss beautiful show with church members.

Who pioneered in Memphis for
the establishment of the branch
which has become a vital community force. He was presented
with a handsome vibrator lounge
chair as a gift from the board
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of management.
Others attending were Bishop
West high school in Madison J. C. Allen.
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Greetings were extended on
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nothing but cheer, warmth a n d Feb 9, honoring his elevation to
Mrs. Warren Hawkins, long notSaturday
morning
by Dr. C. A.
Highlighting the evening was
conviviality abounded the hi e ni chairinan emeritus of the Commit- ed for her beautiful parties, was
Kirkendoll,
president
the crowning of "Miss West
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The bar was the scene of muds the past quarter of a century has and about the house were myriad*
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Pleasant community and William of the Council, and chairman of
affair. . .with the suinptive hors while project in the city, includ- Mrs. Eddie Rodgers.
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Miss 'Bessie Mae Cole, a senior; given to students attending Lane
the Cora P. Taylor auditorMrs. Leucite Price, past presmember of the publicity comof the lovely party.
every table filled with guests who ist fashionably dressed guests
and Miss Lena Bush, a freshman. college.
ium of the school on Sunday
ident of the chapter. Standmittee.
(Withers
Photo)
Genial John It. Arnold started represented a cross-section of our present Cocktails. hors d'ouevMiss Woods is the daughter of ON THE SOCIAL SIDE
—
the proceedings by having eru- far • flung conimunity. At the res were served at the Isar . . .
Mrs. Lula Bell Martin captured
r. and Mrs. Grafton Russell of
dite Louis B. Hobson present speakers table were Miss !tarry and delicious turkey, ham, salads
feer Community; Miss Cole, the first prize when your scribe enAtty. Ben Jones, who formally Mae Simons, Dr. and Mrs. E. F. and interesting and colorful side
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert tertained the Criteria Bridge
installed officers in the manner While, Rev, B. F. .Hooks, Mrs. dishes spelled divine eating. The
Cole of Huntersville, Tenn.; and club on last Thursday evening.
grand . . . bringing in play legal Melvin Robinson — chairman of Valentine celebration was dul y
Miss Bush is the daughter of Mr. Second prize went to Mrs. M.
quips and challenging prognostica- the Ladies Auxilliary, Mrs. Addie marked with lovely valentines deand Mrs. Wade Bush of St. Paul M. Hughes with Mrs. Julia Shetion in humorous, yet serious Owens, executive secretary of corating the walls of the rooms.
Community. All are very talented gog receiving the booby.
charging of respective responsi- k'ance Avenue Branch YWCA, Warren's party was quite unique
young ladies and hold positions in
Other 'members present to
.bilities. Dr. E. F. White, long the Fred Joseph, executive secretary in anther respect . . . with many
envarious activities around t h e joy a night of progressive
"The Jugs have done it again" master of ceremonies.
daughter of Mr. ind Mrs. S. L. chairman of the social commit- of Abe Scharff 's' Mr. J. T. Chand- guests invited to play bridge . .
bridge
school.
were Mesdames B. Lucas,
Members of the J.I.J-G's were Brooks, for CIO, presented
G. was the approving expression on
flow- tee, is the new president. . . I. ler, who succeeds Prof. Hunt as while others were on hand to the
JUNIORS RECEIVE PLAQUE
Ford, M. Perpener, F. A. Dobluxuriously
gowned in various colA. Bodden. the vice president, II. chairman of the board of manage- cocktail party. However the
the lips of hundreds of guests aters by Calvin Kineaide.
The junior class, sponsored by bins, G. Adkins, R.
ored
ballroom
dresses.
The presH. Sims, corresponding secretary, ment, who served as master of grand hospitality of the party
Cunningham, tending the J-U-G's, Inc. fifth anADDITIONAL ONES
Mrs. Cora Deberry, English in- A. M. Bond, V. C. Brooks
ident,
Miss
Velma
Lois
Jones,
E.
I.. Hawkins, treasurer, Clai- ceremonies, Mr. E. L. Whitting- was marked with the conversaand
nual Pre-Lenten Charity ball at wore white peau de soie with a
structor at the school, received Miss F. Granberry.
Miss Mildred Winfrey, daugh• borne Davis, chaplain, Charles ton, general secretary of YMCA. tion-piece prizes that went to lucky
the plaque for raising the highest In the younger set Little
Car- which they presented $1400.00 to back interest, Miss Marie Brad- ter of Miss Naomi Wilburn, for Welcher. parliamentarian, W. C. Ed Dahlstrom and Dr. liollis F. bridge players. First and second
amount of money in the contest men Golden had a most enjoy- Les Passes Treatment center and ford in orange and silver peau de
Bluff City Buick co., presented (Bill) Weathers, club manager, Price, president of Lealoyne col- club and guest prizes were gorhetwegja the classes.
able time a few Saturdays ago
geous nylon sheets — won by the
other charities. Miss Velma Lois soie with orange satin overlapping flowers by J. R. Arnold; Miss Ev- and Taylor Ward, sergeant- at lege.
bodice; Mrs. Gloria Weaver in
B. _aD. Gilmore, who retired when she had many of her little Jones,
Music was a delight. with a members Mrs. Sadie afcCoy and
arms.
•
president of the J-U•G's,
silver lame sheath; Mrs. Jose- elyn Richmond, daughter- of Mr, Following a rousing ovation. Dr. vocal solo by Gartner Currie and Mrs. Maggie Jordan. and guests
from coaching last year. was hon- friends in to help her celebrate
made the presentatioe to Dr. Robphine Bridges, in red silk peati and Mrs. Roy Richmond, for White presented the new mem- instrumental music played by Mr. Mrs, Aretta Polk and Mrs. Willa
ored for the service he has rend- her fourth birth date.
ert Woodbury, of Les Passes.
Dean Jackson. Nylon pillow cases
de soie with panel in back: Mrs. Long-Aid, presented flowers by bers of the club and their wives E. L. Pender.
The little miss is the charming
ered as,.he coached for more than
The
formal
event.
unquestionModean Thompson in blue green
A delirious turkey dinner was were won by third and fourth
20 years at West, formerly Den- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
. . . Onzie Borne, Hannibal Parks
one of the top drawer social sheath with panel in back; Mrs. Mrs. Juanita Arnold; Miss Olivia and Mrs. Parks, John Outlaw
ably
mark High and is known through- Golden who reside on Hale st.
and served under the supervision of place winners, Mrs, Arden Hernaffairs, was the occasion of the Sarah Chandler in lilac and pur- Craft, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Outlaw,
Clarence
Pope
and Mrs. Eufilla Holmes . . . thereby don and Mrs. Larsenia Cain of
out the state for coaching some
Willie
Ted
Craft,
for New Park
glittering midnight show of "lay- ple sheath
featuring
Mrs. Pope, Floyd Newman a n d resulting In banquet food which the club and Mrs. Charlesteen
empire cemetery, presented
of the best teams during his tenflowers
by
ing Ads" gorgeously dressed sub- waist and a sulle
stole: Miss Mrs. Anderson Bridges: Miss 1.11- Mrs. NeWIllall, Atty. Ben Jone s. was a far departure from the Miles and Miss Jim Ella Cotton
re. Guests for the night to help
debs representing 24 sponsoring Erma Laws, in Paris pink
sometimes cold and tasteless fare from the guest group . . . and
Sam Helm and Mrs. Helm.
sheath lien Fisher, daughter
ay tribute to Mr. Gilmore were
Mr.
of
and
firms and organiaations.
with panel ,n hack; Mrs DelorOther Memphlans present a n it which many times marks such oc- fifth place' prizes of lovely tea
former players who had played
Johnson's Ilippodrome, where es Lewis in black embroidered Mrs. Gilbert Fisher, for Cooper wives were II. S. Bonds, Walter casion. A brilliant speech was towels going to Mrs. Bernadine
during the years as far back as
the ball was held on the night of sheath; Mrs. Helen Cooke in sky Office Equipment cot, presented Culpepper, Mr. and Mrs. If. L. delivered by Dr. John B. Eu- Holnies and Mrs. Bertha Ray.
1940.
Feb. 6, has never been more blue tulle bouffant and Miss Gerri• flowers by 'r. It. Hayes, its; Miss Jackson. Dr. A. T. Martin, Mrs. banks, head of the department of
Other members of La Vogue
HONOR PROF. PARRISH
beautifully decorated. It was tru- Anderson in green floral sheath Rubytine Gates. daughter of Mr. F.. I. Hawkins. Mr. and Mrs. J. social science at Jackson college, present were Miss Bell McLean,
Mrs.
and
Houston
A tribute was paid to John
Gates,
for
J.
ly transformed into Mardi Gras with puffed back. Each member
a dear friend and church asso- Mrs. Cleora Neale and Mrs. OuselU-G's, presented flowers by Mrs. C. McGraw, Mr. and Mrs. SidHenry Parrish, former principal, The members
of the La Rita Madras." the theme of the ball. complimented her dress color Sarah
ney Oates, Mrs. E. Frank White. ciate of Prof. Hunt. whose appear- la Shannon. Cocktail guests were
Chandler.
who passed earlier this sa"^-' Home Makers Social
There
ware
many -ohs" a n d with the same _color hair spray.
Mrs. Louis Hobson, LeFerris Har- ance was a surprise to the honor- Mesdames Thelma Brown, A,
club held
year. The tribute was a postrai' their Feb. 8
The committee chairman for ris. Robert Wynn,
meeting at Tony's Inn "ashs" of admiration from the
Mr. and Mrs. ee. Among the many beautiful Fowler, Clara Hobson, al a ttit
Lovely
costumed
I.iving
Ads
Its words which read "A brilliant with the
president Mrs. Thelma fashionably dressed guests as were Miss Joyce Lynom for Saw- the J-U-G's were Miss Erma Thomas Willis, George Stevens, telegraphic messages which were Johnson, Hazel Lewis, Ruth Parkscholar, a lover of sports, an ana- Coleman
they viewed the fabulous decora- yer Ratty, presented flowers by Laws, general chairman of t Ii e Mrs. Claiborne
presiding.
Davis, Mrs. read was that of Christopher Si. er, Hazel Pyles, Eddie Rodgers,
lytical thinker, an inspiring During
Ball; Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Claarles Fletcher.
Mrs. Taylor Roulhae, former and first execu- Aubrey Turner a n d Jeanette
the business session tions. Huge clowns bearing the Mr. C. C. Sawyer; Miss Lula Patteacher, an able administrator, plans
chairman
of
the
show;
Miss
MaWard, Mrs. Ann Lawrence H a II, tive secretary of the Abe Scharff White.
were completed for the names of famed old New Orleans ton, sister of Mr. and Mrs. Walkloyal friend, a wise counselor. Charity
rie Bradford, chairman of cos- escort of Bill Weathers, Mrs. Branch Y. now engaged in
Bridge guests also Included
Ball to be presented at the streets, Canal, Desire, Basin, er Patton for Loafers' club, preY
loving husband, devoted father, Club
tumes;
Mrs.
Sarah
Chandler,
work as the director of a Ger- Mesdames
Rampart,
Lydia
McKinney,
Bourbon. Hastings and sented flowers by Robert Y a r•
Howard Sims.
Flamingo on Saturday evechairman of the souvenir booklet;
dean] nephew, a tireless worker ning,
Guests include Mr. and Mrs. C. mantown,
Philadelphia,
Pa.. Grace Parker, Delores Scott, Mat.Feb. 28, and members then many others, circled the ball brough; Miss Countess Johnson,
Miss Gwen Nash, chairman of C. Sawyer, Miss Jewel Gentry, branch.
for school, community, country
tie Ward, Alma Booth, Sallie Barexchanged Valentine gifts. Mrs. room and green and silver leaves daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
decorations, who has since gone Mr. and Mrs., William Hampton, Prof. Hunt made a brilliant re- tholomew, Ann Hall, St. Elmo
and fellowman, and a Christian Ann
Falls received a chafing dish roped off the floor, making t h Johnson for VIP Bridge club, preto
New Orleans for the authentic Mrs. Charlesteen Miles, Thaddeus sponse . . . and never was his Hampson and Mrs. Samuel Helm
gentleman.
from Mrs. Tycora Smith, which room appear as streets roped of sented flowers by Mrs. SwellMardi Gras.
Leroy Cunningham is now prin- was
Stokes, Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Wil- renown oratory more beautiful .. . who each received a finger.
Mardi Gras fun.
nergan; Miss Joyce Rapner, the
admired by all.
The
club was presented a com- lis, Miss Cecelia Willis and Law- and effective . .. paying tribute
cipal of the school.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Mrs. Julia Pleas was a charm• ARTFULLY DECORATED
munity service award by t h e rence Westley, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- also to the late Mr. Lawrence, (See SOCIETY, Page 13)
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETS
The Royal Barge that brought Johnson, presented flowers by
irig hostess in her floral print
Bluff City Buick company.
The Executive Board of t h e
mer Stockton, Mr. and Mrs. 0. L.
sheath. The menu was brought, the "Living Ads" to the Mardi Mr. Johnson; Miss Rosetta Wil- Cigarette girls were Miss
•
Betty Brandon, Miss Gerri Pope and
Woman's Missionary Council met
and each member had an oppor- Gras anchored on the West side liams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sue O'Neal, daughter 'of Mr.
and
on the campus of Lane college
Clifford
Stockton,
Mrs.
Louise
of
the
Regis
room
Murff,
and
Detroit.
of
the
entire
Mich..
East
tunity to select his own fare for
Mrs. Clifton O'Neal; Miss Doro- Walker and Charles Tarpley, Mr.
January 30 and 31. The eminent
the 'evening, and everyone present side was a mural of people gaily and niece of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- thy Jean Burnett. daughter of
president, Mrs. E. W. liarris,
and Mrs. George Holloway, Miss
enjoying
Macon,
the
ert
spectacle.
for
Tri-State
the
The
DeNorth
aresided with the patrons. Bishop enjoyed the affair.
end of the hall was covered with fender, presented flowers by Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Burnett; Mavis McGhee, Mrs. Rubye GadiMiss Jo Ann Ingram, daughter of son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen,
wt. W. Doyle and Bishop B. Ju- Other members of the club are beautifully colored and decorated Vivian Ford.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Ingram; James Austin, William Morris,
lian Smith as hosts to the meet- Mesdames Katherine Armstrong, burlap. Serpente and balloons OTHERS
atisa Katherine Avery. daughter Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown, Mrs.
ing. They both preside over the Alma Morris, Cora Bell Clara hung from the entire ceiling. GlitMiss Crystal Strong, daughter of Mr. and
Harris,
Cleo
Draper.
Mrs. Buford Avery; Margaret Bolton and others.
Bertha Sulli- tering hats, noise makers, blow
First Episcopal District.
of Mrs. Martha Strong, presented Miss Betty Gillis,
van, Bernice Jackson, and Jim- outs, masks, matches
daughter of PROF. HUNT HONORED
and cigar- flowers by Mrs. Ruth Cutnmmie Lee Burson.
ettes were provided at each table ings; Miss Ann Mitchell, daugh- Mrs. Ann Gillis; and Miss Caro- Senior citizen, Prof. Blair T.
NEED MONEY?
by the J-U-G's for their guests, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Mitch- lyn Love, daughter of Mr. a n d Hunt, was brilliantly feted at a
testimonial banquet given by the
Beat the high cost of living—
clubs, firms and individuals, and ell, presented flowers by LeFerre Mrs. Joe Love.
be a successful cosmetic salestheir tables further decorated with Ilarris; Miss Martha Little, the
beautiful flowers.
man or woman. A complete
daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth, f o r
nationally established brand
The Living Ads entered the Royal Crown hairdressing, preThe Dunbar Elementary school ballroom through the huge mouth sented flowers by John Gordon;
line that most everyone knows
and likes—We train you—pro- had its first PTA meeting re- of a clown. They promenaded Miss Carol Ann Letting, daughcently in the school cafeteria. Pre. down the long lighted ramp, dec- ter of Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Letttected territory.
sent at the meeting, which was orated with masks before t h e ing, presented flowers by W. F.
Phone GLENDALE 2-4329 presided over by
Mrs. Susie Bry- bandstand, which had a backdrop Nabors; Miss Patricia Jones, the
For Full Dorado
ant, the president, was the state with King Rex sitting on h i s niece of Mrs. Rosebud Howell for
president of the PTA, Mrs. Bump- throne. Music was superbly furn- W L 0 K. presented flowers by
734 Vance A
ers.
ished by the Douglass Swingsters Dick "Cane" Cole.
Mrs. Mildred Carver is the prin- under the direction of Nelson STILL MORE
cipal of the school.
Jackson. A. C. Williams was the
Miss Danese Hancock, daughter of Mrs. Victoria M. Hancock
and Dan Hancock, for the Memphis World, presented flowers by
Miss Jewel Gentry; Miss Eunice
Trotter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Trotter, for Automobile
Sales co., presented flowers by
Charles Washburn; Miss Patricia
Neal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Neal, presented flowers by
R. F: Woods; Miss Ida Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. L.
Jones, presented flowers by C. B.
Braxton.
PLUS THESE
Miss Barbara Bailey, daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Charles Bailey,
for WDIA, presented flowers by
Robert "Ifoneyboy" Thome s:
Only "Famous Names” in JEWELRY are in
Miss Ann Thompson, daughter of
our stock and you can buy on our convenient
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thompson,
presented flowers by Mrs.• A. P.
TUNA TASTE-TEMPTER
payment plan without paying anything extra.
Martin; Miss Willie Bell Sherrod.
Easy-to-pfepare, always nutty fiaceland RKP ttic per5.4atifull1
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomstyled diafect camerae° for ens taste tempert tona casserole
as Sherrod, for Dattel Realty,
mond ring.
presented flowers by Joe Atkins;
INGREDIENTS
io &add.
Freshness begins with inMiss Bonnie Bates, daughter of
A Pa o7. cnn trine Ws
55. hvart n(
Dash of istrasat sauce
ternal daintiness... and internal
Mrs. Magnolia Bates, presented
any brld,
3 tablespoons red), boely A 104 or cen condertml
daintiness begins with "Lysol."
flowers by Roland "Hunky Dory"
chopped pinnento and
cream of mos/veer', soup
grated onion
Porter; Miss Anita Poindexter,
1 cup water
For douching with "Lysol"
2(4 reps hot coated
I cup grated Americas
brand disinfectant ends odor—by
Rueland Rim
cheese
killing odor-causing germs!

lik

Jugs' Fifth Annual Pre -Lenten
Charity Ball Termed Big Success

Home Makers
Hold Confab
At Tony's Inn

e

Who's famous for the

RICHEST,
CREAMIEST-TASTING
COFFEE? You are...

Dunbar Holds
PTA Meeting

011113-fr0m

with double-rich PET Milk!

(0 Apples

can come such Naturally good

SP
EA
S
utute.0„e.eif.
VINEGAR

Yet, mild "Lysol" can't harm
you. Leaves you fresh, sweet!
DIsee a far better job than
any homeastyle
douche,including
vinegar. Try id
Foot,.. booklet
on hew to douche,
write "Lysol,"
Blanmaeld, N. J.,
Dept. NN-58.

IINETI100: I. Weak ono into small pieces. Mir in the onion. pimiento.
Riceland Rice and Tabasco MUM:Pack. liberal
cop of the mixture
inin a wet mustard cep. Unmold into a greased shalaw hating-serving desk 2. Make 6 timfales, wetting the cup each time. Cover writ
and refrigerate. 3. At meal time min together the washroom Solip
Fed water. Poor osier the timbales. Firwinkle on the cheese. 4. Sake es
• pre-SEASA 1.19
.0•130 39 to 33 moose* or until the dram bubbles
ond broom.

Wok MI your Amity and Mends MO
you, good coffee made dottb/y dello:Iowa
with double-rich PET Evaporated MIlki
Th ey'l I be singing your preletis wh
they pass thek rape for more. PET Milk
gives coffee the wearily ening, rich mellow (hero/ your abaft Illre in "eoll'o• whk..
Try k right now sad see...unfree as IN
wry booI I•oofto with P3111

SRAM) DISINFECTANT
•

•Let.• nowt ••••1•001`
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wiMusic°7Civil Rights Hearings To Be M arch 18
Tennessee
Musicians

By THEODORE C. STONE

Approve Funds
For Senate Body

JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Long of
2 Meadow at., are the happy
/
2381
parents cif a healthy baby boy,
born to their union, Sunday, Feb.
1, 1959. The baby's name is Dan
and child were
WASHINGTON — U. S. Senator has been working on some sort of Everett. Mother
at this writing.
Thomas C. Hennings, jr., (D-Mo.,) a civil rights bill, the subcommit- doing nicely
Mrs. Mildred Forte Howtom and
chairman of the Senate Constitu- tee approved the March 18 date
tional Rights Subcommittee, an- in order to have sufficient time her twin daughters, Marlene and
nounced that the subcommittee to circulate and consider not only Marlette, age six, were recent vishad set Wednesday, March 18, as the civil rights bills which already itors in the home of their parents
the date on which it intends to have been introduced in the Sen- and grand parents, Mr. and Mrs.
begin public hearings on the civil ate, but any proposal the Admin. Eldrige Forte of 301 Mobile ave.
The Howtons live in Chicago, Ill.
rights bills pending before it. Sen- istration cares to make.
Senator Hennings indicated that The Ladies Auxiliary of the V.
ator Hennings stated:
Rights
Subcomthe
SenConstitutional
"Yesterday afternoon the
F. W. met recently in the home of
ate approved the resolution pro- mittee also plans to proceed with Mrs. Doris Price of 410 Institute
viding funds for the operation of the various studies and investiga- at. Mrs. Price is the secretary and
the Constitutional Rights Subcom- tions he announced as part of the Mrs. Mattie is president.
mittee during the coming year. subcommittee's program for t h e
Members, friends and neighbors
This morning, at my request, the coming year. These include:
of Keys chapel Methodist church,
of
in
information
(1)
freedom
subcommittee held an organizaat Lexington, Tenn., enjoyed a
tional meeting to discuss propos- Government and the alleged "Ex- wonderful program of music and
ed activities and future plans. It ecutive privilege;"
Gospel singing which was sponsorwas agreed that public hearings (2) wiretapping, eavesdropping, ed by the Junior choir.
should be scheduled to begin Wed- and the Bill of Rights;
The Rev. J. E. Poindexter, pasnesday, March 18, 1959, on the (3) the rights of persons, par- tor
HoliTemple
Rock
of
to
subject
civilians,
ticularly
various civil rights proposals asness church, returned to Jackson
jurisdiction;
military
American
subcommittee."
the
to
signed
last week-end from Chattanooga,
Senator Hennings said that he (4) adequate provisions for pro- Tenn., where he conducted a two
had hoped that public hearings on tecting the constitutional right to weeks revival meeting. Rev. Poinall periling civil rights legislation legal counsel in federal courts;
dexter visited Look Out Mountain
could be commended and com- (5) a national survey of the curof
constitutional while in Chattanooga.
rent status
pleted at an early date.
The Gospel Five Singers of
"In view of the seemingly auth- rights:
Tenn., rendered a p r ooritative press reports in recent and (6) fair hearing procedures Jackson,
gram at Mercer Baptist church
weeks that the Administration for federal job applicants.
last Sunday night. The occasion
was sponsored by Miss Alma Maria Bond.
Persons not shown, Sylvia
Mrs. E. K. Vereen, Van S. AlMartin, Michael Reese, Mary
On Wed. night, Feb. 4, at First THESE l'OUNGSTERS were
Da wso n, Sheryl Harper,
jr.,
Woods,
Jr.,
Frankie
len,
WatMichael
Stuart,
Susan
Bapf'st church of which the Rev. on hand to help Keith Vereen,
Charles
Leacraft,
Paula
Linda
Alexander,
Denese
Maand
Coins
Marsha
kins,
benefit
W G Terry is pastor, a
celebrate his second birthcay
STALLING
BROWN
Grant, jr., and Lure Antosin•
Reese.
Jimmie
ray,
and
G
row,
Second
jr.
High,
Sojor
Miss
They
for
program was given
In Greensboro last week.
Hie Gibbs.
Third row, Jessie Robinson.
Reath Verean, the honoree;
Louvenia, who is a patient in the phronia Chesson from West AfriCalvin B. Williams. past presi- PICAYUNE
are from left to right: first
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
Medical Center hospital there. Her ca who is a student attending
Sharon
dent of the Chicago Music AssociaMiller,
row, Carolyn
"The "Elite Social Club of Pica- condition is still undetermined.
Lane college here in Jackson. The
tion and director of the Senior
•••
program began with congregation- by the Interdenominational Minischoir at Ebenezer Baptist church yune met last week at the home
al singing, followed by remarks by ter-Alliance of which the Rev. J.D.
was the master of ceremonies re- Mrs. Annie Mae Abrams. Mrs. STARK VILLE
placing Theodore Charles Stone, Morel! Robinson is president and
the master of ceremonies, the Atwater is president and the Rev.
By FANNIE MOORE
who was unable to fill the engage- Vera Jackson is secretary.
J. P. Jones, who stated briefly the M. L. Easley is secretary. The AlEddie
Campbell
Mrs.
Mr.
and
this
of
meeting. Prayer,
ment due to another engagement Mrs. Donna Robinson
the marriage of their purpose of the
announced
liance is composed of ministers of
LuMrs.
Torence, Inez Harris and Miss
daughter,
city and her
Rev. M. L. Easley. Script- Jackson and Madison County,
at the same hour.
WARREN
dair,rter. Barbara Ruth Campbell by the
was
Fla.,
City,
Hattie Henry shopped in RusselPanama
Then
of
throughout
Odom.
cindy
sang
C. F.
HATTIE BURNETT
A mass choir
Rev.
By
the
by
ure
Tenn.
to Mr. Gilberty Nicks, Thursday,
tbe musical under the direction of called last week to Sunflower,
We are having some rainy weath- ville last week.
enjoyed a song festival renderwe
service
son
religious
the
is
Jan. 29, 1959. Mr. Nicks
A program and
Mrs. Joe Terry of Dutch Creek
such noted choir leaders as Prof. Ala., to attend the funeral of Mrs.
er here in these parts and we hope
ed by the Federated Choirs of the
of Mn, and Mrs. Rufus Nick. The
was rendered at Isiah Chapel Bapthat the weather will soon clear up and Captain Hollis Terry of DayI. Wesley Jones, of the Chicago- Donna's sister, Mrs. Ella.
city and Lane college choir. For
HerRev.
the
their
which
will
make
young
couple
of
church
American
tist
The Association of
Mrs. Sallie Pickett spent last
and we'll have more beautiful ton, Ohio visited Mr. and Mn,,
land Music Festival fame: Willa
minutes it was really a batTex., where he is a few
man Dotson is pastor, last Sunday Railroads has published a cartoon weather again.
T. V. Henry last week.
CHAMBER MUSIC from the week end at Purvis, Miss., where in Greensville,
tle of music.
did
Emly
Willie
Rev.
Mr.
The
Aboard,
stationed.
night.
"All
entled
booklet
given in
was
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Thompvery Modern to the very old will she visited relatives and friends.
party
of the speaker was
birthday
Introduction
A
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy G. Camphe preaching and Four Stars Gos- Lincoln!," as a part of the railMr. and Mrs. Matthew FortenMarylyn Jackson son and family and Mr. and MrS.
be performed in an unusual new
made by a Lane college student
the road industry's contribution to the honor of little
did
Jackson
Mrs.
Mr.
bell
and
and
children,
of
Singers
pel
Dosare
La.,
Mrs.
Luther Williams and family vialted
public, series in the Rudolph Ganz berry of New Orleans,
of Connecticut.
by her parents, Mr. and
jr., E. St. Louis. from the state
The occasion was sponsor. Lincoln Sesquicentennial program, sic Jackson on her sixth birthday in Sweet Home recently.
Recital Hall beginning this month. the proud parents of a little son Eddie Campbell,
Chesson was principal singing.
Miss
year.
JohnIII., spent last week with their parby Mrs. Iona Green and
which is being held this
The Rev. E. A. Arnold of No
last Sunday evening. She received
Sponsored by the Chicago Music- born to them last week. Mrs. Fortmade a very timely ed
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Camp- speaker and
nie B. Anderson.
In chronological order, the book- many nice gifts from her little Little Rock spent the week eid
MI college of Roosevelt university, enberry is the daughter of Mr: and
and interesting address about her
bell.
narrative,
e
friends. Games were played and in Danville with Mr. and Mrs.,
the program in the seHes will fea, Mrs. Robert Pearson of this city.
her family and other There was a great fellowship let, in comic-typ
Mrs. Sarah Ann Cooper, tesi- homeland,
James Baptist Importance of rail transportation everyone enjoyed the party.
Isom Williams. He held services at
lure some of the rarely heard Rev. Alex Warren who was respecial features of interest. Miss meeting at St.
of
away
development
of
passed
Starkville,
dent
Govan
economic
L.
In the
meeting of the the New Zeal Baptist church last
laymen's
chamber literature of Piston, Doh- cently elected pastor of the St.
The
about how she plan- church of which Rev. E.
told
Chesson
Feb. 3, in her home en Barry Hill.
Those w h o the nation and became a staunch South Arkansas Conference met at Sunday.
nmye, Crussel, Hindemith, Chang- Matthews Baptist church of Goodcome to America, what she is pastor, last week.
railroads as early as
Funeral was held Sunday at Sec- ned to
After spending the week end here
the camp ground circuit of t h e
since she has participated were Rev. U. D. Lou- advocate of
son, Husa, Tansman, Rieger, Cas- year Community was killed last
accomplished
has
ond Baptist church with the pashe stated that ". . . Hamburg district. This great event with her parents, Mr. and 'qrs.
sella, Bach, Mozart and Prokofief. Wednesday night in an auto acciwhat she plans to is, Rev, C. H. Murphy and Rev. 1832 when
and
here
been
tor, Rev. J. H. Robinson, officiatenjoyed nothing can equal in Milky the was attended by Mrs. C. E. Alex- T. Y. Henry, Mrs. Inez Harris reEach concert will be presented dent near Purvis, Miss. Rev. Wardo in her home country after she Felix Jarman. Everyone
railroaods."
ing.
ander, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Brigs- turned to Conway where she h
at 12:415 p. an. in Ganz Hall, 7th ren's wife who was traveling with
has finished her education here. the meetings.
••
His efforts on behalf of rail- ersen and Rev. R. L. Lillie of St. teaching school. She was accomfloor of the University, 430 S. him was also injured. Rev. War- ABERDEEN
Take offering was taken by the Prof. Daniel Glass and his group
LegislaIllinois
roads, first in the
panied as far as Russellville by
James AME church.
Michigan, Chicago, for the benefit ren lived at Gulfport and it was
officers of the various churches of singers rendered a program
By HENRY E. CRUMP
ture and later in Congress; his
Mrs. E. G. Gilliam was in Little Miss Hattie Henry, Mary V. Henof noontime audiences. Succeeding told to old Sleepy that he was
and the financial effort amounted last Sunday evening at the Baptist
and
private
in
both
trips,
train
A pre-valentine tea was given to $120.00.
church at Bolivar, Tenn., which
Rock at the University hospital for ry, Allan and Sharon Harris.
dates are Feb. 25 and April 29. teaching at the Baptist Seminary
and
public life, and his career as an
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Torrence end.
The performers in the group are at Hattiesburg and was on his way by the training union of First BapThe entire affair was sponsored was greatly enjoyed. Prof. Willie attorney for several railroads are a medical check up.
spent the week
a
was
It
Sunday.
church
last
tist
B. Glass of this city is pastor of
Spiritual Five of Warren A nnie Wise
all members of the faculty of here to hold an Installation servThe
treated.
and Mrs. Buster Perry
ice at St. Matthews church when big success and was centered
the church.
Golden Bells presented an with Mr.
Musical college.
ing of her mother, Mrs. Virginia
A high point covered is I., I n- and the
around Negro History Week.
at Dardanelle.
Democratic club met last cold's advocacy of a railroad to inspiring program at St. James
COMPOSITIONS of Lena Mc- they were involved in a three car
The
at
life
this
departed
who
Myers.
The WSCS met at the home of
It was quite shocking to hear of
Lin will be performed at a con- collision. Rev. and Mrs. Warren
week in the home of Mrs. Nanny the Pacific, climaxed in 1862 by AME church last Sunday night Mrs. Florence Fountain Monday
the passing of Luther Preuitt who the ale of 92.
125 Gordon at. Brother his signing as President of the sponsored by Mrs. Arthur Clark, night. Mrs. Fountain is the presicert Sunday, Feb. 15, at 6 p. m. were rushed back to Hattiesburg
of
Cole
Mrs.
and
Adams
Louise
Mrs.
was stricken with a heart attack
White is president; Brother act authorizing the construction president of the senior choir. It dent.
at Coppin AME church, 5633 S. where he lived about four hours. and
passed away just as he ar- Harry L. Harrington of Chicago, Mack
and enjoyed by
Michigan ave., by the Council Funeral service was held at Gulfdaughters of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Willie Boyd is secretary. Brother the first transcontinental r a 1 1 was well received
Miss Faye Foster of Russellville
this
At
the
hospital.
at
rived
the large audience.
choirs, Orita Bruce Wilson, di- -port on Tuesday, Feb. 2.
W. Archie were called to attend Jim Bills and Fred Mercer, chap- route,
spent Wednesday night with Miss
are
arrangements
writing
funeral
spent
who
Funeral service for John Badon.
Minton
Alonzo
grandmother,
Mr.
their
of
rector.
lains.
funeral
the
Delcia Mae Torrence.
who died last week on the incomplete.
•••
sometime in Miami has returned
A musical program was rendered
Mrs. MeLin, organist and direc- age 75.
On the sick list Is Rev. C. L. Mrs. Virginia Myers.
his parents,
here
between
ILLUMINATING
visiting
and
road
the
of
is
side
and
was
home
Williams
Ned
for
Funeral
last
church
Baptist
the
American
HOLLY SPRINGS
tor. is studying at
at Mt. Moriah
pray for a speedy reKing.
We
and
Minton
Kiln•was held last Sunday at ChiLamps in your living room Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
held at the Pleasant Grove Baptist Sunday night, sponsored by the
Entertainment held at the public
Conservatory of Music and has
covery for him.
na Grove Community near Tylerat, but the rest of the family.
school Friday evening was very
already written a number of pieces
Junior Matrons. Rev. Felix Jar- should he good to look
Mrs. Mary Washington is still do- church.
with"
"look
town.
they should be gbod to
Mrs. Nora Johnson was buried pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Strickland, enjoyable. This entertainment was
ing nicely. We all hope she will be
and anthems, along with several
Confined to the local hospital in up and out again.
in Rankin county. She was a memtoo. It's not difficult to select the jr., were recent visitors in De- sponsored by Prof. Wright.
inspirational hymns which are
"The Feast of Light" a musical
Claude
is
church
condition
E.
a
M.
serious
Asbury
—
job
right
the
of
ber
rthe
fo
Mott, Ark, and spent sometime A week of prayer was observRoberta Reynolds is hack home
most suitable for worship krrendered at right lamp
Pete) Johnson, son of Mr. and from the hospital after being here and a member of the F. D. program which was
reading, sewing or watching tele- in the home of Mrs. Strickland's ed at M. I college last week.
vices.
last
church
AME
Bethel
Greater
Mrs. Clarence (Big John) John- there for a week.
Parrish et. No. 2 Heroines of Jerie
vision.
mother, Mrs. Id. E. Davis and The tea was given at Mrs.
Sunday night was highly enjoyElmur A. Simpson, well known son.
cho.
• •.
their little son, Warren Lee, jr., Bell's residence Sunday afternoon
sponsored
was
program
The
able.
composer and choir director will
The many friends and acquaintMr. and Mrs. Henry Flemmings
who had the measles. Ile resides was very enjoyable.
by the Senior choir under the di- W. Bolden is pastor.
be the commentator for the con- were somewhat surprised last Sun- CANTON
with Mrs. Davis, his grandmother, All pulpits were occupied Sun•••
The Lucy C. Jefferson federated ances of Mrs. Anna Wilks Sypa• rection of Mrs. Jeffye Hearnton.
cert. The Senior choir of Coppin day when their foster son Bennie
loss
the
in
her
with
in Dermal" Ark.
club met with Mrs. M. E. Bowman thize deeply
day. Rev. Oree Broomfield at Anis CLARKSVILLE
will be the host for the concert.
of her husband. Alex, who died in The Rev. F. D. Coleman. sr.,
came in town. Bennie is in the U. last week.
Misses Sally Campbell, Bessie derson chapel; Rev. Bluitt, pastor
astor.
was
Body
hospital.
University
the
has
Army
been
and
stationed
S.
Jr.
BROWN,
By EDWARD
Malison county educational fedLambert and Raymond Colen were at Hopewell and Rev. Rucker at
CORRECTION PLEASE
He will spend three eral credit union held its second brought here for burial. Funeral The Senior-Ushers of Home Banweek end visitors in the home of Asbury. All delivered powerful serJAMES A. MUNDY, pioneer in Hawiia.
Governor Buford Ellington proincomplete at tist church held Installation servwere
back
arrangements
before
reporting
months
here
the
in
meeting
auditorium
annual
Mrs. Myrtle Jones, Mr. and Mrs. mons.
choral director and musician will
Rev.
The
Isaac
evening.
"Bishop
Sunday
as
3
last
ices
claimed March
to duty.
of Rogers High. Atty. Jack H. this writing.
U. S. Colen, Mr. and Mrs. George The sick include Mrs. Reid, Mrs.
again lead his singers in a proLane Day" in Tennessee. Bishop Lambert and Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Burton, Mrs. Varona Fant and
Mr. and Mrs Moses Winston of Young of Jackson addressed the Friends and co-workers of Miss T. Grimes is pastor.
gram honoring Brotherhood Week,
Williams
Adolphus
Riverside
in
Rev.
The
buried
was
who
to
Lane
happy
Nichols
are
Biloxi. Mr. and Mrs. Eligia Lew- group. Prof. A. E. Strickland, su- Ethel Lucille
shall Campbell. They all attend Mrs. Hattie Haynes.
Saturday, Feb. 21, at 12:15 p. m.
•••
is of Hattiesburg, Mrs,Jessie Mae pervising principal of Madison see her up and back on the job preached for the Missionary So- cemetery in Jackson, was the AM&N college.
in the assembly hall, 2nd floor,
The
last
church
college.
CME
Lane
Bascom
at
of
ciety
illness.
Miss
Founder
of
weeks
two
after
is
president.
county
schools,
and
your
Paige Durr of Gulfport
BATESVILLE
Sunlast
held
was
Communion
Library,
Public
Chicago
at the
Friends of Mrs. Luella Archie Nichols is one of the teachers at Sunday. Mrs. Julia Scruggs is proclamation dedicating the date day at Bethel AME church here.
By REV. M. WATKINS
reporter Sleepy spent last Sunday
Randolph street.
ident of the society. The Rev. D. of Bishop Lane's birth to his
in Bogalusa, La, with their sister, sympathize with her in the pass- Rogers High.
Rev. and Mrs. L. Thompson of
an inspiring
delivered
pastor
The
An annual event with Mundy and
memory was brought to t he message which was enjoyed by all. Newport attended services h e r•
his singers the program will also
government by a prominent group Rev. J. M. Watkins is pastor.
Sunday and were dinner guests of
anniver.
200th
the
commemorate
of Negro educators and churchMrs. Cleo Washington of Detroit Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Edmondd.
FredGeorge
of
Jackson.
death
and
the
of
sary
men from Nashville
were Mrs.
is visiting here. She was dinner Other guests included
erick Handel, the great composer,
The proclamation states in part, guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lula Taylor, Mrs. Pleasner, T. P.
and 150th anniversary of Abraham
"In order to give this statesman Hurley Burnett (yours truly) last Crawford and George Green.
Lincoln, the man from Illinois.
The missionary society met Frithe recognition he deserves, I do Wednesday night. We enjoyed her
The first part of the program
day evening at Bethel A. M. E.
hereby proclaim March 3, 1959, visit very much.
church with president Mrs. Callie
will be devoted to Handel arias
•••
as Bishop Isaac Lane Day and
Harper.
with soloists William Chavis, Gerrequest al lour citizens to pay DAN VILLE
The Bible band met Thursday fvaldine Reed, Albert Loan, an d
tribute on that day to the spirit
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
Prudence Wilson singing.
of brotherhood which his life so
Jo Ann Gilkey was honored guest ening.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bacuum have
at a birthday dinner party given
completely typified."
The chorus will s i ng several
a new car.
spirituals and secular songs during
Jacksonians attending the cere- at her home recently. Among the
Bud Taylor is a patient at Dr.
which John Stevens, Wendell Turnmony included Dr. and Mrs. C. A. guests present were Trutishia
Gray's hospital.
er and Florida Thomas will be soKirkendoll, Dr. Eugene Ching, and Williams, Mary Ann Gilkey a n d
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair
loists.
Prof. J. A, Cook, all of the Lane Maxine Gilkey. Neita Joyce Torattended services at LaCross last
college faculty. Also on hand were rence served as hostess.
Claude Burnaugh is the assistant
Mesdames Josie Henry. Alma Sunday.
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of A &
to Mundy, and the program will
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
I State university, Dr. Joseph A.
end with the Hymn of Brotherhood
attended services at New A r k
Johnson. jr., former president of
by Beethoven Wood.
Sunday.
last
Phillips School of Theology in
The famed Harlem Rens, a Ne(anumuntiamuninimiumouuniniiiiiiiiniataiiin
Jackson. now pastor of Capers
gro basketball team appeared here
Chapel in Nashville and Prof. Horunder the sponsorship of the Ethel
Roses Are Red,
ace C. Savage, author of the book,
0. Miller school. Buffaloes w h o
"The Life and Times of Bishop
were recruited by Coach Bobby J.
But Make Sure
Isaac Lane." Dr. Kirkendoll, presRay worked out in preparation for
You Can See Them
ident of Lane, stated the proclathe game. They were Freddie
Jackson
to
mation will be taken
ATLANTA, Gs — Who ever Crawford, Cecil Hennings, ClaThe National Safety Council
for ceremonies at the college on said "there's no business like show rence Smith, Joe Glenn, Wells N.
turned romantic hut kept its
3.
March
business" certainly knew what he Strong, Gabe Strong, James Craweve on the road.
Rev. W. T: Couch's ear was stol- was talking about. There is no ford, Cecil Sherrill and Paul EdIt suggested this Valentine
en a few days ago by two escaped business quite like it.
verse:
ward Reed. A. M. Miller is princiwho pal of Ethel 0. Miller High.
convicts, of county jail, and was Alberta Adams, the girl
"Valentine. I love you true;
found in Rockville, Ind.
walks, talks and swings the blues, Mrs. Rosie Crane is ill at her
'Sure hope no one runs over
Sick list: Fred D. Hamner, took a booking here at the Royal home.
you.,.
Janie Gibson, sister of Rev. W. T. Peacock to fill in for youthful Tony
Mrs. Jessie Ford who has bees
Sr this one:
Misc.,
Couth, who is convalescing at Spade when the Downbeat Record ill is improving.
lege, Tougaloo,
UNCF" is Miss Lorene Brun.
Wh011e
al Alumni Council held at BenONLY ONE COITLD WIN —
Watch yourself in traffic',
Wiley
third.
at.
722
Main
contract.
institution was
Cr, of Barber Scotia College.
The basketball team from Bleat.
artist couldn't fulfill his
nett College last week, is
Miss lila Bell Robinson, M
mine.
Recent deaths: Roosevelt Boos Now that in itself may not seem ville played the junior team di
82,13637 to the UNCF. a per
Concerd, N. C.. who was run
flanked by Some of the conWiley College, Marshall. Tel
Who wants a bandaged
.1.
by
stuunderstand
per
fatally
who
stabbed
is
was
ier,
$4.31
much
until
right
you
0, Miller Tuesday nighl.
her
other
Mist
UNCF
of
to
Ethel
like
from
ratio
and
capita
ner-up
valentine!"
testants
as, who was crowned
C. Golliday, Theophilus Roberts, she accepted a salary smaller The boys lost their game but the
dent.
Miss R Jith Thompson,- of Too.
schools following her coronaUNCF UNCF in the lath as11111111111111111111111111alli
Illisitaigni11111111111111111111111
than her usual fee,
girls won.
Willie Wright, and Tom Watts.
galoo Southern Christian Col.
tion. To the left of "Miss
lust conference of the Nation
STnLI IND CELEBRATES letb
YEAR
At an appreciation musical Lorenzo Stalling, director of the Senior Choir of Canaan Baptist was
honored for ten years of loyal and
efficient service, Sunday, Feb. 8,
at 4 p. m. at the church on Eas
45th st.
The program was highlighted
by several distinguished personali
ties who gave brief comments on
the career of the honoree, all of
whom had been instructors of his
from time to time. Among the
speakers paying tribute to Stalling
were Dr. Robert Reuter, Roosevel
university; Mrs. Thelma Waide
Brown, voice teacher at the Chi
eago Musical college, Roosevelt
university; Prof. I. T. Yarbrough,
director of music at Berean Bap
list and one of Stalling's teachers,
and Thomas Dougherty, his first
teacher who realized the potentialities of Stalling prior to his
arrival in Chicago from Joliet,
Ill., where he was born.
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Alberta Adams
Takes Over As
'Replacement'

Meryl Glover In smart black.
Guests enjoying the party to the
hilt were Mrs. Juanita Arnold,
Louis Holmes, jr., the Lawrence
From Page 11)
tlp towel . . . More evidence of Johonsons, Charles Tarpley, Thaddeus Stokes who escorted 'Your
week's "hostess with the moots*" fame, which we hereby be- scribe, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Smith, Miss Jewel Gentry esqueath to Warren!
corted by Mr. W. W. Green of
DEBONAIR SET
News reached us of two recent Atlanta, Ga.: Miss C. C. Sawyer.
parties enjoyed by members of Mrs. Lattimore, Cornelius House
e Debonair Set Bridge club. In — who escorted Miss Anderson.
nuary Alice Kilpatrick w a s Miss Ruby H. Gadison and her
. and
ostess to the club at Tony's Inn, escort Robert Waller .
and at this meeting members Atty. and Mrs. H. T. Lockard. . .
brought baby shower gifts for the all who declared there "should be
little baby girl who has joined more parties like this one!"
the ranks of the Robert Wynn JACK AND DLLS CELEBRATE
Last Saturday Vance Avenue
family, who are now living in
Iowa where Mr. Wynn is in gradu- YWCA was the scene of three
lovely
Jack and Jill parties . . .
ate school. Gifts were forwarded
to Mrs. Wynn (Ethel) who is ex- beginning with the one for t h e
pecting to be back in the city small fry early in the afternoon,
next year. Vivian Willis, Pearl followed by the Dancing party
Gordon and Nell Northcross won given by the Twixteens. Since my
Alice's lovely prizes. Last Satur- own 'pride and joy' is a member
day found Mrs. Nell "Northcross of the latter group, 'twas there
entertaining with a Valentine Day that I, along with J&J mothers
decorative scheme, and following Mrs. Emma T. Johnson, Mrs. Loudinner and bridge, prizes were ise Davis, Mrs. Ophella Byes.
awarded to Mesdames Martha Mrs. Dorothy Westbrooks and othGalloway, Ann Willie, Norma er doting meters enjoyed the anGriffin and guest, Mrs. Maxine tics of their progeny, scrubbed,
curled, and polished to perfection
Smith.
The Twixteens invited two friends
The lovely Quinn Avenue home
each to enjoy their party, a n d
of Miss Almazine Davis was the
still chattering about the good
scene of the Valentine Day bridge
time they had were members Diparty given for the members of
ana
Briscoe, Brenda
S a wthe Sequins club. Miss Davis reyer, Lynne Ulen, Billy Speight,
ived her guests in a stunning
Kathy Graham, Edgar Davis, III,
tfit of red pants and gold lame
Terry Harris, Linda Hargraves,
louse. She was assisted by her
Dalton Hooks, Anthony Johnson,
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Minnie
George Lowe, Bertha Puryear,
Davis. Novel handmade tallies Dianne and
Joseph Westbr000ks,
and colorful valentine motifs cre- Myrna
Williams, Emmitt Woods,
ated a lovely setting. . .and Mes- Norris Walters,
Mae Byas, Dondames Helen Prater, Thelma Har- nie Davis, and
Maudette Brownris, Miss Ida Mae Walker were lee.
the recipients of sterling silver Following the
Twixteens, T h e
prizes. . .while guests Mrs. Es- Guys and Dolls, the
teen-age set,
ther Brown and Mr. Ruby Jack- held forth at nine o'clock
for an
son won lovely handkerchiefs.
evening of dancing, games a n d
NONCHALANT BRIDGE CLUB fun.,
Miss Elmyra Williams was hostess to the Nonchalant Bridge club
last week . . . entertaining with
cocktails and a sumptive chicken
a la King dinner, thoroughly enjoyed by members and guests, including Mrs. Sallie Bartholomew,
Mrs. Catherine Johonson and Miss
Juanita Allen. Prizes went to Mrs.
Ruth MeDavid, Mrs. Ruth Parker and Mrs. Bernice Thompson
of the club, and Mrs. Catherine
SOn of the guest group.
REE C'S CLUB
CHICAGO — Fay Mitchell, the
Friday night at Curries Club halfback battering ram for t h e
Tropicana members of the Three Tennessee A SC I State university
C's Bridge club entertained with football Tigers, along with two
a delightful, tres intimate party, others, guard Charles Gavin and
to which they invited a few close end Leon Jamison have been signfriends .. . and braving the de- ed as Free Agents by the Chicaluge which reigned supreme from go Cardinals, Managing Director
the overcast skies . I . members Walter Wolfner announced recentsod guests had a wohderful time ly.
dancing, partaking of the bountiMitchell, a si-foot two inch, 210
ful cocktails and canapes and pound terror it from Memphis and
hors d'ouevres which abounded a a graduate of Douglass High
beautiful U shaped table, lovely school. He runs the 100-yard dash
with glittered red hearts a n d in 10 seconds and scored 17 touchwhite trees with silver-glittered
downs (102 points) in 1956 for a
heart leaves. The Three C's were
modern scoring mark. He also
"pretty as a picture," as they
scored 42 points in his sophomore
posed for a club picture, Mrs.
and 24 points in 1957.
year
Helen Sawyer was lovely in ruby
6-1, weighs 235
peau de sole, vivacious Ann Hall Gavin, who is
with the
in black lace over pale pink, Hel- and is 25 years old, was
en Tarpley in a lovely gold harem New York Giants during the prestyled cocktail frock . . . Miss season games last year, will be
Martha Anderson in a gorgeous tried as a center on offense by
red velvet dress, with interesting Cards Coach Frank Ivy, while
drapery about the back skirt, Jamison, who caught 48 passes
highlighted with a rhinestone pin good for 1,113 yards and 17 touch.. Mrs. Leverne Acey in green, downs, is six feet, weighs 195 and
nd Mrs. Mattie Holmes Hunt in is regarded as a ountstanding end
a brilliant Chinese red dress and prospect.
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CHAMPS — The Lester high
school Lions marched into the
Melrose high gym and after
the smoke of the furious basketball game had subsided,
marched out the new prep
champions of the year. They

Taught Daughter, 3
To Snatch Purses,
Draws Jail Term

•

IN FASHION REVIEW—Mise
Earnestine Terry, vivacious
model from Chicago, Is one
of the models who will be
seen in the benefit Fashion
Review to be presented by
Mrs. Margurite Belafonte on
Monday evening, Feb. 23, In
the LeMoyne college gymnas-

home of
Monday
C presissellville
ith Miss

Young Car Thief
MEXICO CITY — (UPI) —
Federal police said today they had
nabbed the youngest professional
car thief in Mexican history, 10year-old Maximilian° Reyes Aguilar.
He was captured Friday after
wrecking a stolen convertible in
a 40-block police chase. Maximili
ano said "two older fellows" had
taught him the trade.' and he had
stolen 10 or 12 cars.
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Population of Canberra, Australia capital, is 35,000.
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A SURPRISE Birthday party
was given in the honor of
Mrs. V. R. McNeil, (front, in
the center standing) on Feb.

11, at the L. R. McNeil school.
The party was given by Mrs.
L. M. Talley in cooperation
with a group of the school

'HOLIDAY ON ICE' COMING

urn have

Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter of Zeta PIP Beta Sorority presents

t at Dr.

"Holiday On Ice" featuring the exotic enchantment of "The

St. Clair
oss last

Wizard of Oz," Sunday, March 15, at 8:30 p.m. in the Amphi-

Scribner
-sy A r k

theater of Ellis Auditorium, This financial effort benefits the
Eyeglass project and Scholarship fund of the Sorority. These
worthwhile projects have met with tremendous success over
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Sot., kb. 21, 1959

9 00—Physics, Lesson 98 (Also
telecast at 9:55, 10:30. 11:50
and 1:00).
5'00—Music for Young People.
5'30—Living Classroom: Health.
5 - 40—Living Classroom; Social
Studies.
5:50--Living Classroom: American History.
6:00—iligh School Chatter.
6:05—Serenade.
7:00—Mother Goose Rhymes,
7:15—Compass Rose No. 1.
All workers in the NAACP mem,
7:30—Dentist's No, 3.
bership campaign for 1959 are
8:00--Surrival No. 4,
8:30—PTA Study Series.
urged to be present at as important meeting to be held in the
9:00—Project: Security.
iø—Physics, Lesson 106.
recreation room of the Universal
life Insurance company on ThursFriday, Feb. 20.
9:00 thru
day night, Feb. 19, beginning at
LOP—Physics, Lesson 99.
8 p. m.
5:90—Living Classroom: La nAt that time plans for the cans.
guage Arts.
palgn will be discussed and ment•
5:45—Living Classroom: Speech. bership kits will be
distributed to
6:00—Serenade.
all workers.
7:00—Story Book- Princess.
Workers are also asked to re7:15—The Friendly Giant.
7:30—Living Classroom: World mind their neighbors about t h•
speech and fashion review to be
History,
given here on Feb. 22 and 23 with
8:00—Streamlined Reading.
Mrs.
Margurite
Belafonte
as
9:00—Press and the People.
the featured guest. Reports on
9:30—Perspective Strauss.
Fashion Review ticket sales are
10:00—United Nations Review.
to be made on Feb. 19.
Monday, Feb. 23.
9:00 thru
defeated a tough Melrose
are Robert Sims, team man.
Bill Macklin, Leon Strother,
1:00—Physics, Lesson 100.
squad last week 63-60 to nail
ager; Joseph Gilliam, w h o
Clarence Worship, Melvin Boy5:00—Living Classroom. English.
the championship crown to
flipped in 35 points on t h e
land, Willie Bullock, R 0 b e TI
5:30—Adventure
Club: Girl
their school banner. Pictured
historic night: Dave Walker,
Robertson, I. Wesley and A.
Scouts.
above are the happy team and
Charles Miller, Clyde Exum.
B. Bland, the school princi6:00—Serenade.
the equally happy coaches.
Standing, left to right are
pal.
7:00—Story Book Princess.
From left to right kneeling
Coach J. Peacock, .1. Barber,
7:15—Mother Nature's Children,
7:30—Living Classroom: DemocRICHMOND, England—(UPI)
• Pte. ';
—91T31411
racy.
—A 21-year-old mother said
y,•
8:00—Streamlined Reading,
Monday that she made h e r
9:00--Physics.
three-year-old daughter a purse
10:00—Japanese Paint Brushing,
snatcher.
4,4
Tuesday, Feb. 24.
The mother, Mrs. Maureen
9:00—Physics, Lesson 101.
Yaxley, was sentenced to six
11:00—PTA Study Series.
months in prison for stealing
5:00—File 7, John Hopkins Re- purses.
view.
Mrs. Talley told the court
5:30—Adventure Club: B o y here it all began when het
Scouts.
daughter, Sue, lifted a purse
6:00—Serenade,
from a shopping bag on a coun7:00—Fignewton's Newspaper.
ter and gave it to her mother.
7:15—Tales of Poindexter.
From then on she would hold
MUSING: Don't face each day covered that he had plans on 7:30—File 7, John Hopkins Re- the child near somebody's shopview.
ping earl. If the baby was
with a sense of inability and weak- changing your character to match
8:00—Living Classroom: History. caught taking the bag Mrs. Yax•
ness. With such an attitude life
his? And, too, would you be satis- 8:15—Living Classroom: Civics. ley would apologize for the
will seem too much, and dis8:30—Children Growing,
child's "mischeviousness."
couragement is bound to set in. fied with simply understanding 9:30—Japanese Brush
Painting.
She said the child thought II
Create within you the realization him? It is so easy to turn into 9:30—College Trigonometry.
was "just a game."
that you have what it takes to a nag without even noticing I t 10:00—Notes on Music.
Mrs. Yaxley was caught by a
But you may be sure that he
meet your responsibility.
Wednesday, Feb. IL
woman detective.
will notice it. First you should 9:00
Dear Carlotta: Everyone Is talkthru
1111111a11111111111111ileall10111111111111111111111111111101111111
ing because I am interested in a decide it you are interested in I:00—Physics, Lesson 103.
1:30—Word to Wives.
boy who has a reputation for being him or making him over.
7:00—Story Book Princess.
This
is
not
the
kind
of
love that 2:00—PTA Study Series.
7:15—Living Classroom: Art.
wild. My parents won't let him
makes
a
marriage
succeed
3:45—Faculty Meeting: F leld 7:30—Living Classroom: Sciences
come to see me. He really has
Marrying
a
man
for
his
sins
is
Trips.
7:45--Living Classroom: Biology.
wonderful qualities. All he needs
is someone who believes in him. like marrying a man for his 5:00—Living Classroom! English. 8:00—Streamlined Reading.
money except one difference; sins 5:30—Adventure Club.
9:00—Physics:
Lesson 109.
If we were married or engag- last
longer.
6:00—Serenade.
10:00—Sew Easy.
ed, he would give up his wild
ways. Don't you think that faith
'
and love will help him to become
the kind of person that everyone
admires and respects? Ann.
Dear Ann! Just let us suppose
that your parents would allow this
"wild" young man to come to
lum. Miss Terry has modeled
your house, and suppose that you
for national firms. Mrs. Bela. do become engaged and eventualtonic will deliver an inspire- ly marry, At what point will he
dons! message to launch the discover that you have planned
N. A. A. C. P. membership on changing bins?
campaign here on next Sun.
He Was a wild young man when
day, Feb. 22, at 5 p. m., at a
you became interested in him. It
program to be held in Lb.
is just possible that he considers
Le5loyne college auditorium.
that his greatest charm, and will
not approve of your attempts to
molti him into what you think
a man should be.
How would you feel if yon din-

•

Memphian Joins
Cardinals Pro
Football Team

Or
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Russel.
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Universal Life
Site For Next
NAACP Meeting

1
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Thursday, Feb. 19.

TR1-STATE DEFENDER

a period ti# years because of the splendid support of the general public. Again the General Chairman, Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, and the entire membership solicit cooperation by attendance at the world famous "Holiday On lee."
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT:
Paul's Tailoring Company—Beale and Third
Delight Bar—Mississippi near Georgia

teachers and the NIIA girls.
Mrs. McNeil is the wife of
the principal, and was presented with a !arse birthday

Director for the form and give
him her name and address to be
added to the mailing list before
the next quarterly return is due.
The amount of the social security tax for the last calendar
ouarter of 1958 is 41
/
2 per cent of
the total cash wages paid to a
household worker in a calendar
cake, plus many other, gifts,
quarter. The employee is expectfrom the Arkansas high school
ed to share this tax with the emfaculty.
ployer, however, it is the obligation of the employer to report
1
2 perand remit the total tax or 4/
cent to the District Director of Internal Revenue.
Beginning with Jan. 1959, the
1
2 per
social security tax will be 2/
cent each for employer and employee. While the $50 cash wage
test applies separately to each
these forms was mailed to you household worker in your employ,
before the end of December.
no report or social security tax is
If social security taxes are due due on any household worker to
from a household employer who whom you pay less than $50 in
is not now on the mailing list, the cash during the calendar quarter,
employer should ask the District Mr. Eanes pointed out.

File Tax Returns Now
On Household Workers
Employers of household workers
who have not already filed a return for the October through December 1958 quarter should do so
at once, James M. Rountree, district director of Internal Revenue
for the Nashville district reminded them recently.
At the same time, Joe W. Rancc, district manager of the Memphis social security office, pointed out that the obligation to file
a return applies to every household employer who paid $50 or
more in cash wages to a cook,
maid, laundress, or any other
household employee during the
calendar quarter and are due =
be filed after the close of each
r1e, adnude
ndet. a3
r1. ao
0, lautilyrte3
cAaplreinlda3r

F.

a !Lucky fan

for years. With

Luckies, Levi gets the unforgettable

LUCKY
STRIKE

taste of fine tobacco."Better taste,

Get the genuine article

It's Convenient
..)
• Fast
Safe

—
—
—
—

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY

been

that's the big thing," he says.

GO •BY

Jan. 31 every year.
Four Way Grill—Mississippi at Walker
Most household employers will =
make their reports on Form 942. =
—
This is a special simplified form a:
CALLING
CHOICE SEATS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE BY
74' printed on the back of a return Er:
envelope. If you ere a household
employer who is already on the
MRS. MILDRED HORNE at WH. 6-8164
mailing list of Mc District Director of Internal Revenue, one of
•a,,,,,,,..,iiniimmammiiiinianmiasannlinliniciaalialatanainainaninnionanallawasalo witag

Ex-Yale football captain Levi Jackson
is now a labor-relations expert. He's

7,E
CO.ilI IflhIlI Il It lI lI lI hlIUhIl Il Ii Il I l Il UIltI lI HhIlir

s

Get the
honest taste of
a Lucky Strike
•a.• es.,

Prodort of S
C.,timseiearateleaaeranjs—CUeto our etieltili mese

oar, c.•...-ec.„...assallableateer
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Rosenwald
High News 1

Sat., Feb. 21, 195!

Stork Stops

Tr -City News

Y1

Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton

ner for Mr. and Mrs. Guy RobinRain, rain, Go away.
son, celebrating 46 Years of marWe three children want to
riage for the happy couple. The
The Rosenwald spelling champlay.
pions were chosen Monday, Feb.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Will
Come again another day
9. They are Miss Margaret John- When we three have had our January. This event took place
son, a seventh grader winning
Mrs. Pearl Ivie was laid to
play.
first place, and Miss Mary Alice
rest on Tuesday last, with servchildyour
from
that
Remember
Smith, an eighth grader winning
Bapcurrent ices held at the Primitive
second. They will represent the hood days? With all the
tist church. The Rev. Albert
Rosenwald school in the county rain, any poem or song pertain- Florence, pastor, officiated.
spelling contest March 12 at t h e ing to rain comes to mind. The
Out - of - towners that attended
Gibson County Training school. Brownsville District Winter CanHarrison and
As you remember last year our ed is to meet at the CME church were Mmes. Albert
with Mr.
first place winner, Miss Evelyn here Saturday, but we are sure Grace Mead, along
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. James Manghum of 1632
Bern at John Gaston hospitals
Marsh won first place in the all those determined workers for James Cartwright. all of Peoria,
Marvin Hooker of 1412 Breedlove. Cordova rd.
Feb. 7, 1959
county spelling zon1est, and sec- Christ will be present, regardless III., Mr. Clifton Simmons of ChiA daughter Vanessa, to Mr. and
! A son, Stephen, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Karla, to Mr. and
ond in the West Tennessee Spell- to the weather. Braving the rain cago, and Mrs. Nettie Smith of
Doss of 1306 Texas.
Bamford Dowdy of 1321 Yazoo et. Mrs. Fred Brown of 736 Balti- Mrs. Nelse
Thursday night was the Mission- Indianapolis.
ing Contest.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
A son, Louis, to Mr. and Mrs. more.
The whole school is rapidly pre- ary society of the CME church
Revival is drawing to a close
Mrs. Willie Jones of 2753 Carms.
Feb. 9, 1950
Zdze11 Joy of 2679 Select.
paring for our basketball home- along with representatives from at the Church of God in Christ
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr.
' A daughter, Roselyn, to Mr. A daughter, Doris, to Mr. and
Hen11.
for
Feb.
all other city churches of Dyer in Trenton. The very fine and
coming game
and Mrs. Jackson Buckner of 611
end Mrs. F. D. Simmons of 1530 Mrs. Roy Tate of 2151 Turner.
derson Wildcats will be our guests. in a beautiful and impressive spiritual services have been conA son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. Stephens.
charmqueen
is
The
home-coming
Race
Relations program. The at- ducted by Missionary Anna Bell
A son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Shari, to Mr. and Robert Melia of 814 Williams.
ing little Miss Chlorite Adams, a tire of the ladies as they repre- Peterson. She is house guest of
Uri. Floyd Thompson of 481 N. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Charles Winfrey of 2248 Howell.
seventh grader and daughter of sented various countries was one
Miss Luria Word while in TrenA son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell of 933 Ford.
Ughsssss.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Johnson. Her that could not but help arrest the ton. Her home is in Tullanoma,
I A daughter, Fredonia, to Mr. A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. Alex Fitzgerald of 1080 Turnstall. TOBACCO SALESMAN — Roy
King,
Hit Parade, Herbert TarreyMargaret
alternate is Miss
eyes of the few that were present Tenn.. and she is District Misknd Mrs. Herbert Ardison of 1051 and Mrs. Eddie Ross of 4806 Dodd. A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
ton cigarettes. Mr. Vaughn is
0. Vaughn, jr., holder of a
a ninth grader and daughter of to witness the occasion.
sionary.
A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Jones of 566 Lauder%%Melo.
well-known in this area for his
Rev. and Mrs. Lander King.
BS degree from Tennessee A
Those persons and the country
A daughter, Vanessa, to Mr. Mrs. John Chapman of 2511 Mc. dale.
Tae Neighborhood club held its
outstanding performances in
Alfred Ward, senior candidate
and I State university, is re.
they represented follow: M r s. regular meeting in the home ,f410
A daughter, Mary, to Mr. and
Rnd Mrs. Edward Evans, of 434 Rae.
football and swimming in
portedly capably fulfilling his
for president of the students' Beatrice
'vie, Japan; Mrs. Vir- Mrs. Carrie M. Ball on Tuesday
A son, Percy, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bobbie Ray of 756 N. BelleWellinton.
council and Terry Nance his runassignment as a local sales
both high school and collegiate
inia O'Daniel, China; Mrs. Mat- last. A very tasty Barbecue chick' A son, Wilbert, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Williams of 630 Ayers.
vue.
representative for the Amerining mate won the election. Good
competition,
the
versatile
tie Wicks, Netherlands; Mrs. La en plate with potato salad and
A daughter, Freda, to Mr. and
baby Alston of 422 Boston.
A son, Russell, to Mr. and Mrs. can Tobacco company, makLuck, President Ward and Vicesalesman is now adding a comPearl Burns, Mexico; Mrs. Ger- garden salad, varied hors dourvA son, Tommie, to Mr. and Mrs. Landis Alexander of 616 N. James Rutherford of 973 L sPresident Nance, and may you
era of Lucky Strike, Pall Mall,
petent sales performance to
West, Germany; Mrs. Everenia es and ice box lemon pie for deMrs. Tommie Johnson of 1351 Front.
hold your office with the ability
Moyne.
his record.
Johnson, Hawaii; Mrs. Ruby IlarA daughter, Shari, to Mr. and
Thomas.
merits.
your
sert. Games were enjoyed by
of
A
son,
Dennis,
to Mr. and Mrs
ris, Korea; Mrs. Mary Harris,
I A daughte,r to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Eddie L. Goodall of 474 Bal- Lewis Johnson of 676 N. Dunlap.
those present and Mrs. Esther L.
Spain;
Mrs.
Alberta
Nolan,
IreRayburn.
timore.
1542
of
Mack Lester
Johnson captured first prize while
A daughter, Frances, to Mr.
land; Mrs. Ida Mae McGee, Cuba;
A daughter, Donnie, to Mr. and
I A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Josephine Barnett took the
and Mrs. , Columbus Landon of
Mrs. Addie Gentry, India: Mrs.
Mrs. David Chase of 30 W. Fields. Mrs. Henry Briggs of 1095 Lewis.
consolation prize.
Utah.
W.
243
Wallace McClain, American In1 A son, to Mr. and Mrs. W. C. A son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Margaret, to Mr.
The next meeting will be with
dian, Mrs. Mildred McDaniel, ArGeorge Hobson of 376 Manassas.
Barrett of 3011 Autumn.
Mrs. C. B. Seat. Mrs. LaPearl
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Reed
of
93
Raines.
entina,
and
and
Mrs.
Hollis Jordan, Burns was hostess to the Jessie
I A daughter, Jacquelyn to Mr. A daughter, Ann, to Mr.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. R a yAmerica.
Pod Mrs. Vernon Copeland of 3.073 Mrs. Willie Hampton of 1088 Kerr.
White Beauticians club of Hummond Graham of 1347 Wabash.
McCORKLE
RUTH
BENNIE
19511
By
Feb.
10,
Other "countries" failed to boldt on
Mornlake.
From School World
Monday
last. Mrs.
Feb.
12,
1959
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wayne,
to
A
son,
make
Mr.
and
this
session but sent their Burns is president of this very
A daughter, Mary, to
Funeral rites for Mrs. Bertha
By ELIJAH WALLACE
A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
regrets
with
promises
to
Mrs. Robert Boyland of 159 Mis- Richard Johnson of 232 Ivory.
attend
unique group and they made elabClark were held Sunday, Feb. 8
A daughter, Sidney, to Mr. and Joe Williams of 164 Rowe.
the next one. A nice offering orate plans for their table at
sissippi.
at the Church of God in Christ,
A son, Michael, to Mr. a n d
was
taken
in
the
form
of
' A daughter, Gloria. to Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Thomas of 1425
registhe "Sweethearts Tea" given by
By ELIJAH WALLACE
league, also were dropped by the of Earle, Ark. Elder F. H. Hen- tration and tea was
Mrs. Robert Darling of 1556 Victire. Perry Person of 740 St. Paul. Lambert.
served at the the Federated clubs of Humboldt;
Washington Warriors who scalped lion is the pastor and he and El- close of the sessions.
MAGNOLIA MISS
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and tor.
Feb. 8, 1959
Mrs.
[maWhipped cream over delicious
them to the tune of 55-52. Looks der W. T. Thomas officiated.
gene Burnett was at the piano, chocolate tarts were -served at
! A daughter, Alfreida, to Mr. Mrs. James Manhum of 1632 A son, Garry, to Mr. and Mrs. It isn't often that a coed from
Sister Clark was a devoted
like Washington is just too tough
Charlie
Dixon
of
854
loka.
Mississippi
can
some
to
a
MemCordova
rd.
Rev. Rogers conducted the wor- the close of the business session.
and Mrs. Albert Rayford of 300
woman and the district has lost a
A son, Gary, to Mr. and Mrs. phis high school and make the for Melrose.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and
ship and Mrs. Lucy Overall was The principals of the county
Jones.
faithful and valuable worker.
academic and Social hit scored -by MOVING COURTS OUT?
Webb
of
1474
Marlin.
Will
969
MACornelius
Wesson
of
Mrs.
Mr.
and
daughter,
Vera,
to
the sponsor.
! A
school Monday night with t h
The Barons Social club seems
The Choir members and Ushers
A daughter, Stacy, to Mr. and a certain Booker T. Washington
Mrs. Cornelius Mayes of 384 Scott. 600.
Under the direction of Mrs. president, Mr. Floyd Carnes, preto
be
trying
gave
to
run
church
senior,
the
Baptist
and
I,
for
one,
think
reputable
this
of St. Luke
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Betty, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cooper of 704 HerCounts out of business. Baron boss a musical program in observance Bobbie Harris and Mrs. Mary siding. Students and teachers
needs mentioning.
Mrs. Walter Williams of 680 Cast- nando.
W. A. Hall of 909 N. Second.
liarris of the Presbyterian church journeyed to Milan this week for
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs. The Magnolia Miss is 18-year- Paul "Big Words" Robinson is in- of Negro History week and L i nI A son, Sylvester, to Mr. a nil le.
of Dyer, Sunday was Women's the annual spelling contest. Wintercepting
old
former
conEthel
Davis
Count
members
program
of
269
Contee,
The
birthday.
coin's
of
450
Glanker.
Rogers
Brunson
A son, Andrew, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Albert Williams of 192 Salwho proved that she had the abili- and asking them to join his or- tained readings on both subjects. Day at their church. After t h e ners of the contest were students
Feb. 13, 1959
Amos Marshall of 425 Harris.
brans.
ty to close the city-county gap.
The Gettysburg address was re- Morning worship that was con- of Persimmon Grove and Mt.
to
Mr.
daughter,
Pricills,
A
daughter,
Jacquelyn,
to
Mr.
A
A daughter, Averlene, to Mr.
Rev. Wil- Orange, first and second place reMiss Davis came to BTW in 195,3.
by Rosa Williams, a student ducted by the pastor,
cited
Harris
of
602
Bobby
and
Mrs.
Aldride
of
Nathaniel
and
Mrs.
'and Mrs. Leander Dooley of 287
An "all-'A'" student at the MisDunbar high school. The pur- liam Fowlkes, Mrs. Bobbie Har- spectively. More details about
ct.
Driving
Park
at
N.
Decatur.
1449
%fodder.
ris entertained the principals of this next week.
sissippi school she attended, she
pose of the program was to buy
A daughter, Marjorie, to Mr. A son, Alphonso, to Mr. and
! A son. Michael, to Mr. and
the program with a delicious
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Scales
I an "A-B" student at Washinga microphone for the church.
Mrs. Charles Riley of 5702 La- and Mrs. Robert Shaw of 309 Mrs. Robert Slauhter of 1087 ton.
"Sunday Dinner." When Mrs. Su- who recently moved to Trezevant
A Valentine party was given in
B a mmel.
Leath.
Mar.
sie O'Daniel, the Main speaker are the proud parents of a charmthe Home economic room at the
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. The "Delta doll" Is doing great
A daughter, Verna, to Mr. and
t A daughter, Cade. to Mr. and
in extra-curricular activities, too.
Dunbar high school students, with did not appear, due to illness, ing baby daughter. Mrs. Scates
Fairview.
Mrs. Joe Bonner of 1141 Thomas. Mrs. Otis Fulton of 1855 Carver. Arthur Lewis of 1426
Ball took her place is spending a few days with Mr.
She is a member of the Student
Mrs. Lillie Carroll advising. Mrs. Mrs. Carrie
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Gwendolyn, to
! A daughter, Terry, to Mr. and
Council, the Motor club and the
job and kept the audience at rapt at- and Mrs. 0. P. Pratt, a sisterwonderful
doing
a
is
Carroll
Gilliland
Hugh
D.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Morris.
of
1566
Mrs. James Davis of 476 Hale- Eugene Ross
Future Home Nurses group. She
filling in for Mrs. Smith, who is tention while she lectured briefly. in-law.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. of 2387 Deedrick.
wood.
Persons from
all the city
The sick this week include Mrs.
works part-time for a family as
ill. Mrs. Carroll is from AM&N
Mr.
a
n
d
Clarence,
to
A
son,
Trine1702
N.
of
Herman
Gray
and
Twins, daughters, Brenda
churches appeared on the pro- Essie Mae Mitchell, Mrs. Willie
Shas- a baby-sitter.
college of Pine Bluff, Ark.
2273
Jackson
of
W.
Mrs.
Joe
William
vast.
Mrs.
and
tindell, to Mr.
Miss Davis wants to become a
gram. At 5 p. m. the same day, Mull and Mrs. Lena Erby all of
ta.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Smith has the Missionary Society of FairFeb. 11, 1950
Burnett of 14-49 Brooks.
lab technician. She plans to atTrenton; Mrs. Willie Phillips and
a fine baby boy, A. T. Smith, jr., view Baptist church presented
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Antonio, to Mr. and tend Fisk university at Nashville
' A daughter, Claudia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cordelia O'Daniel of Dyer,
Mrs. Roosevelt Lewis of 669 Walk- or LeMoyne college after s h e
born to them on Feb. 10, at the "The Ten Commandments" which
Mrs. Arbin Leatherwood of 5352 Claude Bryant of 2153 Hunter.
and Mrs. Bessie O'Daniel of RuCollins Chapel hospital, Memphis. was done very intelligently. T h e
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and er.
Brooklyn.
graduates. A shapely lass, s h e
therford.
Mrs. Smith's mother, Mrs. Charseemingly shouldn't have too much
group returned to the C. P.
Mr. Will Whitlock is convalesclotte Lee Canty, from Homer, church where a musical program
trouble making her mark on the
ing nicely at his home in TrenMrs.
during
her
visiting
is
La.,
world.
was presented by Brother David ton. Trenton Clubs, churches and
Smith's confinement. Mrs. Canty
INVADING SCHOOL
Williams and a group from Mi- organizations, please call R. L.
school teacher.
is
a
Manassas high, second largest
lan. Rev. D. E. Bridgeman and Radford, Phone 920, to repo
school in Memphis, is getting its ganization for a smaller price ... On Feb. 13, the White Rose Mrs. Edmonia Skinner were din- your news, and Rutherford an.
met
at
club
Demonstration
Home
visitors.
For
share of unwelcome
ner guests of Mrs. Sallie Webb, Dyer call 3585.
which can be called an attempt
the last two weeks teachers have on the part of Robinson to make the home of Mrs. Addle Strong. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robertson
Are you paid up with your carMrs. Strong is the president of gave a surprise Anniversary din- rier? See you next week.
complained about thugs coming his group No. 1.
the Earle group.
in making a racket in the halls, NEW TWIST
molesting little boys by taking
Two members joined the club in
A new twist has taken place on
their money, buying liquor a nd the basketball court of the Prep the persons of Sirs. E. Johnson
beating up helpless instructors league. Concerning officiating at and Mrs. S. Strong.
Things are better now since some the games. Students have long
Next meeting will, be held at
of the thugs have been warned complained about the said to be Sirs. Jule Williams home on Feb.
that t o continue such disturb- unfair penalties called by the men 26. All members are asked to
ances could mean imprisonment. in Zebra suits. It has been said come and bring someone with
den him.
SENIORS OPERATE
that the officials study the rules them.
BIG LET•DOWN
Last Friday the seniors took You would also notice, if you
Melrose Head Coach Frank of basketball only to pass t h e
beer the administration of Booker watched the husky one, that his
Lewis' Golden Wildcats lost their test, and then throw he books
T. Washington High school on plate will be empty in one minute
As we move down into the new
What was known as "Citizenship flat after he pulls up a chair, and Year, we cannot het, but glance chances of figuring in the cham- away.
However, a few of the older
Day." Felton Earls was acting would wonder how long he would back over the past month and pionship last week when they
principal for the day, and he said: have to suffer from indigestion. think just how fortunate we are upset by Lester 63-60 in their own people think that the referees call
the
games to the best of their
'We use this citizenship day as a (By Booker T. Wade, jr.)
to join you again in our Ripley back yard. The Wildcats, one of
the most publicized teams in the ability.
Method to demonstrate to our 1. Alex Perry and Lois Walker, corner.
By BARBARA ATKINS
faculty and principal our qualities a cute couple you make; try to
However, we are not too newsy
of leadership and followship."
stay that way for goodness sake. this week, and as of today we
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Asked how it felt to be in the 2. Elizabeth Thompson is on the have been very busy with the job
Elmo Thomas, Leroy Rhode a,
principal's chair, he replied, "It beam. She loves Tyrone Smith of defending ourselves against
This week I have selected Miss Charles Bowers, Mose Williams
and Herman Johnson,
was unforgettable, profitable and by all means.
virus
of
Delois
types
Cartawright,
the
16-yearother
colds, flu and
is very interesting experience."
A Valentine motif was used
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim TOP FELLOWS
The Eureka and Social club
3. Willie Chapman, it's plain to infections. This, of course, halted
TRUAX
FIELD,
Wis.
—
A
i
rCartawright, of Macon, Tenn., as 1. Nelson Bonds. 2. Mose Wil1 'Students teaching classes were see, that Marian Evans is the only our community activities.
held their Annual Sweetheart Val- throughout the romper room.
m3n Second Class Frank MarAnn Kirk, Patricia Toney, Eliza leaf on your tree.
The couple was presented with tin, jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. the outstanding personality of the liams and Elmo Thomas, 3. LeRev. L. Nelson slipped off from entine Tea at the lovely home of
week.
roy Rhodes and Ken Jones, 4,
beth Lacy, Gloria Jones, Rosie
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Chambers a gift, of Arkansas pottery.
4. Myrtle Greer you are doing us last week and took some much
Frank Martin, 1372 Mallory, of
Williams, Ossie
Walls, Mae
sani- on East Dillard. Upori arriving
A member of the junior class, Herman Johnson and James
Around 30 guests were present. Memphis is currently assigned to
all right since you hitched your- needed rest at the Riverside
Futtrell, 5, Hardin Franklin
'Brooks, Wilma Watts, Paul Robthe guests were greeted by Mrs.
Delois belongs to the NHA, t h e
Race Relations Sunday was obself to Spencer McGhee, aren't tarium in Nashville.
and James Adams. 6. Walter
inson, Louise Mabry, Army Jones,
Walter Moorehead and Mrs. Vic- served at the Kynette Methodist Headquarters, 37th Air Division History Study club and Mu Alpha
Garrison
Sammie
Mrs.
Mr.
and
you
(Defense,) Truax Field, Madison, Tau Eta. At the 12th Annual Dean and William Ford. 7.
Lovine Brody. Barbara Washing- POEM OF THE WEER
are the parents of a baby girl tor Starland, and Mrs. M. 0. Liv- church Sunday with the theme be- Wis.
ton, Paul Smith and Kato Howard.
Homecoming, she represented the James Holmes and Durell
born recently in the Lauderdale ingston. Mrs. T. R. Delaney regis- ing "Negro Colleges At The Cross.
"MILS IS LOVE"
Cleaves. 8. Charles Bowers
Airman Martin, assigned to Tru- 11th grade.
All taught English.
tered the guests.
County hospital.
roads."
This is love;
and Eddie Mason. 9. Eugene
az Field July 29, 1956, is a teleAn honor student ever since she
' Teaching science classes were
An attractive red and white
Happy birthday wishes go this
The heart's high will,
The following appeared on the type operator in the Division Headentered high school, she is plann- Douglass and James RobinLana Taylor. Ann Williams, Larry
week to little Miss Jo Ann Mack- Valentine motif was ued. The program: Miss Roberta McAllisThe joyous giving—
son,
10. Charlie Price a n d
Webster, Mary Martin, Johnnie
ey, who was six years old last dining table was overlaid with ter and chorus singing "Jesus quarters Director of Administrat- ing on going to the University of Clyde
A quiet hill.
Albright.
ive services.
Chicago after finishing here, and
Walker, Albert Yates, Bennie
ivcovered
with
an
red
satin,
a
Saturday.
This is love;
Wants Me For A Sunbeam," led
majoring in business education. TOP COEDS
Miles, William Bradford, Ardellia
Martin
joined
the
Air
ory
lace
cloth
and
was
centerForce
Green
Jim
for
services
Funeral
share,
A home to
by Mist Mary F. Tousant; Mrs.
She plans to become a stenoDiggins, Overa Mosley and Doris
I. Shirley Neal. 2. Lola Jefwere held here recently at the ed with a striking arrangment of E. E. Norman, Mrs. Will Bond, March 19, 1956. Since being in the grapher.
The gentle grace
ferson and Shirley Pye. 3. Lola
Dorsey.
New Hope CME church at Hen- red and white carnations, white Albert Laser, Charles Shivley, Dr service Martin has attended a
Of flowers there.
Hats
off
to
Miss
Delois
CartaRobinson and Barbara M o r' Student history teachers were
teletype
course
at
Keesler
A
i
r
Mrs.
tapers
burned
in
crystal
and red
ning. He was the husband of
This is love;
E. C. Clay, musical selections
wright!
row. 4. Barbara Powell a n d
Debris Rose, Alma Adams, Vada
Pearl Green and an outstanding candelabra.
A soft word spoken.
rendered by the Christ Church Force Base, Miss., from where he
Mary Pilgrum, 5, Margaret
STUDY CLUB
Sims, Beverly McDonald, Troy
An attractive tea menu was school under the direction of Mrs. was assigned to Truax.
member of his church and t h e
And through the years
Pye and Viola Jones. 6. Brooks
The History Study club here is
Cox, Artis Dennis, Betty Jones, A vow unbroken.
He attended Hamilton High in
served. Mrs. Einar Shannon precommunity.
Theodis Warren and an all boy's
Twins
and Janice Brewer, 7.
Elijah Wallace and Lucius Tate. This poem was written by L. C.
Memphis until 1955. Prior to en- celebrating National Negro' H i sThe members of the Morocco sided at the Silver Service.
number under the direction of
Teaching in the math departtering the service he was a cook tory Week with daily programs, Helen Bolden and Maxine TayI.often. a senior at this school. club met recently at the home of All club members were dressed Mrs. Albert Laser.
lor,
8.
Mamie Clark and Asand
is
to
be
climaxed
Friday
with
ment
were
Thelma
Arnold,
for a fashionable Memphis resMiss Nealie Sue Gillens. Mrs. Bet- in stunning red dresses.
Rev. B. F. Neal is the pastor. taurant.
Dr. W. H. Brewster. of Memphis ter Kee. 9. Gloria Hare and
D'Army Bally, Bennie Miles. Max- •-•
Around 50 guests called during
tie Jean Mosby is -iresident. and
Doris Coleman. 10. Bessie MaRev. A. B. Edwards of Little
as the guest speaker.
ine McDonald and Willie RobertAirman Martin is married to
Mrs. Lillie Mae Sanders treasur- the appointed hours from four un- Rock, visited with friends and
During the program, students lone and Wilma Hall.
son, while home economics class i
til six in the afternoon.
the former Barbara J. Watkins of
er.
is were taught by Susie Walker,
Mrs. Victor Starlard is the club relatives recently Rev. Edwards Memphis. They have two daugh- whose averages were 85 a n d
above were to be honored.
is a cousin of Mr. and Mrs. AlLorine Guy, Rena Branch, Arni.
Rich diets common to many president. Mrs. Isaac Wilburn,
ters. Gwendolyn and Tina.
Students who attained the hisbert Parker.
ta Poindexter and Bennie Greene.
American families are blamed for Or.. won the door prize for being
tory honor roll for the first seCommercial department student
The Ladies Relief club held
guest.
the
first
mester were Nelson Bonds, Shira high percentage of heart disteachers were Marie Dodson
their monthly meeting at the
COUPLE HONORED
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) —
ley Pye. Shirley Neal, Jackie
eases.
Charlett a Cottonham. Betty Veil.
Mrs. J. E. Burke entertained on home of Mrs. J. B. Clark.
Pope John XXIII has sent a reLynk,
John
Nancy
CampJones,
Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Jilcs, the
Annie Williams and Lois Williams.
Mrs. Pauline Smith is the presimunimitualtinentuntnallinlittliannitantantlat Saturday at her lovely home
bell, 'Dorothy Lewis, Vera Eu- quested apostolic blessing to the
Others were Santa Brown, Kath- pastor of Edward Chapel church,
with a "Brunch" honoring Miss dent.
banks, Lorayne Morrow. a n d widow and family of Benito Musserine Hudson, Lucille Blake. accompanied by Mrs. Lois Gillips
Marylin Williams, popular bride. SHUT-INS
olini, Vatican sources said.
yours truly. Barbara Atkins.
Jame, Lee, Foster Adams, Max- and Mrs. Martha Pitts, attended
elect, and Henry Foster.
The Shut-ins this week are Rev.
Mrs. Grace Hill hosted t h e
The advisor for the club is Prof. Donna Rachelle Mussolini, widine Barnes, Melvin Shaw, Jem Founder's Day at Jackson college.
re.
club
Sewing
Mound
arriving
the
guests
Orange
Upon
were
R.
J.
Christman,
James
Westow of the laki dictator, requested
T. J. Adair.
recently.
nette SL Clair and Willie Lee Lew- in Jackson, Miss.
invited into the living room where field, Little Janice Tousany and eerily at her home, 920 Hamil- SPORTS SECTION
the blessing and prayers for the
The First Quarterly conference
is.
st.
served
in
t
h
e
were
ton
apretizers
C.
T.
Cobb
The basketball schedule for the soul of her husband in a cable on
was held at the Bates Chapel
DECOROUS CAFETERIA
session
was
business
brief
room
by
Mrs.
W.
L.
Puridining
We
wish
A
would
(UPI)
—
like
to
Mrs.
DeBihar.
India
season
is
Hornabout
The
to end.
CME church recently. Rev. P. P.
the 30th anniversary of the LatBeing typical Americans, we Stockard
delivered a wonderful, The idle of Dalip Singh. 28, re- foy. Afterwards the honored cou- laney, the mother of Mr. and presided over by the President, ets and Hornettes tangled with
like 16 'eat. Being humans. how- message during one of the ses- fused to allow him into the house ple, the bride-elect's mother, sis- Mrs. T. R. Delaney: Benjamin Mrs. Nolan Freeman. Mrs. Laura strong teams from Covington, and eran Pact between Italy and the
ever, Ve should go through the sions. Rer,. T. M. Norfleet is the when he returned home drunk ter, her pastor and wife, Mrs. Jones, Annie Faye Rhodes and Dowell led the spiritual devotion while the Ifornettes overcame the Holy See.
process of eating intelligently.
Mussolini was the .signatory of
sextet from that city, the Hornpastor. Collection was over $190- after selling their calf for 57 to Etna Shannon and other guests Ernest Charles Flint happy birth- preceding the session.
Standing in our cafeteria for
The next scheduled meeting is ets lost by the heartbreaking store the pact for Italy.
The Winter council was held last buy wine to fortify him against were invited upstairs in the spa- day.
about 15 minutes after the sound- week at the Bates Chapel and a cold wave. When she one,a cious romper room.
I hone all of yen made the for Mrs Lucille Moore's home on of 51' to 50.
ing of the hell, one wonders. If money
to the door the neat morning, she
Top stars among i he girls are
A delectable menu was served Rust college choral ensemble hald Cable ave.
amounted
reports
Average American today eats
you tand along side one of the $750.75.
A delicious repass was served Gerry Washington, Lorice BrewFound her husband frozen to buffet style. The honored pair's last Tuesday, Feb. 17.
192 pounds of vegetables a year
tablee you will see a big husky
er, Oretha Jones, Ada Shields,
Horace Williams. of Crenshaw
table was adorned with beautiful
by the hostess.
death.
bus come alone with a tray of Miss., was a recent
Mrs Pearl Polk is the reporter Fannie Warr and Valeria Cleaves. compared with 111 pounds book
Mars will be nearest to the
guest of his le111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111 Spring flowers. White bridal ribfood which should seemingly bur- sister, Miss Mattie Williams.
The boys' top five look like this: In 1900.
bon was caught at their chair. earth again in 1971.
for the club.
By JOE HUDDLESTON
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Heart Treatment

The Vance Avenue Branch ing on the Executive Board of
oung Women's Christian associa- Ge,orgia Council on Human Relation will hold its Annual Member- tions. Among the many organizaship Dinner Meeting 'on Friday, tions with which Mrs. Crank is af- The treatment of burns was the
Feb. 20. at 7 p. m. at the Owen filiated are United Church Wom- topic discussed when the memclub
college gymnasium.
en, National Association of So- bers of the No. 4 Emergency
met recently at the bow of Mrs
Miss Harry Mac Simons, chair- cial Workers, and Citizens Corn
Ruth Story. and plans were made
man of the branch YWCA an- mittee on Urban Renewal. She is
for the next meeting, when the
nounced that the guest speaker the Basileus of the Kappa Omega
will be "Emergency
Would be Mrs. Sujette Fountain Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha subject
Treatment for Heart Attack."
Crank, executive director, Phyl- Sorority.
special treat the hostess
As
lis Wheatley Branch YWCA of At- She received her Bachelor's Degree from Morris Brown college, served watermelon and ice cream
lanta, G a.
•
Mrs. Crank is the daughter of Atlanta, Ga., and her Master's following the meeting.
Mrs. Gracie Lee Jackson, who
the tato Bishop W. A. Fountain of Degree from Northwestern univer
lives at 1811 Keltner clerk, Apt
the A. M. E. denomini lion. She sity.
Of particular interest to the 1, will be the hostess when the
Is the first and only Negro to
the
report of meeting is held in her home on
hold position of Director of Adult membership will be
Friday evening, March 6, beginEducation and Director for Busi- the nominating committee.
Recognition will be given t h e ning at 8:00 p. m.
ness and Professional Women in
six (e) :nembers of the ComMrs. Jackson is club reporter
the Metropolitan YWCA in Chi- mittee on Administration whose
and Mrs. Story is president.
cago, III. At present she is serv- terms have expired.
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'AAake Honor Roll

The Collins Chapel hospital last
week received $250 from the estate of the late H. A. Lightman, A total of 149 students at La SMART CLASS
Sr.. theater owner and philanthro- Rose Elementary school made the
Others are StIsie L. Hodge, WO.
pist who died in Detroit last Dec. honor roll for the period ending lie R Honna, Theresa A. Houst.
4, while in that city on a charity recently, the principal, Prof. Samuel Jackson, Delois Jeffery! •
Thoteiall:
mission.
John Brinkley announced last son, Beverly Jeffries,
;ones. Michael Kenny, Riche
Collins Chapel hospital Was one week.
Terry
Lacey,
and Key, Margaret
ef 15 organizations which shared
Leading the list with 155 was the
in the 610.000 charitable trust set second grade class, with the first G. Lake, Dorothy A. Lewis, Irby
Leggins, Louise Marshall, Jackerup by Mr. Lightman, who was
grade coining in second with 39 line Maxwell, lierman Mitchell.
also a civic leader, before h is
on the honor roll.
pupils
Jimmie Mitchell and Larry M b00%
death. His family added $5,000 to
First graders on the honor roll
Also Charlie Moore, Charles Mc.
the grant to one of the organizaAbram,
Ann
Beverly
included
Clora, Rogers Prewitt, Grace Rao.
tions, Temple Israel.
Adams, Nathaniel Aus- dle, Minnie B. Sandford, Bruce
In announcing the gifts, his vei. Arah M.
Barnes, Betty Boyd. Sanders, Stanley Sanders, Chew
dow, Mrs. Celia Sapinsley Light- tin, Delois
Dianne Burns, Dian S. Shannon, Nadolyn Sellers, Guile
man said: "I tried to disperse the Will Boyd,
Durr, Mary Flow- Ann Sharp. Mary E. Shelby, Phyfund the way al. A. would have Collins, Daniel
Gray, liss Taylor, Loretta Vanderbilt.
done — for things he had worked ers. L. D. Galloway, Lydia
''ddie Green, Darnell Harris, Harry Wade, Ada B. Ward, Friskfor all his life."
Charlene Ilarper and Reginald lin Warren, Mary L. Wilson, GloMr. Lightman was national coria White and Ernestine Wright.,
chairman of the fund raising cani• Hirsch.
Third graders on the honor roll
at Columbia university. During
paign for the Arthritis and Rheu- OTHER STUDENTS
LAST MINUTE NOTES —
Bolton, Jenise
Also Maurice T. Hunt. (lem- are Mae Frances
his absenee this semester, his
matoid Foundation, a charity supCharles W. Phillips, assistant
Cumby, Lavondale Flagg, Percy
classes In physics and matheported by the American Bridge as- ma Jackson, Patricia Jeffery,
professor of physics at LeT. R. McLemore, of 291 SilverDaisy R..
Hirsch,
Josper
matics will be taught by Mrs. sociation, and was in Detroit for Frederica Jones, Linda Sue Lake, Harvey,
age ave., chairman of the i.e. Moyne college, is sees giving
Hodge, Danette Jones, Regina
also
is
Martin,
Phillips
Diane
Prof.
Marshall,
Jordan.
Cheryl
was
he
tournament
when
Mrs.
bridge
a
to
pointers
last minute
Moyne college Alumni Steering
Charlie Nelson, Linda
chairman of the college ath- fatally stricken.
Barbara McCray, Margie McRae, Moore,
committee, and Benjamin Ward, Nedra Jordan before flying
Morrison,
Pigues, Rost Mary
In..
Myers.
committee.
(Withers'
Ernest
Mlinon,
letic
Alfreda
enroll
to
City
York
New
to
jr., of 730 Walker see , a junior
Joan
' One of the most widespread di- the snacks is important, because turned home after having attended
Photo)
Jacquita Prewitt, Cersec L. Price, Mary K. Price and Cary
James Sandifer, Jessica Smith Sharp.
seases in this country is tooth de- it removes food debris that might recently the thirteenth
annual
OUTSTANDING
cay, according to the Shelby be lodged between the teeth. When United Negro College Fund Alumni
and Geneva Stokes.
The six fourth graders on the
County Dental Society, which a toothbrush is not handy, it is
And Helen K. Softie, Charlene list are Joyce Abrams, Margaret
conference on the campus of Bensponsored
National
Children's a good idea to rinse one's nett college in Greensboro, N. C.
Warner, Liza West, Carl M. White, Buckley, Bessie Cowan, GwenDental Health week here from mouth thoroughly with water.
Williams, Wendolyn
Margaret
Mr. McLemore is treasurer of
dolyn Daniels, Carl Hurt and
Feb. 8 through Feb. 14.
PROMPT ATTENTION
Wooten and Sammie Wright.
and Mr. Ward is
conference
the
Patricia Lane.
Only three per cent of Ameri- Prompt attention by a dentist
Second graders on the honor roll
of the LeMoyne PreFifth graders are Vereline Abcans go through life without be- can often save a child's tooth a member
are Willie Allen, Carolyn Ander- ram, Betty Jean Austin, Patricia
ing affected by the disease, ac- which has been broken or pushed Alumni club.
son, Margaret Balfour, Archie Lee Bradley, Mattie Britton, Donald
The principal speaker at the
cording to information released by out of place in an accident, and
Belle, Clifford J. Burks, Vertie J. ('ampbell, Mary Clifton, Mona
the society, of which Dr. 1. A. on occasion teeth which have been conference was Harry Golden, Self-employed farmers may use for themselves in their old age and
author of the current bestseller, an alternate method of figuring for survivors in case of death.
"Miss Homecoming" at Le- Clemons, Tommie Conner, Katha- Faye llubbard, Marilyn Kerney,
Watson, jr., is president.
dislodged from the sockets can be "Only In America."
rine Cowan, Inez Crowder, George Noel Lacey, Milton Lane, Lewis
But modern scientific research replaced.
their earnings from their farms, He emphasized that regardless Moyne college is the smooth and
Cummings, J o e Maxwell, Sammie Maxwell, Melis changing the picture. Research
district manager of the way that net earnings are vivacious Miss Wilhelmina Dog- Crump, Bettye
Eanes,
W.
Joe
As the rate of accidents have
Dunlap, Lena Kay Flag it, vin Sullivan and Robert White.
is being done on the subject of
Social Security figured, at least $400, from farm- gett, a senior of 1089 Whitfield Lee
Memphis
the
of
devised
have
Sixth grade honor students are
Keith Ford, Bettye Gowin, Connie
tooth disorder in practically every been rising, dentists
Administration office, and James ing alone, or in combination with ave.
methods for treating the increasI,. Gladney, Pamela Gates a n d Gladys Havery, Rosie Lewis, Besreported
dental school in the country as
of
be
must
director
earnings,
for
district
honor
Chosen
the
other
by mem- June Gray.
M. Rountree,
beteeth
number
ing
children's
of
Mitchell, Lolita McKissick and
sie
well as in other institutions.
Internal Revenue reminded farm in order to get social security for bers of the basketball team, Miss
ing accidentally injured. The sucRichard Rose.
TOOTH SAVERS
Doggett
halfcrowned
was
during
week.
last
year.
the
operators
Seventh grade honor students are
cess of various treatments often
As a result of research, water depends upon how soon after the
In addition to the revised op- time the Lealoyne-Fisk game.
Mildred Brown, Dorothy C 1 a yl
Mr. Rountree pointed out that
fluoridation is helping to prevent accident they are begun.
provides
figure
may
law
farmers
the
opened
a
Homecoming
method,
day
with
born, Shirley Epps, Ronald Ester,
self-omploPed
tional
PARIS — (UPI) — Hollywood Evelyn Finley, Carol Jacksoi&
ecay in the teeth of thousands Sometimes a first or primary
their earnings for social security social security coveraee to some student pep session in Bruce hall
of American children, various tobth may be completely pushed
farm owners who receive cash or and was closed out with a dance actress Bella Darvi was hospital- Sarah Kenny, Beatrice Hind,
in several ways.
types of high-speed cutting instru- up into the gum as a result of an
ized here Sunday after her cab George Sterverson, Rubystine Tein%
,
I. If gross income from agri- crop shares front tenant farmers. in the new Commons.
ments have been developed, and accident. If the roots are not
Miss Dogget, a history major, was involved in a collision with ner and Mildred Young.
cultural self-employment is not If the farm-landlard under his
new methods of treating injured fractured, the tooth will usually
Eighth graders are B e t. t
H. L. STEVENSON
as net agreement with his tenant, mater- is quite arlpet as a dancer. She another car shmatly after midcount
By
$1,800,
than
more
teeth devised.
re-erupt in its correct position.
the produc- has two brothers enrolled at Le- night. Miss Darvi suffered facial Archibald. Cheryl Blair, FranceFRONT ROYAL, Va. — (UPI) farm earnings actual net or two- ially participates in
A child born this year may
and shoulder injuries. Hospital of- nil Brown, Robbie Ford, Bird,'
farm crops raised on Moyne college.
CAUSES HARM
the
of
tion
income.
farm
gross
of
thirds
A
silent
schoolhouse
standing
on
ventually have a life expectancy
ficials said her condition was se Jackson, Bobbie RaYbolinl 6 led
Loss of a permanent tooth can a hilltop may become a new sym- 2. If gross farm income is more his land, this income may be re4
of 100 years, and with the proper
Archie Reems.
Mous.
psychological damage as bol for Virginia and the South- than $1,800 and net farm earnings ported for social security purcare he can get his teeth to serve cause
further dental harm. This land in the battle to maintain less than $1,200, use either ac- poses.
as
well
CIVIC
him for the same period — if
true whether the tooth was lost segregation.
tual net or $1,200.
TAX FORMS
they and their parents want them is
accidentally or whether it had to The building is here, overlookregardinformation
Requests for
to.
3. If gross farm income is more
extracted because of neglect- ing a once serene town of 9,000.
One way to prevent tooth loss be
than $1,800 and net farm earnings ing taxes due and tax return forms Installation services for the ofdecay.
ed
Its
doors
been
and
have
closed
is to watch the diet, and elimi$1,200 or more, the actual amount should be directed to the Internal ficers of the Binghampton Civic
Missing teeth may cause emo- signs warning against trespassing of net earnings must be used.
Revenue office at Nashville.
nate the foods which spell danger
League will be held at the New
tional disturbances, especially in have been out front since Sept LOW INCOME
Questons concerning the old Tyler AME'church on Monday
for the teeth.
sensitive teenagers.
12, 1958. The signs will come
and disability in- night, Feb. 23, beginning at 8 Final military rite!' for Special- thy Coffey, of Lexington, Ky.
survivors
age,
of
use
that
added
Rountree
Mr.
AVOID SUGAR
If a natural tooth can't be sav- dawn, the doors will reopen WedMilitary rites were held at 04
the option enables farmers with surance program will be answered p. m., and the public is Invited ist Fifth class Albert L. Reid, who
For the sake of the teeth one ed, it should be replaced with SD nesday, Feb. 18.
was killed in a jeep accident in graveside in National cemetery;
gross income as low as $800 to by the social security office in to be present.
should avoid those which contain artificial one.
Barring a last-minute stay by obtain social security protection Memphis.
with members of the 101st A.le!'
sugar, which is used as a food
A militant group. the Binghamp- Augsburg, Germany, on Jan. 24,
a federal appeals judge today,
.
division participating.
for acid-reducing bacteria in the
ton Civic League is sponsoring a were held here recently with borne
Warren
comply
County,
will
Va.,
J. 0. Patterson Funeral home
mouth. The acid attacks the
suit to do away with segregation Chaplain Ezra Everett, of the
in charge of arrangements.
with federal court orders to admit
enamel of the teeth by making a
in the zoo and public parks of 037th Combat Engineer Group de- was
22 Negroes to the high school in
small hole in the enamel, t h e
was filed recent- livering the eulogy.
which
Memphis
Front Royal, once called "Hell
Specialist Reid, who was 30, livbeginning of decay.
ly.
ed in Memphis at 247 Vollentine
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century,
married to the formshould be substituted for pies nual Women's Day will be ob- 18th
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incident
without
bar
color
ed the
Also lots on King Road West of
borne division.
Yancy and his Indian friend, Pa- perimental stage.
MERIDAN, Miss. — (UPI) —
after their legai battles were lost. boo, lend a hand to stem the
5:30 LONE RANGER. ''0 u t- H. L. Rucker told police he didn't Aside from his widow, Special- Walker Homes.
All three cities are metropolitan tide when the Mississippi river laws
Coleman Bros. Land Co.
in Grease Paint:" Lone hear a thing while a thief was ist Reid is survived by his parmelting pots for government work- reaches flood stage in New OrWH 8-0303
and Tonto trail two actor looting his home during the week ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Reid,
Ranger
ers, transients and people from
of Benton Harbor. Mich., and two
bandits fleeing f r n in law in end.
ALSO—
5250 DOWN
Miss Mary M. King, of 776 Jose- dozens of states. Norfolk is leans,
brothers, James J. Reid, jr., also MOO Waren road I Bedroom Asbestos
phine at.. has returned home aft- "home" to thousands of sailors 8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE. Shakespearean costumes.
Rucker said he was engrossed of the city, and Willie Reid, of ahingle-fIArdwood floors Notes 11813.00 perk
THROW-AWAY BAGS
Van Johnson plays a notorious 6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Annie
month. Call Jiro Brldrer PA 1.$4101
er a visit of more than two weeks and their families.
- JA
gunman and ex-convict who con- joins the cavalry in disguise to in a television show at the time. Chicago; and a sister, Mrs. Doro- BRIDGER REALTY oleo SR 1141S1 (fee.)
to Chicago, where she was a
Front Royal is the opposite. It vinces his captors that it would catch a gang of horse thieves.
Mrs.
house guest of her sister,
is a small town, much like the be for the best interest of all to 7:30 WANTED DEAD
OR
Mattie Williams.
hundreds that dot other Deep
go free aid frame some- ALIVE. Steve McQueen stars as
A number of dinners and cock- tl'outh states. A sharp young bus- let him
Josh Randall, who is accused of
one else for his crimes.
tail parties were given in her Moss executive summed it up.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "The killing one of his best friends to
'You hardly know your neigh- Raider:" a penetrating story of collect the bounty award.
honor by friends and relatives in
the Windy City, and Mr. and Mrs. bor in those big cities. Here you a ruthless no-holds-barred proxy 8:30 HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVand everybody fight for the controls of a giant EL. Paladin rushes to aid of an
Samuel A. Polock took her on a know everybody
talks about it," he said.
corporation, starring Paul Doug- old friend, a beautiful English
Union
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tour of the city.
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are removed from the harbor in ufacturing plant for a living. Agri- 9:00 THE LINEUP. "The Wa- duel.
New York City yearly.
culture still plays an important terfront Romeo Case:" a prosper- 900 GUNSMOKE. Doc Adams
ous business woman is shot to quits his practice in anger when
part in the economy.
The things you hear discussed dezth and her youthful husband he finds his patients going to a
in other small towns exist here. becomes prime suspect,. although new doctor whom he considers a
Things like the outbreak of dog his friends refuse to believe that quack.
Medical Technologist Clifford
poisonings and the pollution of he committed crime.
10:00 NEW YORK CONFIDENTLady)
(English
C. Davis is a man who thinks for
ii
9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. Ed IAL. "House of Strangers," with
a nearby river that has killed
himself. Ile knows the differenoa
SHE
thousands of fish. But nobody men- Murrow's guest are Miss Cloe Lee Tracy as reporter. Lee Cochbetween fact and fancy;
A GYPSY
Gifford, president of the General ran. A beautiful and wealthy mations them much anymore.
He trusts his own judgment
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
tron feels that her family no
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
longer needs or wants her, and
Men like Mr. Davis usually,
long time of being away and at last she is
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new
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thinking man's filter
you
Are
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6.. a smoking nvin's fasti
In had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
Problems, come let MADAM BEI,L advise you it once- She
will read life to you just as she would read an open hook.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway M South, Just over Mississippi State
1,Me, on the way to Hernando. Iler home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
Thom Is • notion why poopl• Ilk.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST CLIFFORD C. DAVIS,
Yoe. Seo,
to do bulimia, with uo
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Owner-Director of the Riverton Laboratowill like our eiourt•con treatment
ries, Inc., Newark, New Jersey, is shown
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
•11.1 doll,* 5. h•lp you.
here with some of his technical research
'Open Thurehoy end 'Wei
Catch yellow hoc marked Whitehaven State Line and get
equipment. At Riverton, Mr. Davis has
Night, Until 1.00 I.M.
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hundreds of students as qualified
trained
laturiirryt 9:00 to 100
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medical technologists. He also directs extensive bioanalytical and medical diagnostic
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Founder's Day Program
Set For Porter School

Sat., Feb. 21, 1959

Defender Publications
In Phase of Expansion
CHICAGO — On the third anni- sion. A new merchandising servversary of the CHICAGO DAILY ice includes retail calls by repreDefender, the newspaper is in an- sentatives, mass mailings to dealother phase of its million-dollar ers in Negro areas, talks to salesexpansion program, according to
men a n d group demonstrations
John H. Sengstake, editor, and
to housewives.
publisher.
Advertisers may also make use
In discussing the continuation of
the newspaper's expansion p r o- of the newspaper's test kitchen,
gram (announced three years ago and determine consumer reaction
at 50th anniversary celebration of through surveys and through the
the week end publication) Seng- consumer pahel, to be composed
stacke also told of new appoint- of members of the 2500-member
Chicago Houswives Association,
ments to his executive staff.
Inc.
The DEFENDER, published by
the Robert S. Abbott Publishing
Co. now owns a 63,000 square foot
building on Chicago's Michigan
ave. The building is undergoing
extensive remodeling for a move
of personnel. A grand opening is
scheduled for the fall.
' New presses will be installed in
the plant, as well as other new
The Mallory Knights, a charitequipment and facilities.
able organization, is sponsoring
VISITOR HONORED—The noand reception was given in her
To strengthen his executive team the first of what is to become
Sengstacke anitunced the araoint. an Annual United Charity Revue. bles and daughters of Moolah
honor at the home of Mrs.
Temple
54 and Moolah Court
Rose Willis, of 1096 Miss. blvd.
ment of Kenneth 0. Wilson as The show is to be held in Ellis
A corsage was presented to
advertising director, and D. Parke Auditorium on April 2, at 8 p. m. 22, Daughters of Isis, promotional
committee,
their
had
as
her by Mrs. Emma
The Revue will consist of such
Gibson as promotion director.
Artison,
recent
guest,
Mrs.
Louise
Bow.
Illustrious Commander. Those
Wilson, 1,vho founded Kenneth 0. well known religious artists as
en,
of
Alcoa,
Tenn.,
who
is
Brewster
W.H.
and
singRev.
his
who
Wilson Associates, sales and merattended are, seated on
chandising consultants, will direct ers, Lee Cunningham, the South- Imperial Deputy of the Desert,
all, the DEFENDER'S advertising ern Male chorus, the Parkers
and merchandising activities. He is Aires, Bro. 0. L. May, Gospel Joe
a former assistant advertising Williams and many other standmanager for EBONY and JET out talents of the Mid-South.
This musical occasion will be
Magazines.
Gibson, who recently resigned as opened by a series of selections
from
the Booker T. Washington
promotion manager for EBONY
and JET to accept the DEFEND- High school band and glee clubs. Soprano Eileen Farrell, movie gnol will present
a character balProf.
Blair T. Hunt, the princiER post, will direct circulation
musical stars Howard Keel and let based
on the traditional Flampal of BTW will also take part
and advertising promotion.
Kathryn Grayson, and the violinThe DAILY DEFENDER, cele- in the program.
ist Isaac Stern will be the head- engo dadces of Spain.
For tickets to this affair, conbrating these years of publication
liners on the Bell Telephone Hour The Bell Telephone Hour on teletact Miss Virginia Williams at
this month, is the only two-edition
in its third hour-long music specWH. 6-6518.
daily newspaper published by Neial in color over the NBC Telegroes. The only other Negro daily Another event that might Inter- vision network on March 4, Chanin the U. S. is published in Atlanta. est the young ladies of Memphis nel 5, beginning at 8:00 p.m.
DAILY DEFENDER circulation is the Mallory Knight Charitable Music as usual will
be provided
figures ending September 30th, Queen contest. Contact Miss Wil- by Doald Voorhees
and the Bell
for successive years were: 1956. liams for the particulars.
Telephone orchestra, and appear16,997; 1957, 21,381; 1958, a n d
ing also on the program will be
26,241.
the Ballet Espagnol lmenez VarIncreased services to advertisers
gas and the Dave Brubeck jazz
are Included in the paper's expaninstrumental quartet.
Miss Farrell, one of the current great sopranos, will sing the
soaring "Liebestod" from Wagner's "Tristan and Isolde" on the
VACTICAN CITY — (UPI) — program, while Howard Keel and
The Christian Mothers' Sodality Vatican Radio inaugurated a new Kathryn Grayson, who
have sung
of St. Augustine church present- service beamed
toward Japan together in "Showboat" and ''Kiss
ed its annual Mardi Gras supper Tuesday night with a message by Me Kate" will present
a series of
and party for the faculty nuns of Pope John XIII.
duets from the musical shows.
St. Augustine Grade and Father The Pope's message
In Latin Isaac Stern, internationally famBertrand High schools last week. was translated into Japanese
by ous violinist, will play selections
Much to their surprise, the 12 a Japanese seminarist.
Hence- that have made him known
—Sisters of Charity were feted with forth, broadcasts to
Japan will be throughout the musical world.
a'
,nen shower following the sup- made regularly on
Monday, Wed- The Dave Brubeck quartet, one
per.
nesday and Friday.
of the top current attractions
In charge of the affair were
among jazz groups, will play a
Mrs. R. L. Thompson, Mrs. IsaMost of the residents of Panama series of its distinctive
arrangebel Samuels and Mrs. Lena La- live either in Panama City or Colments. Roberto Imenez and Manmar.
on.
ual Vargas and the Ballet Espa-

Porter PTA will observe Founder's Day Thursday, Feb. 19, at
7:30 p. m. in the school cafeteria.
Rev. J.'L. Netters, pastor of the
Mt. Vernon Baptist church a n d
President of Riverview PTA, will
be the guest speaker.
Rev. Netters has the distinction of being one of the two men
who are presidents of a Memphis
Parent-Teacher Association.
Other program participants will
be Mrs. Armanda Washington, L.
V. Johnson, and a room mothers
representative. Music will be fur-

local Leader
Appointed To
Seals Group

Knights Group
Sponsors
Charity Revue

Interesting Mixture On
Next Bell Musical Hour

Nuns Feted By
Mothers' Group

floor, from left, Willis H Ill,
Eddie Pinkston, Sam Smith,
and George J. Wilson. On second row, same order, are
Daughters Rose Willis, Emma
Artison, Mrs. Bowen, the
honoree; -Marie C. Jones,

vision got off to a start widely acclaimed by television critics in its
Jan. 12 program starring Harry
Belafonte, Maurice Evans and
Renate Tebaldi.
The second program on Feb. 10
featured Rise Stevens, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Martha
Wright, Russell Nype, pianist
Grant Johannesen and the New
York City Ballet,

Mary E. Wilson and Johnnie
Jenkins. Standing, from left,
are Thomas Jefferson, Beverly Artison, Daughters Christine Jefferson, Elizabeth Russell, Rosie Gooden, Bessie Aidridge and Noble Fred' Aldridge. (Henry Font Fob.)

Attractive Ad
LONDON — (UPI) — The London Chronicle carried the following advertisement Its its lonely
hearts column today.
"Lazy, foul-tempered villiart, divorced for wife-threatening, tall,
dark, 38, interests music and photography when sober, invites correspondence."

mailed by the Glee club a iid —
band of the school. Mrs. M. S.4
Draper and Mrs. M. L. Cox are '
program chairmen.
Final plans for the annual PTA
tea, to be held Sunday. April 12,
will be given by the General
Chairman, Mrs. M. H. Porter.
Previously this financial effort
has met with tremendous success
through the cooperation of the patrons and general public. Support is again solicited for this effort to benefit the education
pogrrain of the school.
The principals, Mrs. 0. S. Shannon and M. N. Conley, and the
PTA Executive Committee urge
the presence of all parents a n d
teachers at this important meeting. It is very timely to pause
and pay tribute to the fine women who pioneered in concern for
the welfare of children and youth
by founding the Parent-Teacher
organization.

•
V.

School Board 0
Appoints Four

Rev. J. A. McDaniel, Memphis
Urban League head, has been
named as the coordinator of the
Memphis Negro communities for
the Easter Seal Society, according to an announcement by Dr. The appointment of a librarian,
C. C. Humphreys, the general two teachers and a night custodian to Memphis Negro schools
chairman of the society.
was reported by the superintendPaul Ragan, the executive dient of the personnel division at
rector of the Easter Seal ora meeting of the Board of Eduganization said that the society cation
last Friday.
helps
support
Memphis Mrs. Raychelle P. Carhee
the
was
speech and hearing center and as- appointed as librarian
to Manassists in a coordinated progra.s sas High school; Mrs.
Hildred Lofor people who have epilepsy.
max was elected to the teaching
Starting this summer, Mr. Ra- staff of the Magnolia Elementary
gan said, the Easter Seal society school and Mrs. Emery C. Somproposes a camping program for erset to the faculty of the
Hyde
crippled children and is arranging Park Elementary school.
...
to use Fuller Park for a special
Eugene Willis was elected night
camp for one week. The Society custodian at Booker T. Washingwill stand the cost of the chil- ton High school. He replaced Ledren who can not afford to pay roy Clanton who served in t h•
for the camping services,
position until Jan. 21 of this year.

Beam Vatican
Radio To Japan

THE JOHNSONS with their dog Champ. Standing, left to right: Chester A. Johnson (Who
says his wife is the best cook in the world);
niece Gertrude May, a graduate of Alabama

"FOR COFFEE we like Carnation better
than
cream," Mrs. Johnson says. Millions prefer
this double-rich milk because it makes
coffee
taste so much richer. Carnation in the red
and
white can is the world's leading brand
of
evaporated milk

"CARNATION has always been the baby
milk in
our family," Mrs. Johnson says.
`We've used
this milk and this milk alone in the
rearing of
our two sons and our three grandchildren."
Carnation is the safest, most nourishing
and
digestible form of milk for baby's formula.
State College; and daughter-in-law JoAnn
Johnson. Seated with Mrs. Johnson are her
son Lawrence, a senior at Virginia State College, and Lawrence, Jr.

RECIPE'

ZENOBIA JOHNSON, College Dietitian for 32 years says:

"WE ARE STRICTLY A
CARNATION MILK FAMILY"

How to "Enjoy" the Measles

Mrs. Johnson is known all over the country for her distinguished work as
Dietitian at a leading Alabama college. After her busy day at school she is
active in charity, civic and club work in Montgomery, Alabama.

Somebody's mother knows the secret.
A good dose of picture books, favorite dolls—and,
naturally, the telephone.

"What do I do in my spare time? I cook,"Mrs. Johnson admits."One of my
favorite dishes is macaroni and cheese, and I make it the easiest way in the
world - with Carnation Evaporated Milk. You see, Carnation is so rich I
need no shortening or flour for the cheese sauce!'

But even if you aren't enjoying measles, there's
no need to have that shut-in feeling, ever.
Just reach for the phone and you're with friends,
family, at the gore or next door. With your phone

"The fact is, I wouldn't dream of using any other milk for 'creamy'recipes,"
Mrs. Johnson adds. "Carnation makes superb cream sauce, cream gravy,
cream pies and casseroles- and there's a very good reason. Carnation is twice
as rich as ordinary milk."

handy, the world's at your fingertips.

Southern Bel I
"Thanks for

eCalling"
•

CARNATION
3-MINUTE CHEESE SAUCE
IN MACARONI AND CHEESE
(Makes 4 to 6 servings)
1

cups(large can)undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1/
2 teaspoon salt
2teaspoons dry mustard
2 cups(about8 ounces)grated
process American cheese
4 cups cooked macaroni
/
1
4 cup chopped pimiento
/
1
4 cup chopped green pepper
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1. Simmer Carnation with salt and mustard

ler
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T

In saucepan over low heat to just below
boiling(about 2 minutes).
Add cheese and stir
Constantly until
Melted (about 1 minute longer).
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2. Pour sauce over
macaroni, pimiento
and green pepper
mixed together in
buttered 2-quart casserole. Bake in moderate oven (350*F.)
1 25-30 minutes.
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